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I N T R O D O C T I O H  
The Problem
The purpose of this investigation is to determine the 
tenure of elementary school teachers of Louisiana in their 
present teaching positions and the relation of this tenure 
to certain other factors In the teaching situation and to 
study the total teaching experience of the present teaching 
corps of the elementary schools and the relation of total 
teaching experience to the factors that are treated In 
connection with tenure in present positions#
These two major problems may he divided into miner 
ones, as follows I
1* What is the tenure of elementary school teachers 
in Louisiana in their present positions m& in 
total teaching service?
2* Is tenure longer in etate**approved schools than 
it is in noiwstate-approved schools?
3, Is there longer tenure where teachers are engaged 
near heme?
4# Xs tenure longer Where salaries are higher?
0# Xs tenure longer when teachers are employed in
their heme (adopted) parishes or do they retain 
their positions longer When employed in their 
native parishes?
I
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situations where teachers with most experience are found?
> these and similar questions could not be answered with any
degree of accuracy because no study had been made that would 
answer them when applied to the Louisiana situation.
A study ef the tenure of high school teachers in 
Louisiana was made by Foote* la 1901, and a study of the 
training of high school teachers in Louisiana was made by 
Smith2 in 19901 but as yet tenure of the elementary school 
teachers ef Louisiana has received comparatively little 
attention# At a session of the legislature held during the 
summer ef 1936 a statewide tenure law was enacted# Pro* 
sumably, the present condition of teaoher tenure will not 
prevail again* this law provides that after three years of 
successful teaching service a teacher cannot be discharged 
from service except for cause, such as physical or mental 
incapacity, Ineempetenoy, or disloyalty, and then only after 
a hearing before the school beard In the parish where the 
teacher is employed# This study, therefore, is undertaken 
with the view of determining the status ef the tenure of 
elementary school teachers at the beginning of the applica­




5Laws of Leulilama# Legislative Acts, Session of 1936 Baton Mugs, LoHsiSSa, Act 103. Pp, 182-183, 
will become effective at the beginning of the 1937-38 
school session*
Limitations of the Problem
In this study no attempt is made to prove the value of 
tenure but rather to set forth facte concerning specific 
phases of tenure in Louisiana* the study is confined to 
tenure in present position and total teaching service* It 
deals only with full-time, white, elementary school teachers 
employed during the session, 1936*37, and the findings are 
based on the information obtained during the months of March 
and April from 1,603 elementary school teachers from 33 of 
the 64 parishes of the state* In some Instances the data 
were scoured from the entire personnel of the elementary 
teaching fores of a parish, while in other parishes the 
percentages of responses ranged from 26 to 76 per cent*
In selecting the parishes for this study, the writer 
considered the following factors!
1* Geographic location* Parishes were eeleoted that 
would give samples from all parts of the State* 
About an equal number of parishes were selected 
in north and south Louisiana east of the 
Mississippi River, the lower line of Rapides 
Parish being selected as the dividing line, and 
about half of those parishes that are usually 
referred to as the "Florida Parishes," The 
parishes from which data were scoured are shown 
on the accompanying map*
CRAM'S 
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9* Availability of w m v®** During the school session 
ef 1936*37 many parishes wave engaged in ourrieu* 
Ivm studies under the guidance of teachers fro® 
the Louisiana State 0niv©r«tty, As the Instructors 
fre® the University ewe in contact with the writer, 
the parishes they were guiding in curriculum work 
were selected, Xn these parishes where curriculum 
groups were not available, the parish superin* 
tendente agreed to supervise the distribution of 
the infornation blank,
5* Rural and urban parishes, Xn Louisiana there are 
parishes that are generally considered rural, 
while in others there are large centers of popula* 
tioru An attempt has been made to secure, as far 
as possible, the information for this study from 
an equal number of rural and urban parishes#
Method of Procedure
Before any actual formulation of definite methods of 
procedure and presentation was begun, a survey of related 
studies was made to determine their scope and limitations 
and to enable the writer to become more conversant with the 
procedures and content of these investigations* studies 
not immediately available were procured for the writer by 
the Hill Memorial Library through its inter-library loan 
service,
A questionnaire was then drawn up to secure the specific 
data desired* Xn phrasing the questions two objectives were
a
constantly kept In mind* (1) that the questionnaire produce 
exact information, and (2) that it be easily understood by 
the teachers fro® she® the information was to be requested# 
Reasons for the selection of the particular parishes 
embraced in this study have been previously stated* In 
thirty of the parishes the questionnaires were filled under 
the supervision of appointees thoroughly familiar with the 
nature ef the study, each appointee having had a conference 
with the writer relative to his supervision of the distrl* 
button, the recording of the information by the teachers, 
and the return of the completed questionnaires to the 
writer* In the remaining three parishes the superintendents 
themselves agreed to perform this function*
Types of certificates* held by teachers and state 
approval of the elementary sohoola8 wore oheeked agalnat 
the revised records in the State Department of Education*
The else of the community wherein the teachers furnishing 
the data were presently employed was determined from the 
Government Census report of 1930**
After each questionnaire had been carefully checked, 
the information was coded so that the data could be placed 
on cards for tabulation by sorting and counting machines*
4gertlfloatlon of teachers (White), Bulletin Wo* 322, 
State 3^^5«ent0f^duoallon of Louisiana, Baton Bouge, August, 1936*
f̂ ?iSiS8M?W^18.5gS9̂  fiSffiSPwEtiSilm, October, 195*.
fourteenth Conatm of the United state*. United states 
Departaenfer Comoro#, Sa9nlngfon7 5787^930.
Where the total ntxs&or of teachers in any particular phase 
of the study has been less than ten, the median usually has 
not been entered because of laok of significance— this con­
dition is indicated in the median columns of the tables by 
the symbol X*
Definition of feme
That the reader may more readily use and Interpret the 
terms of this study from the point of view of the writer 
the tens are herewith presented with the specific defini­
tions and exact connotations as intended by the writer In 
employing them!
Average annual salary, the mm of the annual salaries 
received divided by the number of years of service* 
Dependents, number of persons directly dependent on teacher 
for support*
Elementary si wpp** elewent&wr grMew, grades four, fire, 
eix and seven.
Hose parieh. parish of present legal residence.
parish where teacher was bom*
HO data, specific information on question under consideration 
not given*
t e m A  m hat* the salary received for teaching ser­
vices during the entire year of 1936-1937**
♦Since the compilation of the material for this study* the state school fund has Increased materially and as a 
result of this Increase the state Superintendent of Education has ordered that each teacher be paid an additional month* e salary* That additional salary ie not Included in "Present Annual Salary*"
10
Frosting work, work during 1956*3? session*
Primary 0£ prlmarr g£8&S$t, grad®s on®, two ami. thro®*
Haaidlnor jy* community, within "walking distance” of school# 
Separate buildings. th® elementary school occupying a plant 
not shared with any other department of that school* 
Separate principal. a prlrtolpal whose duties are confined to 
the elementary grades#
Site of community* the number of inhabitant® In the community. 
Site of school. number of elementary teachers teaching in 
the school*
Tenure. the number of year® a teacher ha® taught*
(For convenience it has been divided Into two phase®*)
1* Tenure In present position or the number of years 
of teaching experience. in position held during 
the session of 1936*37*
2* Total tenure or the total number of years of service 
in the teaching profession*
Type 2t certJLXlo&ffi. type of teaching license as issued by 
the State Department of Education*
Various positions held* the number of positions held by 
teachers during their total teaching experience*
Various tjypê  of work, the different grades taught, or sub* 
Jects taught, or administrative position® held*
CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OP RELEVANT STUDIES
CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF RELEVANT STUDIES
In recent year* considerable attention has been 
given to the subject of tenure of teachers. Many educators 
individually, as veil as numerous educational association® 
and state departments of education, have undertaken to 
investigate this phase of the teaching profession and to 
publish their flnd.lnrrs. Bulletins Ho. S3, 19301 , Ho. 7, 
19,12—33®, ana Ho. 5, 1033-34® of the Of flea of Education of 
the United States Department of the Interior give evidence 
of this In the number of studies listed therein on tenure. 
Even legislative bodies have met the Issues, for thirty 
states have enacted lave pertaining to tenure and twenty- 
seven states have provided for the retirement of teachers*^ 
To assist the reader in getting a more compre­
hensive estimate of what has been done on tenure and to
^ Bibliography cf Research Studies In Education, Bulle­tin No.237 Onited States Department of  the IntcrinrT Office 
of Education, Washington, D.C. 1930.
? Ibid., Bulletin No.7, 1034.
3 Ibid.. Bulletin Ho.5, 1935.
4 "State-wide Legislative Provisions for Teacher 
Welfare*, The Indiana Teacher, Indianarolie. Indiana, 
February, P S T T l l f ; -------
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facilitate hie making such comparison© and contrasts as he 
may be interested in, the ensuing brief resume® and excerpts 
are presented.
T«v»r» of Kl«h Rohool T^oharB
Hall, In tracing the professional movement of 
rural teachers in Pennsylvania, states that over a six~year 
period (1924-29) the mobility of high school teachers was 
2*5 per cent* This represents 28 changes In 1,12? oases 
studied*^
woods in hie report of the Texas Common School 
Districts (193?) gives the followings
_ Summary of CoamonBqkoolPi.8trlotg6.........
Tenure (including present year)
let Tear
m
, s fe i «Se« © r4 » « « (tO r*
04* ** e  u u u S i  *  ^  2 $<e 4* 4» a « 9 a o *®r4C «-i Q © © ® © o ^ >•= fa o0,6 «C §-« }m H H H  I O S-*0 *3 1 H H01 <  cv? *0 ^  *o <0 r-t oa.
83? 92 929 556 35? 295 208 193 39 2 2,879
Foote in hie study on the tenure of high school 
teachers in Louisiana (1931) found that the median "years of
® Hall, william Franklin, The Professional Movement of Rural School Teachers in .Pennsylvania*' t)dotor*s DiiserEalTon, Cornell Wlvereity. 19M. P*62.
6 woods, L. A., The Twcnty*nlnth Biennial Report, state Department of Education, Austin, fexae. 1939^ p7S?8*
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service in present position* for principal® wn® 6.60 years5
pears.7
Gregory found that in the pear 1931*h5R the median 
teaohinn experience of the white hiprh school teachers of 
Oklahoma m s  6,1 years, with a median tenure In the die-
Illinois Education Association reported (1R36) that the 
tenure distribution of olenentary teacher® varied with the 
size of the community.** This study included districts rang­
ing in size from canters below 1,500 to 10,000 and over, 
Cities of 10,000 and over showed a median tenure of 0.07 
years when 4,771 eases were studied. Cities between 5,000 
to 10,000. with 1,387 ©nee®, showed a median of 0.00 years. 
Cities of 0,500 to 5,000, with 078 cases, showed a median 
of 7.51 years. Cities of 1,500 to 0,500 had a median of 
5.61 years, while cities below 1,500 population, with 403 
oases, had a median of 3.06 years.
7 Foot©, Irving P., Tenure of Hlph School Teachers in 
Louisiana, Peabody ConlsarX̂ î 1T5ir̂ E?raI3M5̂ ,?Xnn"'reo753"iT'Koryo 
$ ©afeody Soil of-© for Teachers, H&shviXlo, Tonne®®©©. 1051,
that for men teachers it was 0.60 years} and for women, 0,60
trlcts with reference to position held, 0,8 years.®
enure of Elementary T
The Department of Research and statistics of the
f's Orcyory, Marshall, Statistics Pertain top to Oklahoma 
Tcachlnrr Personnel. State
KomaV -51?TaHoma18ity, Oklahoma. 1054. P . 1.
of Research and statistic®7*X-i Springfield. Illinois. 1036. P 
' Tenure of Teacher® in Olties of IK  in pig , Department eti n # ei 0, IlTInoTn fiSuGafroirr’*Association, 
.b.
IB
In considering the eases of 4>942 elementary 
teachers, Hall found that ever a eix-ye&r period 878 changed 
positions, shoving the turnover to be 11*6 per cent*3-0 
Woods In hie biennial report (1937) found the 
following conditions In “independent districts*1!
Sumnmry Independent School Districted 
let Iear


















2090 670 2760 1867 937 1010 1297 3601 1002 483 16,818
In his survey of the Town Schools of Indiana 
1931) Bain reported the annual turnover by years as follows* 
Turnover of Elementary Teachers in^Town Schools
Xear Annual Annual Appointments Replacements Turnoverin Per Cent
1922 50 18 36,0
1923 82 19 30. 61924 82 13 28*01925 52 16 30,81926 63 18 34.01927 62 12 23,11920 53 18 28,31929 53 IS 34,0
1930 65 8 14.8
1931 55 9. •rr,.r - ...— .... ......... -
627 146 2V.7
10 Hall. op*clt» P.52.
11 Woods. OD*Clt. P.264,
12 Bain, Robert »alker, fttrnevw of J&eaentaxx.. Xau&actin Indiana. 1921~31, Kaflter's Thesis, University of Chicago.
P. 60.
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Thomsen in studying the teacher turnover In Mew 
tork state village and cities eayst
In the school year 1033-34, 1,37? *new 
teachers* were employed In the villages and cities of New fork State* not Including New 
fork City and Buffalo* In the echool year 1934*35, 1,050 11new teachers* were employed in the villages and cities not including ilew fork City, 
Buffalo, lookers, and Lackawanna* Also In 1934*35, 2,785 *new teachers* were employed in 76 per cent of the supervisory districts, or 3,761 if it were calculated for 100 per oent**3
Concerning the turnover of Elementary teachers 
in Indiana, Bain gives the fallowing summary!
In 1022, there were 504 teachers in ele­mentary schools of 0 or more teachers, there were 146 replacements and the turnover was 24*6 per cent* The years subsequent to 1922 had an­nual turnover as follows! 1025, 20*0 per cent! 1924, 21*7 per cent; 1925, 10*3 per cent; 1925,14*9 per cent; 1927, 17*1 per cent; 1928, 14*7 per cent; 1929, 13*7 per cent; 1930 , 8*0 per 
bent; 1931, 8*6 per cent* The highest annual turnover was 24*8 per oent In 1922 and the low­est was 8*0 per cent in 1030* The average annual turnover for the ten-year period was 16*0 per cent*^4
Rice, Conrad, and Fleming, in reviewing various
studies on tenure, found!
The statistics gathered by the National Edu­cation association Committee on tenure show that in the rural schools of Wisconsin from 85 to 6a
13 Thom«on, Kdwarfl F*, A. BvurYgy of the Ta*gh*R,Twno w
‘Btat’e "SbHege for TeacRers V'^T®35 * Pp * 30-31 *
^  Bain, op*olt* pp.61-05*
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per cent of the teachers changed their position© 
yearly over a three*year period; that In 1925-26 In Nebraska, but 11*2 per cent of 2,820 rural teachers had served two years or more In their positions; that In the five-year period, 1920-25,In elties over 100,000 In population in states having tenure laws, only 4 per cent of the teachers left the profession to engage In other employment, while In the cities over 100,000 In population in states without tenure laws, 6 per eent of the teachers left the profession for other occupations.1®
Tenure In Relation to Type of Work
Rsavls, Pierce, and Stullken make this reference 
regarding the tenure of elementary-sohool principalss
The question as to the tenure of a position 
determines to no small extent the attractiveness 
of the position as a career, while aoeurate fig­
ures are not available as to exact tenure of cleaentary-seheol principals, the prlnoipalship is very generally considered a stable position the country over. Usually the elementary-sehool principal is not subject to the vicissitudes of political changes in the government of the olties and not Infrequently of the schools . . .  * The median for the United States as a whole is 6.78 years#16
Hall presents the following table regarding the 
tenure of one-room teachers in Pennsylvania, The studies 
cover the years 1924 to 1929, inclusivej
Bloe, George A., Conrad, Clinton C., Fleming, Paul,
Personnel. The Macmillan Company. Hew York. 1933. P.73.
16 Reavis, William C., Pierce, Paul R., Stullken, Edward, The Elementary School, its Oratani action and Administration, University of Chicago Pr.S'e, Chloago? lSST." Pp.tfS-lior
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Type of Bases and Movement by Years
Teacher Indices of










100 0,2 Bo BO 72 OOP
Percentage n
of Mobility i c eJL r.,s * 15.6 13.7 12,7 12,7 14.2#
♦Annual rate for the six-year period,
Hall further states:
The vary much hlyher rata of nobility for 
teachers of trades 7-0, ae compared with teachers 
of the primary and of the intermediate mrades. 
explains largely the higher rate for teachers of 
one-room schools, as compared with the same types* 
The one-ro ms school contributes more heavily to the personnel of the upper yrados type than do 
either of the other two ^raded school types of 
teacher.
Any considerable movement by hlnds-of-poeition 
Is naturally to be ernectad of the high-school type 
of teacher. But even thin ty^e shown no special 
tendency with a rate of but 45 ohanpcs for each 
1 3 0  teachers employed. The rate is Just twice the 
rate for teachers of the uppor-rrrades*
Ashbum, in the following table, finds the arc rare 
per cent of turnover In Kuntinrton Bub!ic Schools to bo 0.01.
17 KrI U  on.elt. P.29. 
10 Ibid. P.77.
Comparison of Total Staff with fitharâ al|̂ A,ô ordIn;;: to
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General Elementary 6 6 a u 18 6.88
Primary (1-5) 185 15 1 8 138 1867 7.44
Elementary (4-8) 88 20 1 1 118 1614 7.87
Junior High (7-8) 155 87 3 5 m e 1685 11.50
Senior High (10-18) 7© 11 0 3 86 765 11*24
454 7? 7 14 551 1681 8*81
The tenure of principals neeme nor© a ©cur© than 
tenure of other teacherb , for Sin on. in studying the turn, over 
of ienoher<- an^nr the smaller secondary echo ole of Indiana, 
found!
At the close of the school pear 1850-51, the 
rate of turnover anonp the township staff 'members was 
55.8 per cent and among the town staff members. 16.4 
ner cent, being *4 per cent higher than that for the 
township teachers. Likewise, the rate of turnover
"7 o“* Ashburn, Clarence M., Teacher Turnover in the hunting- 
ton P-Vbllc schools. ; 018-3". U ! a « l ^ i T K S 5 l C T f S 5 « ^ n r ^  SJIncinnatl. T33&7 P7557
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for the town principal® «m  higher than that for the town teacher®, baing 19.1 per cent for the first ~roup and 17*4 per cent for the second. The rate of turnover for the town superintendents was 
onlv ?.? per cent.
Heviewinp the movement of rural eehorl teachers in 
Pennsylvania, Hall disclosed the teachers of prade§ 7 ami n 
to have the highest tenure in that state# Hi® different 
classifications are rriwen in the following table.
E x t e n t  n f  t h e  M o vem en t b y  t h e  S e v e r a l  T vn e®  o f  T e a c h e r s  
anonrr t h e  T h r e e  M a jo r  K in d s  o f  P o s i t io n s  T e a c h e r ,  ^  
._ . y e s e h e r - r o P f l r y l .8 o r .T a A n f l l r > a l .  a n f t . ^ v a e r y l a p r - p r l n q l r a l : ; 1 .
Eases and One- p^pd-Elementapy
b O A c o ls , w a d e s
!! £ t i n  i  a  v  A T y p e s  H ig h  All
m obility  v>e»*ool l ->3 4-6 7-  Combined School Schools
Number ofTeachers 4276 7001 1405 1538 4940 1137 10355
Employed
Humber ofPosition 30 3 6 34 43 51 128
Changes
P a m  pnfa ̂A
“ ’of 0.7 C. 15 0.4 2.2 0.9 4.5 1.2
a & m t t ________
In "Some Trends in Teacher Tenure in Nebraska Hip!" 
Schools"^ Schroeder found that men and women both have an
00 si-ton. Donald Lionel, Turnover among Teacher®, in the Smaller Secondary Schools of Indiana. Doctor’s Dissertation, Unlvereliy of “Chicago. rrr̂
m  Hall, op#olt* P.76.
99 Pchroeder, Howard P., Some Trends in High School 
Tenure In Hebraahs High Softools# Master’® Thesis, Univer­sity *cF TSeEraSHT^VST
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average tenure of 8.6 years in the one-subject field, that 
they run very closely together in the two-subject field with 
4*8 and 4*6 years respectively, whereas in the tnree-or-mor© 
subject field they average 3*5 and 4*8 years respectively*
He oonoluded from the study that there was very little dtf- 
ferenoe in tenure between men and women, but the length of 
tenure, elite of school, eal&ry, and smaller field of prepara* 
tion are very closely associated with tenure*
Tenure In Relation to Salary
Hefley summarizes his discussion of teacher turn* 
over In Oklahoma as follows:
Teacher turnover depends on factors other than salary* Some of these factors are: livingand social conditions? desirability of the teach­ing situation from the standpoint of teaching load, teaohing supplies, supervision, nature and type of school building; personal and family consideration; 
business opportunities; opportunities or lack of opportunities for leadership and community coopera­tion.^
Reporting on 551 teachers who left the Huntington 
Public Schools between the years 1918 and 1932, Aahburn found 
that 453 resigned, 73 had their services discontinued, ? re­
tired, and 14 died. Put of the 453 who resigned only 1 had 
been receiving the maximum salary of $4200, whereas in the 
?10Q0 salary bracket there were 131 resignations* In the
Hefley, John Tillman, Factors 1Vhlch Condition tne Training of kissh Behoof Teachers' 1^ TJoctor?e Die-sertation, University of 65Iahoma. K 3 5 P .67*
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next to lament salary, f3.800, there vem 131 resignations.
In the *3800 a&l&ry division there were 9 ronifpmtions and
_ _ o/10 re nirnvn tiers in the $3090 salary li^it.
With an exception in the field of music, the 
tenure of Cincinnati teachers ha® increased during the pant 
tro decades. The follo*?ing table la riven by Martin in sinv 
pert of tils cpini^n.
Cc-nparisen of the Hate of Turnover by Teaching Crouraor 
nnatl Public School®_fer. 1S17~ 2.7....and..1P97-4** *r,'Jin
bevel of Subject











1st to 3rd. Crade® 5,90 3.11 *"> Oft.: * au
4th to 6th tirades 5.54 0.67 0,6?
7 th and Oth Oracle® 5. no 3,40 ^.40
Junior High School 5,40 0.49 O Ol
Senior High School 4 .60 4.34 .06
Art 30.30 a, 33 11.0?
Household Arte 0,50 S. 40 1.10
Industrial Arte 12.40 4,63 7.77
Music 4.70 7.76 3,08*
Penmanship and Commercial B. 70 4.74 ■ 3.98
Physical Education 33.00 7,31 14.69
Vocational Training 5.40 3.SI 1.59
Special Claes 04,70 7.04 16,76
♦Increase
* Arhburn, op.clt. P.34,
S5> hart in, Oscar Carv, Teacher Turnover In the Cincinnati
* u F Tlfttnniu.i l  i- - r r  -rT . lT •-i---------   • i -- "~Jp ' ■'I—~,I,J— ^ .'"  . . . y ^Pnvo ic Schools under the Present Salary Schedule# ha®- nr1 o
— r^g'C“"?79r:“
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Commenting on salaries and teacher1© tenure * 
dlsbree states!
.........poorly-trained, ineroerlenced,.and In*different teachers probably Indicate salaries too loir to attract or retain capable individuals. Ktyh turnover * especially the loss of many ere ell cmt 
teachers ^ is frequently attributable to inadequate salaries. ***
Tie also maintains that:
O-rorth in school population is entirely un­related to the salary schedule, but a rrmtor or 
a snailor proportion of the teacher turnover is very cl no el*-" connect o<t nith the pay scale,^
yhen hirh school teachers mors ashed by Foote to 
list in order of importance their reasons or causes for 
ehanrinp schools, he obtained the following!
Specific reasons in erdgr of frequency of mention (above 100. times) are! c-̂
Better salary - - - - - - - - - - - - -  SIS time©
be sire to teach at home - - - - - - - -  times
"nail school - - - - - - - - - - - - -  gpQ time*?
Desire to secure added training - - - - 192 time®
Inadequate chance for professional
rpro’Tth - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  m o  tines
Poor chance for promotion - - - - - - -  Ifl tines
ho chance for increase of salary * - - 184 times
"mall com-unity - - - - - - - - - - - -  12.9 tinea
Desire to nabo no*-* professional
contacts - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  117 tines
Tlcferee, Wil lard 3. . Teach ere • 9&larl. e ft. Duro.au of Publications, Teachers Or 11 ore, ̂ oT^oi'a HmTrcr^it;-. IP 31. 
pr-. if 7-180.
‘ Ibid, P.130.
29 poo to, cyp. elt. P,110.
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Tenure In Relation, to fteputation
A study of the tenure n f  whito teacher® of o v i a -  
hccm nado by the education association of that state briers 
out the fact that the else of the center in which a teacher 
Is enrloyed has a direct bearing on the I©nrth of service 
the tenchor renders in one position. The table on tenure 
for the state o f  Ohlahena follow:
JMnnwnwmr
Tenure for White Teachers by $rm*y>
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Total X9,°41 1,911 301 1,004 1,254 906 1,76? 2.4*0 6,970
tv.V.F;can) 3.77 9././ 0.71 6 .6^ 5.00 4.04 3,79 9.«9 1.74
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Recent investigations dealing with the study of 
tenure indicate that during the past few years the length 
of tenure has steadily increased. This is particularly true 
of teaonere in the upper elementary and high school grades* 
mile salary increases are conducive to the lengthening of 
tenure, there are other factors, such as desirable living 
conditions and community advantages, that are important in 
determining the length of service a teacher cares to render 
in a particular situation. Urban centers show a longer 
median tenure than do tho*e communities that way be classed 
as rural or semi-rural. The desire to teach near home seems 
to influence tenure and tne opportunity to grow profession­
ally frequently causes a change of positions, tfhere teaching 
subjects are considered, instructors in vocational training 
are subject to few changes, wnereae Junior high school teachers 
as a division show even more stability in tenure. There are 
additional indications tbRt those interested In the teaching 
profession are much concerned over the mobility of teachers 
and that the next few years will see continued efforts to 
correct those factors that cause tne continuous changing of 
positions by members of the teaching profession.
CHAPTER III
TENURE OF TEACHERS IN PRESENT POSITION 
AND IN ALL TEACHING POSITIONS
cham a  i n
TENURE OF TEACHERS IN PRESENT POSITION 
AND IK ALL TEACHING POSITIONS
The Information supplied by the elementary school 
teachers of Louisiana made it possible to determine for 
each teacher the number of years she had been In her 
present position and the number of years of total service 
in the teaching profession* The data* therefore* have been 
assembled and treated on the basis of these tee phases of 
tenure* namely— years of service in present position and 
total years of service in all positions. M m  teachers end 
women teachers have been treated separately but the same 
factors have been treated io their relation to the two 
aspects of tenure* The first group of tables, one to 
twenty-one, deals with women in tholr present position* 
while tables twenty-two to forty-two treat of the men 
teachers In their present position* Table® forty-three to 
sixty-three Include the total teaching ©rperlene© of women 
and tables sixty-four to eiebty-four treat of men teachers 
in all positions* Tenure in present position Is referred 
to* at times* as years of service in present position.
Total years of service is, at times, referred to as total 
teaching experience, or total tenure*
SECTION I
TENURE IN PRESENT POSITION^VSTOMEN
In this section tenure, or years of service in present 
position, for women ia treated In relation to other factors on 
which data were gathered* Interpretations are hated mainly on 
differences In medians for the different arrays in the tables.
Tears of Servloe in Present Position and Parish 
Where Presently Employed~Woraen
What is the tenure of the elementary teacher in Louisiana 
in present position? Are there marked differences in tenure 
In the parishes studied?
Table X and Chart X show the facts for women* The median 
tenure* for the 1417 teachers is 4*48 years but varies from 
1*86 years in La Salle Parish to 10*0 years In St* John 
Parish* It is interesting to note that approximately 22 per 
oent of the entire group of teachers are serving their first 
year in their present positions, that only 5*2 per oent have 
been in their present positions for five years, that only six 
teachers of the 1417 have held their present position for a 
period of twenty years, and only two for thirty years*
•For the sake of brevity and to avoid monotonous repeti­tion the phrase *ln present position1 is not repeated after 
each median tenure* In the first and second sections the terms tenure and median tenure refer to tenure or years of service in present position*
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1 30 a 4 1 4 7 7
■> 5 12 13 4 & 0 11
3 3 0 x.* 3 t 7 6
4 1 o 3 1 3 7 3
5 1 3 0 0 0 ■W 7
6 0 0 5 3 1 0 6
? 1 6 4 1 a ft 1 0
8 0 4 1 2 7 1 fitO
9 3 1 0 1 1 5 t
1 0 0 3 1 0 0 5 a
11 1 1 4 0 1 1 5
1 2 0 0 1 1 1 2 1
1 3 0 7 <*? A 0 i 3
1 4 0 1 o 2 0 0 5
1 5 1 0 0 6 1A.
1 6 0 *x» i 1 0 0 4
1 7 1 0 i 0 0 3 1
I S 0 0 5 0 0 0 0
1 9 0 o 0 0 0 I 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 A*.*> 1 0
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 n
7 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 0 0 6 0 0
27 0 r\\  y ryvy 0 n 0 0
o c o 0 0 0 0 0
°9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 H 0
G A S P S 20 m 56 73 46 • > n
LOEfflttT 1 i 1 i I 1
I17DIA!? 4 .6 7 3 .0 0 4 . 67 4 .5 7 .3 3 7  ^tf • ry A PS t * V<J




YEARS Of SERVICE IK PRESEKT POSITION AliP PARISH! 
SKERE PRESENTLY ERM.OYEB —  WOISSN
HSiSIKIfSiW;
Parish Where Presently Employed
>:h a r b ii ©c rH ■r-t
P r-iUr c$P p«fc£
© c c *•
H  v  e ,£*
*  1 |H <*f |H © CJ ©
©  r* ft (S*t H
pry-.TTT f»W h ^  P © © © P r̂ ’ivJ^XH U N   C P Vt $h -r4 C CSS© *H ©* fc> Vi CO.,D © © es <tf «3H ►*; *JS *2
1 7 20 0 4 4 11
KN*«iir
7
o 4 11 9 3 a 14 0fV3 2 5 4 0 5 8 1
4 0 6 3 1 5 7 1
5 1 12 0 0 0 2 08 r» 2 3 1 1 4, 0
7 3 4 *!»O 3 0 0 0
8 2 •%%/ 3 0 2 4 1
9 i 0 3 0 e 3 0
10 1 9 4 1 0 4 0
11 2 0 5 0 0 2 0
10 0 9 1 1 1 3 0
13 1 i 1 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 r>A" .J 2 1 1 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
17 0 0 0 X 0 H*O 0
10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
*~>n■Lrt/ 0 0 0 0 0O'*LO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 0 n 0 0 0 0 0
95 r\ 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 0 p 0 0 0 0
27 0 0 0 0 p 0 p
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 009 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6b 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0A5E3 nf*r , ■»-> 68 40 10 20 07 19
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 X 1 1
PEDIAf? 4.5 3.30 5.33 6.8 8.87 4.5 1.30
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1 4 13 26 0 13 317o 3 0 9 p o 219
3 4 2 a 1 1 120
4 o i 5 0 1 93
5 5 i 3 0 1 70
6 6 <r» % 1 9 91
? 1 i 3 1 1 76
a o 1 ■ 1 0 36
0 i 1 1 0 0 55
10 0 1 1 1 0 54
li i 0 Jr- 1 0 36
12 0 0 *■> 0 1 39
13 1 0 1 0 0 33
14 1 0 1 0 0 29
15 0 0 0 0 0 20
16 1 0 9►h> 0 0 24
1? 0 0 1 0 0 18
IB 0 0 0 1 17
19 0 0 0 0 0 6
20 0 1 0 0 0 6
21 0 0 0 0 0 1
22 0 0 0 0 0 9
23 0 0 0 0 0 1
24 0 0 0 0 0 1
25 0 0 0 0 0 ***
36 0 i"\ 0 0 0
27 0 0 0 0 0 1
26 0 0 0 0 0 0
99 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 f ) 0 0 o
CASES %nO  A> 33 70 6 33 1417
h c m m r 1 1 1. 0 1 1
yiKVXAU 5 . 6 2 .5 6 2 .7 0 X 9 4,46



















































Xn 60 per oent of the parishes there are more teachers 
serving their first year in their present position than 
there are serving their second year in their present post* 
tion* in only one perish ere there more teachers serving 
their fifth year than their first year* there is hut one 
parish in which its teaeher is serving her first year while 
one parish has 60 per sent of its teachers serving their 
first year* Only ten eases have a tenure of ever twenty 
years in present position and these are distributed over 
seven parishes* Cameron Parish has 44 per sent of the teach* 
lag fores in their present position for the first year while 
St* James has 14 per cent and West Feliciana has none eerv* 
lag the first year* at* Landry has eleven serving their 
seeoad year as against seven the first year while Bast Baton 
Rouge has ten serving their seventh year in their present 
position as c o m p a re d  to eight serving their first year and 
eleven the second* It Is interesting to note that not a 
parish of the state shows continuous annual teacher service 
to the twentieth year~*Baat Baton Rouge being the nearest 
with seventeen years*
Concerning the 141? women teachers in the parishes 
studied it is seen that they have served from one to thirty 
years in the present position with, a median of 4*48 years, 
and that approximately half, or 56*£ per cent, have been 
in the present positions for five years or less* Chart 1 
indicates that there is considerable variability in medians 
of tenure for the parishes studied*
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TABLE XX
YEARS OF SERVICE IS PRK3ERT POSITION ARC




status of Elementary schools
TOTALApproved Softool 8 Hon-ApprovadSoftools
X 257 60 3172 187 32 2193 107 82 1204 77 16 935 64 12 786 75 16 @17 73 6 788 62 4 66
9 48 7 5510 48 6 6411 34 1 3512 38 1 3913 30 3 3314 27 2 2915 20 0 2016 22 2 2 417 16 2 16
18 16 2 1719 6 0 020 4 1 521 1 0 122 3 0 3
23 1 0 124 1 0 126 1 0 126 0 1 127 1 0 128 0 0 0
29 0 0 0
30 2 0 2
CASES lf 222 196 1 ,4 1 7
LOWEST 1 1 1
MEDIAB 4.79 3 .2 6 4*48
HIGHEST 30 26 30
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learn of Service in Present Position
and Status of Elementary SohooX^Wmseyi
In Louisiana tlie elementary spools are divided into 
two groups, state-approved and non-state-approved, the dlf* 
ference being that approved schools hare met standards 
shieh hare, been designated by the State Department of 
Education1* With respect to tenure of teachers there may 
be a difference between those schools which hare met the. 
requirements for state approval and those which have not# 
Specifically, is tenure longer In approved or non-approved 
schools?
The data relating to this question are shown In fable 
II# Prom that table it may be seen that of the 1,322 
women in the approved schools, 257, or 21,0 per cent, are 
serving their first year, while in non-approved schools 00 
of the 195 employed, or 30.7 per oent, are serving their 
first year# This is a turnover of approximately thirty 
per oent in non-approved schools as compared with twenty 
per cent in approved schools#
For approved schools the median tenure is 4*79 years, 
while in non-approved schools the median is 3.26 years#
Thus, the question is answered affirmatively— that is, the 
tenure of women teachers in the elementary schools of 
Louisiana is longer in approved than in non-approved schools#




YEARS OF 3ERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION AND
PRESENT AND PERMANENT ADDRESS —  WOKEN
TEARS INHSSESTPOSITION
Prasanfc and poraanant M&rm»
TOTALKo Data Dltfarant
1 0 129 188 3172 2 101 110 2193 1 70 68 1294 0 57 36 936 0 48 28 786 0 60 31 917 1 44 33 708 0 62 14 669 0 38 17 5510 1 38 16 8411 0 26 10 3612 0 29 10 3913 0 27 6 3314 1 24 4 2916 0 17 3 2018 0 22 2 2417 0 18 2 1818 0 13 4 1719 0 8 0 820 0 6 0 521 0 1 0 122 0 3 0 823 0 1 0 124 0 1 0 126 0 1 0 I28 0 1 0 127 0 1 0 128 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 030 0 2 0 2
CASES 6 834 677 1,41?
LOWEST 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN X 0*2 2.87 4*48
HIGHEST 14 30 18 30
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years of Service in Present Position
ana Present and Permanent Address— Women
The majority of schools hare at some time been con­
fronted with the problem of employing teachers who reside 
permanently in the school ccimmimity, where such teachers are 
employed do they render more years of eenrlee than those 
teasers who reside without the school community? In other 
words, what is the difference. If My, in tenure between 
teachers these present and permanent addresses are identic 
oal, and those whose present and permanent addresses are 
different?
Table 111 shows that of the 1417 oases studied, 834 hare 
the same teaching and permanent address, while 377 have dif­
ferent addresses# The median tenors Is d,S years for those 
with the same teaching and home address, and 2.07 years for 
those with different teaohlng and home address* The longest 
tenure In present position there teachers are not teaching 
at their permanent address is eighteen years, while tenure 
is as hlgi as thirty years in some esses where the teaching 
and permanent addresses are the same*
From these data it is evident that the women whose 
teaohlng and permanent addresses are the same have a longer 
tenure— 3,33 years in the parishes of this study— than those 
women who have different teaching and permanent addresses.
W3DIA* 3.33 X 1.64 1.88 2.73 3.98
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TABLE XV (Concluded)
TEARS OS* SERVICE IV, PRESENT POSITtOU AND 
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fear* of Service in Present Position
ana Salary in Present Poeitlon*~women
Do teachers with a longer tenure In present position 
receive higher salaries them teachers with shorter tenure?
Table XV shows the data relative to this question* As 
the salary levels rise so does the median tenure* Each 
salary step-lnterval shows an Increase In tenure* There is 
only one ease in the lowest salary level, and in that ease 
it is a teacher serving her first year in that position} in 
the highest salary level there are 85 oases with a median 
tenure of 10*5 years* The salaries of more beginning 
teachers are within the #828 to #89© level than within any 
other salary level* In the second lowest salary level 
there is a total of fourteen oases and eleven of these are 
serving their first year in their present positions* Of 
the third lowest level 36 of the 61 teachers are serving 
their first year in their present positions* In the second 
highest salary level there are as many serving their tenth 
year as there are serving the first year* Only five of the 
88 teachers in the top salary level are serving their first 
year in their present positions* There is a total of 24 
eases serving their sixteenth year In the same position and 
fourteen of these are In the same salary level (#650 to 
#924)* The greatest number of teachers, 302, serving in 
any one salary level have a salary range of from #625 to
43
$699{ the next highest number, 296, are serving in the next 
highest level. Long tenure appears to be associated with 
relatively high salaries.
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TABL.2 V (Concluded) 
WARS OF SERVICE IS PRESENT POSITION AND





X 12 15 6 3X72 7 5 2 2X9
3 0 6 a 1884 0 6 i 935 X 7 X 766 2 2 a 9X
7 0 4 X 78
8 0 2 0 m
8 X 0 X 55
XO 0 3 X 34
XX X X 0 3312 X a 1 39
X3 0 X 0 53
14 0 X X 29
15 0 i 0 2016 0 0 1 24X? 0 X 0 1813 0 X 0 17
18 0 0 0 8
20 0 X 0 5
21 0 0 0 X
22 0 0 0 523 0 0 0 X24 0 0 0. X25 0 0 0 X
26 0 0 0 X27 0 0 0 X28 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 2
CASES 25 39 20 1,417
LOWEST 1 1 1 1
KEBXAH 2,07 4.58 4 4.40
hishsrt 12 20 10 30
54
Tears of Service in Present Position
and R a U n  Parii&^wo®eit
Do the native* of any particular pariah hare longer 
tenure in present teaching position that natives of other 
parishes?
natives of St* John Parish lead the state with a 
median tenure of 9*3$ years* East Feliciana is second 
highest 1st tenure with a median of 9*0 years, while St* 
Janes and East Baton Bouge rank next in order with median 
tenures of 8*0 and 7*13 years* respectively* The natives 
of Union Parish have the shortest median tenure— •1*72 
years* Rapides contributed the greatest number of oases* 
there being 70 from that parish* Three parishes* namely* 
Concordia, St* Bernard* and Tensas* have no natives that 
were located in the parishes embraced in this study* while 
Bossier* East Carroll* Plaquemin© and West Carroll each 
have only one native in these parishes* Only two parishes, 
Iberville and Lafourche* contributed oases that have been 
in their present positions for thirty years* Other states 
contributed 09 cases in this study and the median tenure 
for that group is 4*58 years* The city of Hew Orleans 
had 20 natives who were teaching in the parishes embraced 
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Tears of Service in Present Position 
ana Home Parish— Women
In which home parishes do teachers hare longer tenure 
la their present positions?
Table VI shove that St* John Parish leads In this 
respect? those teacher® who olais that parish as their 
home hare a median tenure of ®*S© pears in their present 
positions# Winn Parish, with a median of two rears, has 
the lowest tenure • Ho teachers in this study hare legal 
residence at present in the parishes of Concordia, 
Plaquemine, St* Bernard, St* Helena, St* Martin, west 
Baton Rouge, west Carroll, and Orleans* Hapidee contributed 
the largest number of oases, 119* From the questionnaires 
it was noted that all of the oases submitted by West 
Feliciana maintain their legal residence In that parish*
This condition did not prevail in any other parish*
66
TABLE VXX
BEARS Of SERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION AND
MENDER OF DEPENDENTS —  WOMEN
t m m  in Nisabar of Dependants
PRJKSEST
POSITION
mOats Nani 030 Two Throe Four
X 130 100 31 29 11 72 34 66 33 16 10 73 44 42 17 10 a 14 32 27 14 13 5 23 23 23 n 12 0 1e 23 31 14 12 6 0
7 20 20 13 14 5 03 17 13 13 10 1 3
3 17 19 10 6 1 0
XO 13 3 12 10 2 3
U a 9 11 6 I 012 13 10 7 5 2 2
13 9 10 7 4 2 114 9 7 3 3 3 0
13 3 4 7 3 2 013 7 7 3 6 1 0
17 4 6 6 1 0 013 3 4 3 2 0 019 0 3 3 2 0 0
20 2 0 1 1 1 031 0 1 0 0 0 022 1 1 1 0 0 023 0 0 0 1 0 024 0 0 1 0 0 023 0 1 0 0 0 026 0 0 1 0 0 027 0 1 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0 030 0 1 1 0 0 0
CASES 471 424 234 172 01 27
LOWEST 1 1 1 X 1 1
HKDIAN 3.49 4.13 0.70 6 4.3 2.03



























































































































































































































































































Tcare of Service In Present Position
and Humber of Bependents**Women
0oos the tenure of teachers In their present position 
Increase as the numb*r of dependents Increases?
Table VII records the finding* on thle particular 
question. Of the 31? teaohers employed for the first tine 
In their present position, ICO teaohers were without 
dependents, 130 failed to glue data on the number of depen* 
dents, while the @7 remaining teaohers had a total of £04 
dependents* The highest median is 6*79 rears for teaohers 
with one dependent* There are 334 oases in thle class*
Of the 1CL7 oases in this study, 471 gave no data, 424 were 
without dependents, and the remaining 523 oases had 1029, 
dependents, or an average of 1*98 dependents per teacher, 
from these data it is soon that median years of service 
rendered by women in their present positions When compared 
with the number of dependents increase from no dependent 
to one dependent but decrease from one dependent to four 
dependents and then increase considerably from four depen* 
dents to five dependents* It Is to be noted, however, that 
only 17 eases had five dependents and that for six, seven, 
and eight dependents the respective total cases were not 
sufficient to give medians of significance* There Is no 
Indication of a consistent increase or decrease In tenure 
with relation to the number of dependents*
6S
TABLE VIII
r&jm OF SBRVIOB IN PRESENT POSITION AOT HAWCtAL STATUS —  WOMEN
YEARS in Marital status
POSITION D &fft Slnglt Wld$wt& TOTAL
X 6 256 37 18 31?2 0 183 25 11 2193 1 100 16 12 1294 0 72 13 3 035 2 34 12 8 786 1 67 19 4 917 2 48 25 3 788 4 46 13 3 669 0 30 80 5 55
10 0 36 14 4 5411 1 21 11 2 3612 0 19 13 7 3913 1 20 11 1 3314 0 15 0 3 2915 0 0 10 1 2016 0 14 7 3 OA17 0 11 5 Z 1818 0 8 6 4 1?19 0 6 1 1 820 0 2 2 1 621 0 1 0 0 122 0 3 0 0 323 0 1 0 0 X24 0 1 0 0 125 0 1 0 0 126 0 1 0 0 127 0 0 1 0 X28 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 030 0 2 0 0 2
CASKS IS 1,02? 269 103 1,41?
LOWBS? 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN 6 3*75 7.5 6*31 4*41
HIGHEST 13 30 27 20 50
70
Yuri of Service in Present Position 
and Uarit&i Btatu«^wo»©n
Row do the median tenures In present position fop 
•ingle, married# and widowed women compare?
Of the 1380 women who answered the question relating 
to marital status the median tenures* as Shown in fable 
fill, are as follows? single, 3*78 rears? married* 7,8 
yearsf and widowed* 5*31 rears* Single women* however* 
show most rears of service in one poaltion^two had served 
30 rears in their present positions* harried women and 
widows had maximum tenures of 87 fears and 20 rears* reepee* 
tivelf* Of the 1417 eases in this study only eighteen 
failed to answer the questions eonoemlng their marital 
statue*
from the medians of tenure it is seen that the married 
women teaching in the elementary schools of the state have 
rendered more rears of servioe in their present positions 
than either single women or widows and that widows have 
longer tenure in present position than single women*
X w g s§ 1-3 10 to M to to to to
s*i ss
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Years Of Service In Present Position
and Trainings-Women
What are the differences In median tenure In present 
position of women on the basis of training? Does the 
better trained teacher have longer years of service in 
the elementary schools?
fable IX shows that the highest median tenure is held 
by teachers with only one year of college training, their 
median being eight years, Teachers with four years of 
college training have the second highest median tenure, 
which Is five years. Those with three years of college 
training rank third highest with a median of 4.78 years 
while those with the 8* A* or 0. S. degree rank lowest 
with a median tenure of 2.9S years. It Is Interesting.to 
observe that women who have received the B« A. or B. B* 
degree rank third highest numerically among those who.are 
teaching for the first year in their present positions* 
Also it is noted that there are more elementary teachers 
with two years of college training than with all other 
classifications of training; of the 1417 eases studied 
762 had two years of college work.
It is evident that the percentage of teachers with 
only an elementary education is very small, for only two 
such cases were revealed In the 1417 cases embraced In 
this study* Teachers with only high school education or 
teachers with less than a year in college are also
*4
Halted la number, while only four with the master*e degree 
are presently teaching In the elementary grades of the 
parishes studied*
Fro® these data It Is evident that amount of training 






0oll«gelnl»h5S Teacher Was TJ’SJn
i I
1 114 20 90 17 36 16
B 69 17 73 5 36 93 68 7 37 3 17 34 35 7 25 4 10 45 30 3 21 5 8 46 34 2 21 4 16 67 29 4 26 3 9 38 53 1 21 0 8 0
9 27 1 16 3 7 010 17 2 16 1 11 011 16 1 9 1 4 0IS 16 0 16 2 8 013 14 1 9 2 6 014 8 1 11 1 4 015 11 0 3 2 0 016 5 1 10 0 3 0
If 10 0 3 3 0 018 10 0 3 0 2 019 3 3 0 0 0 020 4 0 1 0 0 021 1 0 0 0 0 0
22 0 0 2 0 1 0
23 0 0 1 0 0 024 0 0 1 0 0 0
25 1 0 0 0 0 026 1 0 0 0 0 0
27 1 0 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0 030 1 0 0 0 1 0
CASES 548 71 414 64 179 46
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN- 4*94 2*91 4.28 4*6 4.26 2.72
HIGHEST 80 ' 10 84 17 30
78
TABLE X (Concluded)
SEARS or SERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION ANP COLLEGE IN WHICH TEACHER WAS TRAINED —  WOKEN

















1 0 12 4 9 3172 1 6 2 2 2193 0 3 0 1 1294 0 1 3 2 933 1 2 2 2 766 0 2 4 2 917 0 1 1 2 788 0 0 2 1 869 0 0 0 1 5610 0 2 3 2 5411 0 1 3 0 3612 0 1 2 1 3913 0 0 0 1 3314 0 0 2 2 2915 0 0 3 1 2018 0 0 3 2 2417 0 0 1 1 10
18 0 0 1 1 1719 0 1 0 1 8
20 0 0 0 0 621 0 0 0 0 122 0 0 0 0 323 0 0 0 0 124 0 0 0 0 125 0 0 0 0 1
26 0 0 0 0 127 0 0 0 0 128 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 0 2
CASES 2 32 38 34 1,417
LOWEST 2 1 1 1 1
median X 2.68 6.5 6.5 4.46
hicrest 6 19 18 19 30
77
Sears of Service in Present Position
and College in Which Teacher Was Trained— fcwoett
So the teacher* trained In any particular Institution 
hare longer tenure than those fro® other institutions? Co 
those trained in etate Institution* have longer tenure than 
the teachers trained in private educational Institution* 
within the etate or Institution* without the state?
The data relative to the colleges represented by the 
teacher* ef this study are shewn in Table X* The highest 
median tenure is 8*5 year* and this median is held by teacher* 
trained in Protestant colleges. The second highest 1* 
years, held by teachers from cut of state colleges* Of the 
Louisiana institutions, Louisiana Polytechnic Institute.rep* 
resentatlves have the highest tenure with a median of 4.0 
years. The second highest median of tenure Shown for those 
trained in state institutions 1* 4*20 year*! this Is held 
by those who resolved training at Louisiana State Normal 
College. Representatives of Louisiana Stats University have 
a median of 2.91 years while those from Southwestern Louisiana 
Institute have a median of 4*20 years* Of the 871 cases fur­
nishing data for Table x only one has a tenure in present 
position of thirty years and that case is listed under South* 
western Louisiana Institute*
These data Show that state institutions, with Louisiana 
Stats Normal College and Southwestern Louisiana Institute 
having 414 and 170 representatives, respectively, train more
78
of the elementary teacher* than private educational lnstltu- 
tlona vlthln the etate and Inetitutlona without the etate , 
whleh have & total of 106 representatives! on the other hand, 
the representatIvee of every etate Inetltutlen have ehorter 
median tenure than the representatives of Protestant colleges 
within the state and Institutions without the state. Tulane 
University and Neweemb College, with a total of only two 
eases, have a median tenure treated as of no significance 
and those teachers trained in Catholic colleges have a shorter 
median tenure than those trained in state institutions in 
every instance.
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TEARS OF SERVICE IH m S E N T  POSITION AND
certification —  worn
TEARS in Type of Certificate
PRESENT
POSITION III* XH<»D m » K X IV-B
total
1 27 24 12 3 4 317a 24 19 7 4 2 2103 9 12 5 1 0 1294 9 4 6 2 0 033 7 4 6 2 0 766 19 2 9 I 2 ©17 16 0 7 1 0 788 20 0 3 0 1 068 18 2 8 1 1 3310 12 0 5 0 0 34n 11 0 5 1 0 3312 22 0 6 2 1 3913 U 1 6 4 0 3314 12 0 6 2 0 8913 12 0 1 1 0 2016 13 0 4 1 1 2417 8 0 2 4 1 1818 3 0 3 3 0 1719 4 0 1 1 0 000 3 0 0 1 1 321 0 0 1 0 0 102 3 0 0 0 0 3
03 1 0 0 0 0 1
24 1 0 0 0 0 125 0 0 0 0 0 1
26 0 0 0 1 0 127 0 0 0 1 0 1
28 0 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 1 0 1 0 0 2
CASES 266 68 104 37 14 1*417
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN 9*11 2.53 8 13*13 6*5 4*48
HIGHEST 30 1 30 1 20 30
ai
l U N  of Servlee in Present Position
and Certlf io&tion— Women
&o voafta teachers with one type of certificate have 
longer median tenure than thoee with other types of certify 
ioates?
Tatle XX ehowe tenure In present position of teachers 
with the various types of certificates, the highest median 
tenure* 18.13 years* is sheen for teaohers with Certificate 
X* This oertlfleate Is issued to those who served as 
teachers under regulations In force up to March* 1924, and 
who are entitled to renewal of the old oertlfleate* fhe 
seeond hipest median is 9*11 years and is shorn for those 
teaching under Certificate III-B. this certificate Is 
issued to graduates of the two-year teacher»trainlng 
courses who have had two years of successful teaching 
experience* fhe third highest median tenure Is shown for 
teachers with Certificate X-B* This certificate la issued 
to teaohers with at least the baccalaureate degree and 
five years of successful teaching experience* fhe next 
highest median tenure is under Certificate IXX-E* This 
oertlfioate is Issued to teaohers with thirty college- 
session hours earned at an approved college and five years 
of successful teaching experience* Those who are qualified 
by Certificate X-B have the lowest median tenure, 2*43 
years* This oertlfleate requires a baccalaureate degree 
awarded by an approved college on the successful completion
a2
of four years work In which the applicant must have had 
nine coliege^eeeeion Howe In Education of which two 
oollegs** session hours are in practice teaching In hie 
special field*
It la to he noted that the nvmher Of oases In the 
XXX«A group, that ls~614 of the total 1417, exceeds very 
much the number of caeea In any other group* Those oho 
hare this oertlfleate have completed an approved two*year 
teaohers training course designed primarily for the prep* 
aratlon of elementary school teachers* The median tenure 
in present ooeltlon of this group, however, is third from 
lowest*
Zn general, when median tenure is based on an appreel* 
able number of eases, those teachers who Qualify under 
Oertlfleate which is a Professlonal«*Elementary
Oertlfleate, have high median tenure in their present 
positions*
TABLE XXX
SCARS Or SERVICE XN PRESENT POSITION AND 
NMBBt OP POSITIONS HELD —  WOMEN
MOIM HM M aBM HIAM M M M M HniM M M M M nM nNM IHM M M M aM M NM M M
MARS IN Number of Positions Held
m m m 86 'Data G M f m Thro® Foot FIFO
I 3 130 33 63 m 33e 0 72 74 37 21 83 1 57 23 17 11 44 0 55 20 17 8 86 0 23 17 14 11 36 0 26 23 17 7 67 0 88 17 8 8 68 0 24 18 16 3 18 1 13 3 13 6 310 0 80 13 4 8 4U 0 8 7 2 6 318 0 8 8 10 7 413 1 8 7 3 4 314 2 8 3 5 3 213 0 3 4 3 1 213 0 6 3 3 4 317 1 3 3 1 2 218 0 6 1 8 2 218 0 0 3 3 0 280 0 3 1 0 1 081 0 0 0 0 1 088 0 3 0 0 0 033 0 0 1 0 0 034 0 0 0 0 0 133 0 1 0 0 0 036 0 0 1 0 0 027 0 1 0 0 0 038 0 0 0 0 0 038 0 0 0 0 0 030 0 0 1 0 1 0
CASE8 8 481 316 236 181 86
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1 1
2EDXAH X 3.88 4.15 4.63 6.3 6.33
K&fflEffT 17 37 30 18 30 24
84
t m x  XXX (Concluded) 
XEARS OF SERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION AND




Humber of Positions Held
* totalsix seven Eight Nine Ten
i 8 7 6 0 6 317
2 7 1 4 3 2 2103 7 3 1 0 0 1894 1 1 2 0 0 235 1 4 0 1 0 766 4 2 8 1 1 917 6 3 2 2 0 78a 2 1 0 1 0 669 4 0 2 2 0 6510 3 0 0 0 1 6411 0 2 2 0 2 3512 1 2 0 1 0 3913 2 1 2 0 0 3314 1 0 0 0 0 2915 3 0 0 0 0 2016 3 0 0 0 0 841? 2 0 0 2 0 1816 0 0 0 0 0 1719 0 0 0 0 0 B20 0 0 0 0 0 321 0 0 0 0 0 122 0 0 0 0 0 323 0 0 0 0 0 124 0 0 0 0 0 126 0 0 0 0 0 126 0 0 0 0 0 127 0 0 0 0 0 128 0 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0 030 0 0 0 0 0 2
CASES 64 27 23 18 11 1*417
LOWEST 1 1 1 2 1 1
MX0XAH 6*75 5.38 4.25 7.6 1.02 4.40
HZ CHEST 17 13 13 17 3L<3L 30
85
Tears at Service In Present Position 
ant Humber of Positions Held— Women
How does the median tenure in present position of 
women teaohers in the elementary schools vary with respect 
to the number of teaching positions? Do teaohers who have 
had the greatest number of positions have the longest tenure1
in present position?
fable XXX reveals the following facts relative to these 
questions. The 141? teaohers of the study have had 5,82© 
positions! this represents an average of 2.71 positions by 
each ease. The highest median, 7.5 years, is shown for 
those teaohers who are in their ninth position, while the 
lowest median, 1.92 years, is shown for those teachers who 
are in their tenth position. The second and third highest 
median tenures, 6.76 years and 8.33 years, are of those 
teachers who are presently in their sixth and fifth posi­
tions, respectively.
Those two teachers who have been in their present 
positions longest are in their second and fourth positions, 
respectively, each having been in her present position 
thirty years. Of the 317 who have been in their present 
positions one year, 120 are rendering service in their 
first position; this number of teaohers exceeds very much 
the number of teachers who have held any other number of 
positions*
86
In general the median tenure of women teaohers 
increases as the number of positions Increases up to six 
positions, with variations, in tendency from the seventh 
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Tears of Service in Present Position and Number
of Parishes In Whioh Teacher Has Had Employment— Women
Is there an adjustment In tenure after a teaoher has 
had experience In a number of parishes? If so, how many 
parishes are usually taught In before the adjustment seens 
to be made?
In Table XIII there Is evidence that a number of 
parishes furnish the experience before the tenure begins to 
lengthen to an appreciable extent* The greatest median 
tenure, 10.0 years# is by those teaohers who are presently 
employed in their sixth parish. There Is not much difference# 
however, between those presently In their third and those In 
their fifth parishes, as the median tenures in the two groups 
w e  8*09 years and 8*00 years# respectively* The median 
tenure for the eases presently in their fourth parish# which 
is 7*83 years# is very elose to these medians* Those 
teachers who have taught In one parish only have a median 
tenure In present position of 3*93 years; those teaching In 
their second parish have a median tenure of 4*07 years*
These medians indleate that there Is a gradual Increase 
in tenure until the third parish is reached and that the 
tenure Is praotloally the same for three groups# namely—  
those presently employed In their third, fourth* and fifth 
parishes* The tenure then reaches its highest median of 10*5 
years in the sixth parish* It Is to be noted, however, that
90
there are marked differences In the number of oases from 
which the median tenures were determined— for first and 
second parishes, with lowest and next to lowest medians 
there were 998 and 211 oases, respectively, while for the 
sixth parish, which had the highest median, there were only 
14 oases*
Those two oases that have been in their present posi­
tion for the longest period, 90 years, are in their first 
and second parishes, respectively. Of those who are 
presently in their first parish 18 have tenure of SO or 
more years, and 194, or 19*0 per sent of the 90S. oases, have 
been in their present positions 10 or more years* from the 
third parish through the ninth pariah no teaoher has served 
as long as SO years*
In general, there is a tendency, although not consist­
ent, for tenure In present position of women teachers to 
Increase as the number of parishes in which the teaoher has 
had employment Increases.
t m x  xxv
XSAK3 or SERVICE IS PRESENT PO9ITI0M AMD




Different Types of Expsriestee
■ » » 0X18 TWO Tin*** Powr
1 7 189 72 30 143 3 123 38 13 03 1 82 28 13 24 0 @0 22 8 33 0 38 17 18 66 3 48 19 10 37 0 40 23 10 48 2 38 17 8 08 4 30 11 6 410 2 34 12 3 311 1 20 10 3 012 1 23 11 2 013 1 18 3 4 214 1 17 9 2 013 0 11 6 1 118 0 14 3 4 117 2 11 2 0 B18 0 11 4 1 018 0 2 4 1 120 0 3 1 1 021 0 1 0 0 022 0 3 0 0 023 0 1 0 0 024 1 0 0 0 023 0 1 0 0 026 0 0 1 0 027 0 1 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 030 0 1 1 0 0
CASES 31 826 337 133 87
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN 6.83 4.28 4.43 8.23 5.00
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Years of Service in Present Position
and Different Types of Experience*** foment
Is an increase In the types of experience usually accom* 
panied by longer tenure? At what stage of this experience le 
there evidence of adjustment?
Table XIV shows for the women teachers the tenure in 
present position in relation to the number of different type® 
of experience* Approximately two**thirds* or 826* of the 1376 
teachers in the first five groups have had only one type of 
experience and the median tenure for this group is 4*28 
years*
In general there is a gradual increase in median tenure 
with each successive experience until the fourth position Is 
reached at which stage there is a very slight loss. The 
fifth type of experience appears to be accompanied by m  
increase in tenure of at least two yearej however, the 
calculations are based on 20 oases only. The longest tenure 
is reached in the fifth type of experience* where the median 
is 7.0 years. There le but a slight difference in median 
tenure between those teachers in their first type of work 
and those presently in their second type, the medians being 
4.28 years and 4.43 years, respectively. The median tenure 
for those who have had three types of experience I® 6.23 
years while 6.09 years is the median for those who have 
experienced four types of work. One of the two teachers
94
with the highest tenure In present position has experienced 
only one type of work and the other has tried only two 
types of work,
From the data there le some evidence of an increase in 




YEARS OF SERVICE IK PRESENT POSITTOH AND 
NUMBER OP SCHOOLS IN HHZOK TEACHER 
HAS HAD EMPLOYMENT —  WOMEN




Data OHO TWO Tkraa Four Five
X 2 128 77 50 27 19a 2 76 78 25 a 63 1 63 29 14 9 34 1 36 20 16 11 5$ 0 26 22 14 6 26 0 26 29 16 6 67 0 28 16 10 8 6s 0 24 15 15 6 19 2 18 f 13 6 219 0 a 14 4 7 411 0 12 6 4 6 312 0 9 6 10 8 212 1 7 8 6 3 314 2 9 8 6 2 213 0 5 6 6 2 216 0 6 6 3 4 5If 1 6 5 2 2 116 1 7 1 4 2 219 0 0 3 3 0 220 0 3 1 0 1 0a 0 0 0 0 1 022 0 3 0 0 0 023 0 1 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 O 1 025 0 1 0 0 0 026 0 0 1 0 0 027 0 1 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0 030 0 0 1 1 0 0
C46SB 13 523 352 218 141 73
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1 1
220X42 9.25 3.88 3.60 6.36 9.41 6.91
HIGHEST 16 1 30 30 24 19
TABLE XV (Gonolttd.d)
XEAR8 Or SERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION AND





TOTALsix 30TWI Eight Nino
1 7 4 3 0 3172 4 1 a 2 2193 6 3 i 0 1294 1 1 i 0 93e 1 2 0 1 706 3 4 0 0 917 6 1 1 2 788 1 1 0 1 669 3 0 2 2 3610 3 0 1 0 3411 1 1 2 1 3612 2 1 0 1 3913 3 1 2 0 3314 0 0 0 0 29ie 1 0 0 0 2016 3 0 0 0 24i? 2 0 1 1 IS18 0 0 0 0 1719 0 0 0 0 820 0 0 0 0 621 0 0 0 0 122 0 0 0 0 323 0 0 0 0 124 0 0 0 0 126 0 0 0 0 126 0 0 0 0 127 0 0 0 0 128 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 030 0 0 0 0 8
CASES 47 20 19 11 1,417
LOWEST 1 1 1 2 1
MEDIAN 7*65 6*6 4*5 8.3 4*48
HIGHEST 17 13 17 17 30
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Year* of Service In Present Position and Humber 
of Sohools In Whioh Teaoher Has Had SmployiaenWWotaen
Do the teachers who have had previous employment in 
several schools have longer or shorter tenure In present 
position than those who have been employed In fewer schools?
Table XV presents the data relative to this question 
for 1404 elementary teaoher® in Louisiana* The highest 
median tenure* 8*8 years* b-sed on 11 oases. Is shown for 
those teachers who are presently In their ninth school*
The second highest median* 7*58 years* Is shown for those 
teachers presently employed in their sixth school* while 
the third highest tenure In preeent position Is by those 
teachers who are In their fifth school* The lowest median 
tenure in present position* 3*80 years* is of teachers who 
are engaged in their second school* There is but little 
difference in the tenure of the groups presently in their 
third* fourth* and seventh schools* the medians for those 
groups being 8*30 years* 8*41 years* and 8*80 years, 
respectively. Hot any of those teachers who are presently 
In their ninth school have been in their present positions 
less than two years*
From these data it is evident that median tenure In 
present position Increases as the number of schools in 
which the teacher has had employment increases up to seven 
schools or more*
TABLE XVI
YEARS or SERVICE IN PRISES? POSITION AND
PRESENT WORE ~~ WOKEN
Present
I'LARg* 1&
INI t <S <§ S *8PRESENT is g P g ISData 1 8 & s 6POSITION % 1 % §m H ®*
1 26 6 14 20 13 n8 18 1 9 16 6 9
3 9 2 6 7 6 94 8 1 3 4 3 23 2 6 4 7 7 4
e 3 2 3 3 10 17 3 3 4 2 8 4a 3 0 3 3 1 39 6 1 3 0 4 110 4 0 2 2 0 111 1 0 0 4 4 112 4 1 2 0 3 213 3 2 3 1 1 114 0 1 0 0 1 1
13 1 1 1 0 1 016 2 1 1 1 1 0
17 0 1 2 2 0 016 0 2 3 0 0 019 0 0 1 1 0 020 0 0 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 0 0 022 0 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 0 024 1 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 1 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 0 027 1 0 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0 030 0 1 0 0 0 0
OASES 99 34 72 77 71 52
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1 1
u w t m 3.40 3.83 3.3 3*07 3*80 3*67
HIGHEST 27 30 23 19 16 14
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TABLE XVI (Continued)
TSARS or service IN PRESENT fositiok and 






s f i | l
SSEIS4
1 20 7 9 73 109s 6 8 7 32 783 3 6 4 28 464 1 1 3 23 360 3 1 0 18 216 6 3 1 26 24W 6 3 2 23 178 4 2 7 18 169 3 2 2 13 1710 2 0 2 19 1911 0 2 1 6 1812 0 0 3 13 1013 2 1 1 6 1114 0 1 1 13 913 1 1 9 9 319 0 0 0 6 9IT 1 0 0 7 818 0 0 0 4 719 0 0 0 9 320 0 0 0 2 321 0 0 0 1 022 0 0 0 2 123 0 0 0 1 024 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 0 1 02T 0 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0
— J K L ™ . 0 0 0 -___Js__ _______Q ~
CASES 60 40 43 368 438
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1
median 6,0 3*83 4*3 6*44 3*89
HIGHEST 17 13 14 30 22
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TABLE XVI (Concluded)
tears op s m n s  in t o s w  position m  m s  w e  m m  —  women
t o m
POSITION
i 1 1 0 3 3172 1 1 2 2 2193 1 2 0 0 1294 0 0 0 8 930 0 1 1 % 786 1 0 1 I 91T 0 0 0 I 78S 1 0 0 % 869 0 0 0 % 0510 0 1 2 0 5411 2 1 0 0 3012 1 0 0 0 3913 0 0 0 1 3514 0 1 1 0 2915 0 0 0 8 2015 2 1 0 0 24IT 0 0 0 0 18
18 0 0 1 0 1719 0 0 0 0 S20 0 0 0 0 521 0 0 0 0 122 0 0 0 0 523 0 0 0 0 124 0 0 0 0 125 0 0 0 0 1
25 0 0 0 0 127 0 0 0 0 128 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 0 2
GAS £8 10 9 8 15
lowest 1 1 2 1 I
MEDIAN 8*0 X X 5.5 4*48
HIGHEST 15 18 18 15 30
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leare of Service in Present Position
and Present work— women
Aro there differences in median tenure in present posi­
tion on tit* Oasis of the type of prosont work? Is thor* a 
difference in tenure between those toaohore doing depart- 
Mittal vork and those teaching an entire grade? Is tenure 
longer for the principal than for the grade teaoher*?
fable XfX glees this information for 1518 teachers in 
the elementary eoheels of Louisiana* The highest median 
tenure la that of the departmental teaoher* of arithmetic* 
with a median of 9*0 years* Principals hare a median tenure 
of 5*85 years* Several other departmental teachers and 
grade teaoher* have medians so nearly equal that the dif­
ferences are not significant* fheir medians aret first 
grade— 5*5 years* third grade— 5*8 years* fifth grade— 0*0 
years* primary— 0*44 years* and departmental English— 0*8 
years*, feaohers in the second grade have the lowest median 
with 3*07 years of service in present position* Teachers 
in the fourth and sixth grades have served In present posi­
tion 3*07 years and 5*85 years* respectively* while the 
teachers ip the ^pper elementary group have a median of 
3*89 years*
There are marked differences in median tenure In 
present position of the women who teach in the elementary 
schools when arrays of tenure are based on the type of 
present work. There is no consistent tendency toward
102
longer or shorter tenure on the baste of grades or depart­
mental subjects taught— rather, the medians of tenure are 
quite variable* When medians are compared for grade teacher® 
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TABU XVII (Continued)
SOARS OF SERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION AND 
(|ii_ _ S I T « ^
Nuubop of Toaobors
pftsant
position Twelve Thirteen Fourteen Fifteen Sixteen
i 9 13 18 1 11a 3 7 7 4 73 3 3 4 2 34 3 1 3 3 13 0 3 9 0 06 3 7 2 3 29 3 4 6 1 08 2 2 6 2 19 1 1 2 2 210 0 3 3 8 111 0 1 1 0 2IE 2 1 3 0 013 0 4 3 3 014 0 0 3 2 313 1 1 0 1 218 0 3 1 0 219 0 0 1 0 018 1 0 0 0 119 0 2 0 0 020 0 1 0 0 021 0 0 0 0 022 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 129 0 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 030 0 0 0 0 0
0A92B 31 39 67 m 89
LOWEST 1 1 1 i 1
MEDIAN 4.16 8.07 5.72 0*20 3.5
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Xears of Service In Present Position
and Sise of Sehool— Women
Are there differences In median tenure in present post* 
tlon on the basis of the number of teachers in the school?
Is tenure longer In large school* than in small schools?
fable XVII discloses shat was found relative to these 
questions in thirty-thre© parishes of Louisiana* In many 
eases the differences in the medians are so small that no 
great distinction can be drawn. The highest median tenure, 
however, is of teachers in the fifteen-teacher school* The 
median for this group is 0*25 years in their present teach­
ing position* the lowest median, 2*8? years. Is shorn for 
nine-teacher schools*
The eight-teacher school with a median tenure of 0*0$ 
years, the thirteen-teacher school with a median of 6*0? 
years, and the nineteen-teacher school with a median of 8*?fi 
years show slight differences. The same condition prevails 
in schools which have two, three, four, five, six, sixteen, 
and seventeen teachers, as the medians for that grotgr are 
all between 3*0 and 4*0 years* The largest schools, having 
twenty or more teachers, embraced in this study give the 
teachers a median tenure of 3*91 years while in the smallest 
schools, which employ one teacher, the median is 4*5 years* 
In many comparisons the differences in median tenure 
on the basis of the else of school are slight. Although it
loa
is fist constant, there Is a tendency for tenure In present 
position to inorease as the st&e of the school increases* 
Particularly, those employed in the schools which have 
seven or more teachers have greater tenure in present posi­
tion than those who are in the schools of six or less 
teachers*
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tabus x v m
tears of service in present position and









1 34 140 143 3172 21 101 97 2193 a 88 68 1294 10 31 32 93§ 6 36 34 766 7 40 44 91
7 11 32 33 788 8 28 29 668 8 26 80 3310 2 33 17 3411 3 17 13 3318 3 18 18 3913 5 17 10 3314 1 18 10 2918 3 8 9 2016 2 18 7 241? 2 8 8 18
18 1 12 4 1718 0 6 2 880 1 2 2 3El 0 0 1 122 0 2 1 323 0 1 0 124 0 1 0 1
23 Q 0 1 126 0 1 0 127 0 1 0 128 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 0
30 1 1 0 2
CASES 140 656 621 lf417
LOWEST 1 1 1 I
MEDIAN 4*7 4.9 4*16 4.48
HIGHEST 30 30 23 30
no
IdArs of Service in Present Coition
and Separate Bttildinĝ woraett
Do the women who teach In the elementary schools of 
the state have greater tenure in present position when a 
separate building is provided ter the elementary school?
table XVTIX shows that there are fewer teacher© wfee 
are In ene building ter the entire school than who werfc In 
a separate building* also, there la only a tractions! dif* 
terenee in the median tenure; teachers In a separate build* 
lug hare a median of 4*9 years while the teachers Who are 
net la a separate building have a median of 4*16 years* 
for the 140 teachers who did net give data regarding this 
feature ef the school the median tenure was 4*? years* It 
Is to be noted* too* that the distribution of oases accord* 
lug to years in present position differs slightly for the 
two classification* with respect to a separate building* 
from these data there Is evidence that those women who 
teach in a separate elementary school building have slightly 
longer tenure In present position than those who do not 
teach in a separate building*
m
TABLE XIX
YEARS OF SERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION AND









1 2? 99 191 3172 10 72 137 219
3 5 48 76 1294 8 32 S3 933 6 24 46 766 7 37 47 91V 7 27 44 788 4 28 36 m8 6 22 87 m
10 3 28 83 54II 2 12 21 35
12 4 15 19 3913 3 16 14 3314 1 20 8 29IS 2 11 7 2018 3 8 13 24IT 3 10 5 1618 2 10 5 1719 0 2 6 820 2 2 1 521 0 0 1 122 0 1 2 323 0 1 0 124 0 1 0 125 0 0 1 126 0 0 1 12? 0 I 0 128 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0
30 0 1 1 t
CASES 104 528 788 1*417
LOWEST 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN 5.33 3.54 3.85 4*48
HIGHEST 20 30 SO 30
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tears of Service In Present Position 
and Separate Sleaentary School PrlnclpaX*— Wo©en
So vosin who teach under the supervision of an elemen­
tary school principal whose duties are confined solely to 
the elementary school have longer tenure in present position 
than those who teach under the administration of a principal 
who must also administer a high school?
fable XXX shows that there Is evidently some difference, 
since those teachers with a separate principal have a median 
tenure of 9,54 years while those working without a separate 
principal have a median tenure of only 3*85 years* This 
le a difference in tenure of 1*58 years in favor of teaching 




SEARS or SERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION AND








1 44 166 77 3172 20 147 52 216
9 12 64 33 1264 6 72 16 936 a 54 14 764 7 60 16 617 10 52 16 76a a 46 10 m9 7 36 10 6610 4 36 11 64n 6 26 4 35is 4 51 4 3919 6 22 2 3314 3 23 3 2915 2 16 2 2016 7 10 2 24
1? 2 16 0 1616 1 16 1 1716 1 6 1 620 1 4 0 5
3 10 05 00 1363 0 1 0 124 0 1 0 125 0 1 0 126 0 1 0 127 1 0 0 I26 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 030 0 2 0 8
CASES 162 676 879 1*417
LOWEST 1 1 I 1
MEDIAN 5 4,66 3,32 4,42
HIGHEST 27 30 19 30A7"«,ffrrTmttgirgrw.'f,taBawi
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Year® of service in Present Position 
and Location of Home during School Besslon^women
Is tenure longer where the teaoher lives, or does not 
live, in the school community during the school session?
Of the 1250 teachers giving information on this sub* 
Jeet the following facte are shown in Table XXi 970 
teachers live in the. community where they teach and have 
a median tenure of 4*85 years* There are 270 teachers v&ie 
do not live in the community where they, teach and this 
group has a median tenure of 3*52 years*
Proa these data it is evident that those women who 
reside in the school community during the session have 
greater tenure in present position than those who reside 
without the school communityj they remain in their present 
positions one and one~half years longer*
116
TABLE XXX
sums or service in present position and





IIS 8*1 1*1 I*:
1 133 ?5 28 24 2 13
8 72 30 13 18 2 53 43 31 10 3 2 34 34 If 10 3 4 13 36 18 3 8 2 24 23 24 12 3 5 3f 21 13 8 3 4 3• If 18 11 4 2 23 20 3 3 2 1 610 10 8 3 2 4 511 3 f 4 0 1 a12 3 14 1 2 8 3
12 12 8 3 0 0 314 3 3 4 1 0 113 3 2 1 0 2 413 4 4 2 0 1 1If 4 8 1 0 1 213 4 2 1 0 3 113 0 1 0 1 1 320 3 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 1 0 0 022 1 1 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 0 02? 0 0 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 0 030 0 1 0 0 0 0
CASES 454 312 123 86 3? 66
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAE 3.48 4.12 4*T6 5 7.88 8.5
RICHEST 22
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SEARS or 8ERVZ0S IS PRS3EWT PO3IO0H AND 
SIZE OF CCHMUUITX — WOMEK
n*
Xears ef fitrriot In Present Position
and SIm  of Oeim»imity**Wem*a
A m  there differences in median tenure on the basis 
ef the else of the community? bo the larger communities 
with better living conditions and more scold advantages 
offer longer tenure to the women who teach in their elesief** 
tary schools?
From fable xxi it may be eeesi that the highest median, 
9*5 years, la by teachere employed In communities of 4000 
to 4499 Inhabitants, The next highest median is shown for 
teachers employed in communities ranging in else from 2500 
to 2999 inhabitants* The median for those teachers is 8*5 
years* The shortest median tenure when site of community 
is considered is for those teachers employed In communities 
which have between 1500 and 1899 inhabitants* Teacher® of 
those communities with a population of 4500 or more have a 
median tenure of 7*21 years , bhile teachers for the com­
munity of 2000 to 2499 inhabitants have approximately the 
same median tenure, 7*38 years* In communities of less than 
500 inhabitants teachers have a median tenure of 3*48 years* 
The median slightly above 4*0 years is the one most fre­
quently observed, as in three of the community sites the 
teachers have a median of between 4*0 and 5*0 years*
These faets show dearly that for women teachers there 
are m&ffced differences In tenure In present position when
ii a
the else of the community le considered* In general there 
le & ten&enoy, although not entirely consistent, for tenure 
in present position to increase as the else of the community 
increases*
aUUfiARX
Zatitife S68EE ££S.t«aSa Sae2az$&» »»■«* have a median
tenure la  present position of 4*48 ysars. She tenure of 
individuals Var if* from ono year to SO years. Of tha 1417 
eaaoo studied 88,2 pap cant have boon In thalp present pool* 
tlon for five years or lees, while 82,3 per oent are teach­
ing for tha first year In tholr preaent poaltlon. There le 
considerable variability In medians of tenure for the 
parishes studied.
attfsg st Bms&m. Mta&i* *•»•« teaohere in state- 
approved elementary aehools have longer median tenure than 
those in non-state-approved aehools. The median tenure for 
the former Is 4*79 years} for the latter, 9*85 years.
2E2SSS& asi *mmmt MSsaai* ToaOhers who are employed 
at their hone addresses have longer median tenure in their 
present positions than those whose hone addresses are dlf*» 
ferent fron their teaohlng addresses*
M m .  &  t t M W l  SUlSlfiH* **»•*• *• ovldenoe that as 
salary inere&ses so dees the median ef tenure in present posl* 
tion. Each Increased salary level is accompanied by longer 
median tenure*
native Parish. On the basis of parish of nativity median 
tenure ef the teachers Varies from 9*33 years in St* John 
Parish to 1.72 years in Union Parish# with the state median at 
4.4S years* 7
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Ib m  F«flM. As was true with respect to native popish, 
tfe* teachers who live In St, John Parish haws the highest 
Median tenors, 9,28 years, while Winn Parish with a median 
of 2,0 years shows the lowsst tsnnrs,
Kuabor g£ Dependents. Zn general there Is no evldenoe 
that mnibsr of dependents and years of service In present 
position are associated.
a s e i M S S a l a i *  Marrlod women teachers have decidedly 
longor tenure in present position than either elngle teaohere 
or widowed teaohere* Their median tenure In preeent position 
le 7*6 pears while single te&ohers have a median of 3*75 
pears and widowed teachers 6*31 pears*
graining There is no ewidenee that inoreased tenure In 
present position aeooapamles increases in aoademio training* 
The teaehers with the highest median tenure, 8*0 pears, are 
teaohere who hare had one pear of training beyond hlfipt school*
SSliSEZ M  m e  1— lHK *&& imasi* On the basis of 
institution attended the teaohere froa Protestant colleges 
have the longest aedlan tenure of all the groups considered, 
Osrtlfleation. The teaohere Who are qualified by 
Certificate x have the longest tenure in present position,
Shis grot* has a aedlan ef 18,13 years. When aedlan tenure 
is based on an appreciable number of oases, the teachers 
with Certificate III—B, which is a Professional-Elementary 
Certificate, have the highest aedlan tenure, 9.11 years, in 
present position.
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Humber Positions Held. There Is no consistent increase 
1 a  median tenure on the basis of number of positions hold* 
Shore le a gradual increase In median tenure until the sixth 
position is reached, than a decline la noted until the ninth 
position, at which point the highest median, 7*6 years, is 
shown#
m a s s  st  a u s s t  u  s m  i a s s $ a c  s & ®  m  — m m *
Xa gMMNl t t m  it * t*nd«ney, although net oonaiatent, for 
tenure to lnereeee m  the nuisher of perlahet In tilth the 
tenaher hee had wgploymnt lnereetee*
Pifferent Troea «f Rtoerlenoe. there le eome evlAenee 
ef an inereeee In radian tenure an the types of experlenoe 
ef the teaeher lnoreaee* the longest tenure le reaohed In 
the fifth type of experlenoe, where the median le 7,0 year e «
B b S s e  st S&a&gks &  Msfo  I s s s i i a s  i s i  M  M - m a a S *
Thors is evidence that median tenure in prsssnt position 
inersasos as the number of schools in which the teacher has 
had employment increases up to seven schools.
Present Werlu There is no consistent tendency toward 
longer or Shorter median tenure on the basis of grades or 
departmental subjects taughWrather, the medians of tenure 
are quite variable* When medians are compared for grade 
teachers and principals, there is evidence that tenure is 
longer for principals,
StSSLSt SSagI« Aithougi it is not constant, there is a 
tendency for aedlan tenure in present position to increase 
as the else of the school 1 nor eases. Particularly, those
122
employed la the schools which have eeven or more teaohere 
have greater median tenure la present position, than those 
who are la the eehoolaof si* teaohere or less*
Separate Building* Women teachers employed In sepa* 
rate buildings have slightly longer median tenure in 
present position than those who do not teach in separate 
elementary buildings*
Separate Elementary School Principal. the teachers 
Who are In a system which employs an elementary school 
principal have longer median tenure in their present posi­
tion than the teachers who are employed in a system In 
Which the principal administers the high school also# the 
median for the former Is 5*54 years and for the latter 3*8© 
years*
f r f f i f t a l t a f i  st S s m  M 3 m  Mss s i .  i s s s t e a *  » » « * «  * ■  *
difference of 1*53 years in median tenure between those Who 
live in the school community and those who do not* Whose 
idie live in the school community have longer median tenure* 
Mae gt Community* There le no consistent relationship 
between the else of community and median tenure in present 
position* The hipest median tenure# however! is shown for 
those teachers employed In communities ranging in else from 
4000 to 4500 Inhabitants*
SECTION IX 
TENURE IN PRESENT POSITION— MEN
Station IX of this ahapter is a study of tho years of 
service in pitital position of tho 166 non who teach in the 
elementary schools of thirty-three parishes of the stats*
As in ths preceding division of this chapter, Section X, 
which dealt similarly with women, arrays of tenure on twenty* 
tut basts are shown in tabular form* Those data art presented 
in Tables XXXI through XLII with subsequent explanations of 
each.
Tears of Service in Present Position and Parish 
Where Presently Employed— Men
What is the distribution of years ef service of men 
teachers in the elementary schools of the state? Where men 
are employed in the elementary grades is there a tendency 
to shift from year to year or are there years of continued 
service in the same position? Do the teachers in some 
parishes have longer tenure in present position than those 
in otter parishes?
Table XXIX illustrates what has teen disclosed in this 
study relative to these questions* Of the 30 parishes 
studied there are only four which employ a sufficient number 
of men in the elementary grades to yield medians of any sig­
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TABLE XXII (Continued)
XEARS OF SERVICE IK PRE3EHT PCWlflOM AIIB PARISH

























1 0 1 0 1 5 9 1
2 1 1 1 n 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
4 0 0 0 0 1 r» 1
5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 A
9 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
10 0 0 0 i 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
12 0 0 0 6 0 0 D
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 1 o 0 0 0
15 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 a 0
17 0 0 0 n 0 0 pt
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 a 0 0
21 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
23 0 ft 0 0 0 0 0
24 0 fs ft '"'f 0 0 0
25 0 0 9 n
26 0 n 2 0 0 0 0
27 0 0 n 0 0 0
28 0 0 0 0 0 O' 0
29 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 r^J 0 0
CASKS 1 3 / nt 8 0 0
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Ouachita, and Rapides* In these parishes, however, the men 
employed in the elementary grades have a median temsre range 
from 2*4 te 0*53 years* Ouachita men teaohere have the 
highest median, 8,33 years, while Evangeline le second with 
a median tenure of @*o years* there le little difference 
In the medians ef Avoyelles and Hapides-^Avoyelles employs 
83 men who have a median tenure of 2*6 year a, while Kapides 
employe 18 men who have a median tenure of 2,4 years.
For the state as a whole, represented by the 108 men 
in the parishes studiedt 48 teachers, or approximately 
ene~ third, are In their present positions the first year} 
100, or approximately two~thirds, have been In their 
present positions five years or less; and only two men have 
been la their present positions more than 18 years, The 
maximum tenure of 30 years in present position revealed in 
this study was attained by only one man, who is a teacher 
in Avoyelles Parish* The median tenure for the entire group 
of 160 men considered is 3,81 years.
In general the men teaohere in the elementary schools 
are distributed by parishes In groups so small that median ? 
tenures are considered of no slgnlfloanee for the purposes 
of this study. As ranked from highest to lowest medians 
of years of service, the parishes with significant medians 
are* Ouachita, Evangeline, Avoyelles, and Hap ids s. There 
Is evidence of a tendency for men teachers to change posl~ 
tlons over a period of from one to three years, hen have 
shorter tenure than women, as Is revealed by their rsspeo* 
tive medians of 3,81 years and 4,48 years.
130
TABLE XXZZX










I 0 3? 11 482 0 20 7 27
3 0 13 1 144 0 7 3 106 0 3 4 76 1 12 2 187 0 1 4 68 0 0 2 79 6 4 0 410 0 2 0 211 0 1 0 112 0 6 0 013 0 1 0 114 0 3 0 318 0 1 1 216 0 1 0 117 0 1 0 118 0 1 0 119 0 0 0 020 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 022 0 1 0 123 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 030 0 1 0 1
CASES 1 120 30 106
LOWEST 6 1 1 1
MEDIAN X 3.23 2 *93 3.21
HIGHEST 6 30 16 30
131
Years ef Service In Present Position
ana Statue ef Elementary Schools— Men
As explained in the analysis of fable XI, the element 
tary schools of Louisiana are divided into state-approved 
and non-state-approved groups, according to whether or not 
they have set standards set up by the stats Department of 
Education^. Oeneemlng the tee groups it say he asked*
Chat is the difference in tenure between men employed in 
approved elementary schools and in non-approved elemen­
tary schools?
Information on this phase of tenure was secured from 
155 men teachers as shown in fable XXXXX. Of this number, 
ISO were employed in approved schools and 35 in non­
approved schools, fhere is a slight difference in the 
median tenure of the two groups! the higher median tenure, 
3.23 years, is shown for those teaching in approved schools 
while the median tenure for those teachers in non-approved 
schools is 2.91 years.
fhus, it is seen that the men who teach In the state- 
approved elementary schools have slightly greater tenure 
in present position than those who teach in non-state- 
approved schools.
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Xoars of service in Present Position
and Present and Permanent Address— tfen
Xs there a differenoe in the tenure for the men she 
tenth at their home addresses and the tenure of these whose 
home addresses are different from their teaching addreesesf 
Table XXXV shows that 166 eases replied with respect 
to this information* It was found that 106 men teachers 
haws the same teaching and home addresses and that 60 have 
permanent addresses different from their teaching addresses* 
The respeetive medians ef tenure are 6*99 and 2*64 pears* 
Proa these data it is evident that approximately twice as 
many men reside within the school community as without and 
that median tenure in present position of those who live 
within the school community is approximately one and one* 
half years longer than the tenure of those whose permanent 
addresses are other than their school communities*

































































































































































































































































TEARS Of SERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION AND SALARY IH PRESENT POSITION — HEN
136
TABUS XXV (Conoludftd)





TOTAL1 I 1 f JLI*
1 6 6 3 S 482 2 3 0 9 27
3 2 3 0 2 144 0 1 1 2 103 1 0 0 2 76 1 4 2 4 187 0 2 1 1 6
8 0 1 0 4 79 0 1 0 3 4
10 0 0 0 1 211 0 0 0 1 1IE 0 2 0 1 8
13 0 0 0 1 X14 0 0 0 3 318 0 1 0 1 216 0 0 0 1 117 0 0 0 1 118 0 0 0 1 119 0 0 0 0 020 0 0 0 0 0El 0 0 0 0 022 0 1 0 0 123 0 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 030 0 1 0 0 1
CASES 12 26 7 46 186
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAE 2 5 X 6 3*21
HICHEST 6 30 6 IS 30
X 36
Toars of Service In Present Position
and Salary In Present Poaitloiv— Men
A m  there marked differences in tenure In present pool* 
tloa an ^ie haste of salary? Whioh salary level of men in 
Louisiana has the longest median tenure?
Table XXV Show the data concerning these questions* 
ho nan teacher m s  drawing a salary within the lowest level, 
$400 to $474, set up by tone oases in this study, and there 
was only one In the newt highest level of $560 to $684* 
the greatest number of oases, 46, were resolving a salary 
ef $1000 or Mrs and that group also had the highest median 
tenure In present position* The third highest salary 
level, $860 to $884, had the aeoond highest number of oases, 
36, and also the aeoond highest tenure with a median of 6*0 
years* The lowest median tenure, 3*0 years, Is shown for 
the twelve men in the $775 to $848 level,
Prom the data it is evident that men do not receive 
the lowest salaries in the elementary schools and that 
there le a tendency, with variations, for medians of tenure 
in present position to increase as salary levels Increase, 
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Years of service la Present Position
and Native P*rieh*~isen
Bo the men teachers who are natives of one parish have 
laager tenure in present position than those oho are natives 
of another parish?
Table XXYI shows that the men are so distributed on 
tee tests of native parishes of the teachers of the study 
that tee number of oases in all parishes except three were 
Insufficient to give medians of significance* Of those 
three parishes, tee natives had median tenure in present 
position as follows! Evangeline— 3#0 years, Avoyelles***
2,3 years, and Rapides— 2*4 years} the respective number 
of natives were 14, 23, and 12, In Avoyelles Parish 10 
of the 23 eases were serving their first year in present 
position and In Evangeline Parish five of the 14 were in 
tee first year of tenure*
In general, tee differences in tenure in present posi­
tion on tee basis of native parish are very slight for the 
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OASES 0 0 1 0 166
168
fears of Service In Present Position
and Homo Parish
Which parish A w *  teachers presently make their hone 
le represented by the longest median tenure In present 
position of thoee teachers?
In Table XXVIX It Is sheen that Ouachita, with eleven 
eases included In this study, has the highest median tenure, 
8#5 years. Avoyelles has the greatest number of eases, 33, 
and Bapides has the second highest number, 1?| these two 
parishes have the low medians of the group, that of 
Avoyelles being 3.3 years and that of Rapides being 3*3 
years* Svaageline with the second highest median tenure 
of 6.0 years has 14 eases#
barbed differences In median tenure In present position 
are Shown in the distribution of men teachers according to 
the parish wherein they reside* However, reliability may 
be affected by the condition that in only four parishes 
were the oases sufficient in number to determine significant 
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Stars of Service in Present Position
and Humber of Dependent s~~Men
Dots median tenure of men teaohers in the elementary 
sehools lengthen as the number of dependents increases?
As shown in Table XXVIII two groups of teachers with 
a different number of dependents have the same highest 
median tenure*, Twenty-two eases with three dependents 
eaeh have a median of 4*0 years and 10 oases with five 
dependents eaeh alee have a median of 4*0 years* The next
highest median| 3,38 years, Is for 38 eases with one
dependent each* The lowest median of 2*0 years is of these
teaehsrs with no dependents* The greatest frequency, 30
eases, occurs for the group with two dependents. Informs* 
tlon for this array of tenure was furnished by 136 eases 
and the data Indicate that the men Who teach in the elemen­
tary grades have an average of 2*63 dependents.
When the tenure of those who have no dependents Is 
compared with the tenure of those who have five dependents, 
the highest group with a significant median, there is 
evidence that tenure inoreaees with an increase in the 
number of dependents, Howeter, when all medians are con­
sidered there appears to be little association between 
median tenure in present position and number of dependents.
162
TABLE XXIX





Data single Married Wtdowod TOTAL
1 1 21 26 0 482 1 11 15 0 27
3 0 6 8 0 14.4 0 6 4 0 10
5 0 0 7 0 76 0 5 10 0 167 0 1 4 0 58 0 1 6 0 70 0 0 4 0 410 0 0 2 0 2
11 0 0 1 0 112 0 0 5 0 613 0 0 I 0 114 0 0 3 0 3
15 0 1 1 0 216 0 0 1 0 117 0 0 0 1 118 0 0 1 0 119 0 0 0 0 020 0 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 0 022 0 0 1 0 123 0 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 0 025 0 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 030 0 0 1 0 1
CASES 2 52 101 1 156
LOWEST 1 1 1 17 1
MEDIAN X 2*45 4*33 X 3*21
RICHEST 2 16 30 17 30
163
fears of Bervioe in Present Position
and Marital Status— Men
Are there difference* In tenure In present position 
on the beels of marital status of the men who teaoh In the 
elementary schools?
A total of 154 to&ohers gate Information for fable 
XXXX; the teaohere were distributed as follows8 single, 
52; married, 101; and widowed, one* The highest tenure 
Is shewn for married men* it being 4*38 years, while the 
single men have a median tenure of 2*45 years* Approxi­
mately 26 per sent of the married men are In their present 
position for the first year as compared to 40 per sent of 
the single men* The maximum number of years in present 
position is shown for one married man with a tenure of 50 
years* while the longest tenure in present position for 
single men is 15 years*
It is evident that the married men who teaoh in the 
elementary school a of the state have longer tenure in 
present position than the single men who are employed in 
such schools; on the basis of medians they render approxi­
mately two more years of service*
a ia s M w









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Years of Service in Present Position
and Training— Men
Is additional training accompanied by an increase in 
tenure when men teachers in the elementary school are con­
sidered?
From table XXX it la seen that the largest number of 
eases within one classification is 60; this group has had 
three years of college training. The median tenure of 2*82 
years is the second highest, Forty~six cases compose the 
group with two years of college training and a median 
tenure of 3.0 years. Of the men furnishing these data 28 
hare either the &, A* or 3, S, degree; although this is 
the best trained group, the tenure Is only 2.29 years.
Fire teachers had received the master1 s degree and no one 
was teaching with an elementary education only. One 
teacher*s qualifications were limited to high school train* 
ing and one teacher had attended college lees than one full 
year,
The data show no significant medians of tenure for 
men whose training is less than two years of college. For 
those with two or acre years of college training there is 
no evidence that increase in tenure accompanies increase 
in training; on the contrary# those men with two years of 
college training have the longest tenure while those with 
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Years of Service in Present Position
and Collage In Which Teacher fas Trained— hem
Do those who were trained In one college have longer 
tenure In present position than those from other colleges?
fable XXXI shows that Southwestern Louisiana Institute 
trained 3$, the largest number of elementary men teachers 
from any eollegef and that these men haws a median tenure 
in their present positions of 2.T1 years, this being the 
highest tenure else* Teaohers from Louisiana Normal College 
were 29 in number and had a median tenure of 2,36 years.
The eases from other colleges were not sufficient in number 
to give medians of algnlfloaneei they were distributed as 
follows! Louisiana State University— nine# out-of-state 
colleges— el^it, Protestant colleges— five, Louisiana 
Polytechnic Institute-four, Southeastern Louisiana College 
— three, Catholic colleges— two, and Tulane University— one.
The data show significant medians of tenure for repre­
sentatives of two colleges— Southwestern Louisiana Institute 
and Louisiana Normal College. The elementary men teaohers 
who were trained in these colleges have approximately the 
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TABLE XXXII (Concluded)
YEARS OF SERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION AND 










I s 3 7 1 0 468 4 4 1 0 0 273 1 3 3 0 1 144 1 1 1 0 0 100 1 0 2 1 1 76 1 1 3 0 0 167 0 1 2 1 0 60 1 0 1 0 0 70 2 0 0 0 0 4
10 0 0 1 0 0 211 1 0 0 0 0 1
12 1 0 1 0 0 613 0 0 0 1 0 1
14 0 0 0 0 0 3IS 0 0 0 0 0 216 0 0 1 0 0 11? 0 0 0 0 0 116 0 0 0 0 0 119 0 0 0 0 0 020 0 0 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 0 0 022 0 0 0 0 0 123 0 0 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 0 0 025 0 0 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0 030 0 0 0 1 0 1
OASES 16 13 23 6 2 156
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 3 1
MEDIAN 3 2*88 4*3 X X 3.21
HIGHEST 12 7 16 30 5 30
172
Tears of Service in Fr*sent Position
and Oertlfloatlon— Mon
Art there differences in tenure in present position 
on tho basis of typo of certificate? What typo of eertif- 
ioato hare thooo teachers with the longest tenure in their 
present teaching position?
fable XXXII presents the data relative to these ques­
tions* The highest median tenure in present position was 
found to be 6*5 years and the 22 teaohers with that median 
have I*B certificates* The second highest median tentire,
4*5 years, is shown for the 35 men who are teaching under 
Certificate IIX-E. Those teachers with Certificates XXX~B, 
III-D, XII-A, and I~A have approximately equal tenure, the 
medians being 3, 2*83, 2.34, and 2*4 years, respectively—  
a range of only 0*6 year. The rating which appears most 
frequently is Certificate III-A; 34 of the 138 eases who 
gave this type of Information have this certificate#
Marked differences in tenure on the basis of oerti- 
flection are evident* The men teachers who have the longest 
medians of tenure are qualified under Certificates X~8 and 
III-S. The first requires the teacher to hold a baccalaure­
ate degree and to have had five years of successful teaching 
experience, while the latter requires the teacher to have at 
least thirty oollege-sesslon hours of credit from an approved 
college and to have had five years of successful teaching;
1?3
both of thorn qualify the holder for an administrative posl* 
tionf particularly, in elementary schools, those men with 
the Professional Certlfioate I-A and the Professional* 
Elementary Certificates III*Af XII~B# and III*D show slight 
differences in the years of service rendered in the elemen* 
tary schools*
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Tears of Service In Present Position
and Hunter of Positions Held~~Uen
Do years of service In present position Increase as 
tte auater of positions which the teacher has held 
increases?
The data for Table XXXIII, relative to number of post* 
tlons, were furnished by 155 men teachers in the elementary 
schools. The highest median tenure in present position Is 
6,5 years; it is shown for ten men who are presently in 
their sixth position* The next highest median tenure, 4*75 
years, is for 15 men in their fourth position* There are 
46 men who have had only one position, the present one; 
their tenure of 3*75 years is third highest* Three teachers 
are in their seventh position, four in their eighth, four 
in their ninth, and three in their tenth* Of the three who 
are in the tenth position, one is there for the first year, 
and one the sixth*
There is a tendency, with some variations, for medians 
of tenure to increase as the number of positions of the 
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fears of Service In Present Position and Number
of Parishes In Which Poacher Has Had EmployraenWMen
Do those sin who hare been employed in one parish have 
longer tenure in present position than those who have had 
employment In several parishes?
fable XXXIV shows that of the 104 men who gave this 
type of information, 101 have taught in only one parish* 
Thirty-two of them are teaching in that parish for the first 
year and their median tenure Is 0*00 years, the second 
highest* those who have highest median tenure, 3*5 years, 
have taught in two parishes* the lowest median of tenure 
is 0*0 years for those who are employed in their third 
parish* Ho man had taught In nine parishes; one had taught 
la eight parishes, one in seven, and one in six* It is 
Interesting to note that one teaoher of the 154 who furnished 
data for this phase of the.study had taught in one position 
in one parish thirty years*
The medians of tenure of those who have been employed 
in one, two, or three parishes differ slightly, with greater 
tenure shown for those with experience In two parishes*
There Is evidence that length of tenure Is associated with 
employment in a small number of parishes*
TSARS OF 3SRVI0E IN PRESENT POSITION AND 
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tears of Service In Fresent Position 
and Different types of Experience*-Men
How many typos of experience have the man teachers In 
the elementary spools of Louisiana had and how have those 
experiences been associated with tenure in present position?
two teaohers were found to have had nine different types 
of teaching experience as shown In table XXXV* Ho one had 
six, seven* or eight types of experience and there was only 
one who had experienced five types of work* Seven were 
found to have pursued four types of work* the highest fre­
quency* 82 oases* occurred for those who have had one type 
of experience; and the highest median tenure* 3*62 years* 
is shewn for that group* the second hl^iest median* 3*0 
years* is of those men who have had three types of experience 
those with, two types of experience show the lowest median* 
2*33 years*
In general the men who teach in the elementary schools 
have not had many types of experience* there appears to be 
evidence of the association of increased tenure with a 
door ease in the number of types of experience*
163
TABLE XXXVI
YEARS OF SERVICE IN PRESENT POSITION AND 
SOMBER OF SCHOOLS IN WHICH TSAOKSR HAS WAD EMPLOYMENT »■» MEN
TEARS jjj  Number of school 8
w i t c M i l A U d iPRESENT
POSITION
NOData One Two Tferae Pour Pivo
1 0 16 10 3 3 62 0 8 6 6 0 35 1 4 3 2 3 04 0 6 2 1 2 0& 0 1 1 2 0 16 0 6 0 3 1 37 0 1 2 0 1 18 0 4 0 1 1 09 0 0 1 1 1 010 0 2 0 0 0 011 0 0 0 0 0 112 0 2 2 0 1 013 1 0 0 0 0 014 0 0 0 1 0 015 0 1 0 1 0 016 0 0 1 0 0 01? 0 0 0 0 0 018 0 1 0 0 0 019 0 0 0 0 0 o20 0 0 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 0 0 022 0 0 1 0 0 023 0 0 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 0 0 025 0 0 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0 030 0 1 0 0 0 0
GAS'S 2 31 29 23 13 17
LOWEST 3 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN X 3.63 2*75 3*25 4*25 2.5
HI OREST 13 30 22 15 12 11
184
TABLE XXXVI (COtt0liadeA)
» ARB OF SERVICE IK POSITION A8I>NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN WHICH TEACHER HAS BAD EMPLOYMENT —  MEN
TEARS IN Number of 3©hoola
PRESENT
POSITION Six S oven Eight Kino
TOTAL
1 5 5 3 0 482 0 0 0 2 873 1 0 0 0 144 0 0 0 0 10
9 1 1 0 0 y6 0 1 0 1 197 0 0 0 0 68 0 0 0 1 79 1 0 0 0 410 0 0 0 0 2
11 0 0 0 0 118 0 0 0 0 6
15 c 0 0 0 114 2 0 0 0 316 0 0 0 0 216 0 0 0 0 117 1 0 0 0 118 0 0 0 0 119 0 0 0 0 020 0 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 0 022 0 0 0 0 123 0 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 050 0 0 0 0 1
CASES 9 6 3 4 166
LOWEST 1 1 1 2 1
MEDIAN X X X X 3*21
RICHEST 1? 0 1 8 30
Tears of Service In Present Position and Humber
of Schools in Which Teacher Has Had Employment— .Men
Boss a toaoher who haa been employed in a greater 
number of eohoele hare longer tenure in present position?
fable XXXVI dieeloeee the faote found in the 33 
parishes ineluded in this study, with 134 men in 464 sohools 
contributing to this phase* fhose in the largest group have 
taught in only one school? there are 31 oases with a tenure 
of 3*63 years, the second highest median* the second high* 
set number of individuals have taught in two schools* There 
are 29 in this group with a median tenure of 2*7$ years,
The highest median tenure in present position is 4.25 years, 
shown for the 13 eases who have taught in four schools, The 
lowest median tenure of £•$ years Is for 17 teachers who 
have been employed in five schools. That teacher who has 
taught the greatest number of years, 30, has been in one 
school the entire time*
In general, there is evidence of decrease in median 
tenure with increase in the number of schools in which the 




































































































































































































































































1 1 1 5 1 212 1 2 2 0 10
3 0 0 1 1 84 1 0 0 1 46 1 0 0 0 46 0 0 1 2 57 0 1 0 0 3S 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 1 110 0 0 0 0 011 0 1 0 0 0IS 0 0 0 1 213 0 0 0 0 114 0 0 0 0 016 0 0 0 0 016 0 0 0 0 017 0 0 0 0 018 0 0 0 0 019 0 0 0 0 0SO 0 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 0 0SS 0 0 0 0 1
S3 0 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 0 025 0 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 030 0 0 0 0 1
CASES 4 5 9 7 62
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN X X X X 3
HIGHEST 5 XI 6 12 30
MEDIAN X X X X 3.21
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YEARS OF SERVICE IK PRESENT POSITION AND SIZE OF SCHOOL — HEN
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TABLE XXXVIII (Conolttded) 
XEAR9 OF SERVICE IB PRESENT POSITION AND SIZE OF SCHOOL — HEN
103
Years of service in Present Position
and 81 se of Sohool~~Men
Poes median tenure lnerease as the number of faculty 
members with shorn a man teacher works increases? Is the 
longest tenure In small or large sohoole?
fable XXXVIII shows that the most men in any type of 
school are 25 In the three*teaeher school, with a median 
tenure of 3,23 years, the second largest number of men,
If, are employed In two*teacher schools and have a median 
tenure of 2.78 years, The highest tenure, 7,0 years, Is 
Shown for the 12 teachers employed la seven^te&eher schools. 
Twelve men are teaching In one*teaeher schools, twelve in 
five*teaeher schools, and fourteen In six*teach©r schools, 
and each has a median tenure of 3.0 years. The second 
highest median la shown for those In four*teaoher schools 
and the third highest for those in schools which employ 
twenty or more teachers.
In general there Is some tendency for median tenure of 
men in the elementary schools to increase as the siae of 
the school increases, that is**through the ®cven*teacher 
school. There is then a lapse of significant medians until 
the school which employs twenty or more teachers Is reached, 
where third highest tenure is shown.
TABLE XXXIX









1 6 16 24 482 6 11 11 273 2 7 s 144 1 4 6 106 3 3 1 76 1 7 7 167 0 1 4 8S 0 6 1 79 0 2 2 410 0 1 1 211 0 0 1 112 0 3 2 613 0 1 0 114 0 2 1 3IS 0 0 2 216 0 1 0 117 0 1 0 116 1 0 0 119 0 0 0 020 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 022 0 0 1 123 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 025 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 030 0 0 1 1
CASES 19 66 69 166
LOWEST 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN 2.7 3.21 2.96 3*21
RICHEST 16 17 30 30
i m
Tears of Worried In Prosent Position
and Separata Building— Hen
ts tenure of men Who teach In & separate building for 
the elementary grades longer than tenure of those who do 
net teaelt in a separate building?
Table XXXIX shows that 63 men are presently teaching 
in separate buildings and that 69 are teaching In a build- 
ing that houses sous other division of the school* Eighteen 
of the 63 are teaching in their present position for the 
flret year and this group has a median tenure of 5*21 years* 
Of the 69 who are not teaching in separate buildings 24 are 
in their position for the flret year and this classification 
has a median tenure of 2*96 years* Eighteen years Is the 
highest tenure in present position of those In separate 
buildings while 30 years In present position is the highest 
tenure of those teachers not in separate buildings*
There is no appreciable difference in the medians of 
tenure in present position between men who teach In a sepa­
rate elementary building and those who do not*
YEAR3SEPARATE
TABLE XL




NOData YtS NO TOTAL
1 7 22 19 482 3 XO 14 273 2 7 5 144 2 3 6 106 1 4 Z 76 X 7 7 15? 0 3 2 3S 0 7 0 79 0 3 X 4XO 1 1 0 2XX 0 0 X XX2 0 4 X 313 X 0 0 XX4 0 3 0 3IS 0 2 0 216 X 0 0 1XT 0 X 0 Xxa X 0 0 X19 0 0 0 020 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 022 1 0 0 123 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 025 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 030 0 0 X 1
CASES 21 77 56 156
LOWEST 1 X X 1
MEDIAN 3.26 3.96 2.71 3.21
HIGHEST 22 17 30 30
19?
Years of Service in Present Position
and Separate Elementary School Prln©lpal«~*Men
Are there narked difference* in tenure on the baste of 
separate elementary eohool principal?
Of the teachers in thle study, as shorn In fable XL,
77 are employed In situations there a separate principal 
devotes his time exclusively to the elementary grades and 
08 are teaching In eohool a where a separate principal for 
the elementary grades is not employed*
Of those teachers that have separate principals, 22 
are teaching In their present position for the first year) 
and the entire group working under separate principals has 
a median tenure of 3*96 years* Of the 08 working without 
a separate principal, 19 are In their present position for 
the first year; and the entire group working without, a 
separate prlnclapl has a median tenure of 2*71 years*
There is evidence that the men who teach in a system 
which employs a separate elementary school principal have 
a considerably longer tenure in present position than those 
who are In a school system without a separate elementary 
principal* Note, however, should be taken of the fact that 
48 of the eases considered above are principals*
TABLE XLX









1 1 34 13 462 1 19 7 27
3 1 11 2 144 1 7 8 105 0 7 0 76 1 10 4 13* 0 3 2 3e 0 7 0 79 1 3 0 410 0 2 0 211 0 0 1 112 0 3 2 313 0 1 0 114 1 2 0 313 0 0 2 216 0 0 1 117 0 1 0 116 0 1 0 119 0 0 0 020 0 0 0 021 0 0 0 022 0 1 0 123 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 023 0 0 0 026 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 028 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 030 0 0 1 1
CASES 7 112 37 136
LOWEST 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN X 3*27 2*28 3*21
HIGHEST 14 22 30 30
199
feara of Service in Present Position
and Looatlon of Home during School SosslofwMen
la tenure longer for the m m  teachers who live In the 
school oonaunity than for thou# oho reside without the 
community?
Of the 149 nan furnishing data for this information, 
as shown in Table Xtl, H E  lire in the community where they 
teach and hare a median tenure of 3*27 years* Thirty-four 
of these, however, are in their present teaching position 
for the first year# There were 37, with a tenure of 2*29 
years, who do not lire In the community where they teach# 
Thirteen of the latter group are in their present position 
for the first time#
There is pronounced evidence that men teachers who 
reside within their school community have longer tenure in 
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Years of aervioe In Present Position
and Sise of G0m®unlty**«4lea
Boos tenure in present position vary on the feasts of 
site of community? is longer tenors generally found in the 
larger communities?
One hundred fifty-six men teaohers contributed to the 
Information in fable XLII* Seventy-seven of these have a 
median tenors of 3*18 years and are teaching in eonamnitiee 
of 800 or loss inhabitants* In eostmtmltle* of population 
between 800 and 999, 29 men teachers are employed? the 
highest aediati of tenure, 4*0 years, is Shown for this 
group* The other two significant medians are* 3*28 years 
for 16 teachers In communities of 1000 to 1499 inhabitants 
and 5*0 years for 16 teachers where the community population 
is 4600 or more*
Approximately one-half the men teachers in the element 
tary schools of the state are employed In the smallest 
school community sise and their tenure is slightly less than 
la the larger oommualtles* In communities of over 600 popu- 
latlon there is some evidence of a decrease in tenure as the 
sise of the community Increases*
0UMHABX
Pariah W a y  Presently gmalored. the median tenure of 
men teaohere in present position la 3.81 yaws, Tha tenure 
of individuals varies from ana year to 30 years. However, 
there la only ana aaaa with thirty yeara of servlee, Exespt 
far ana athar aaaa aha has 28 years of aervioe tha highest 
■Mlaa tiww la 18 roars. As ranks* from highest to lowest 
■illana of tenure of tha elementary teaohere, the parishes 
with sJjptlfleaat medians oral Ouaohlta, Evangeline, Avoyelles, 
an* Bapidss.
Btatna of; Elementary Schools. Men who ta&oh In state* 
approved aohoals have slightly longer median tenure in present 
position than those who teaoh In non*>stats<»approved sahools. 
the dlffereneo is .30 years.
Present and Permanent Address. Men teaohere who have 
the same heme and teaching addresses have longer median tenure 
in present position than these, who have, different addresses; 
the dlffereneo in medians Is 1.43 years.
atooc &  &SS8B& Position, She few groups for whloh 
there are slgnlfieant medians do not permit muoh comparison, 
nevertheless the teaohere in the highest salary level also 
have the longest median tenure in present position.
Motive Parish. In general, the differenoes in tenure 
In present position on the hasls of native parish are very 
slight for men Who teaoh in the elementary schools.
204
How Pariah. Marked dlff®ronoes in median tenure in 
pnwrt position i m  shown in ths distribution of non teaohere 
aeoordlng to parish of reoidenoe* the teaohere who lire In 
OimUta Parish have tho hl$tiest median tenure, 0,6 years.
Humber oft Paaondonts. there is eviAenoe that median 
tenure in proeont position lnsreases with an inoreaso in tho 
number of dependents, particularly when eonparlson is node 
between tenure of tsaohers with no dependents and tenure of 
teaohera with fire dependents, the group whloh shows the 
highest significant nedlan*
tjg2&M. Btatas. Married non have longer nedlan tenure 
19 present position than single non* the dlffereneo being 
1,03 years,
Twining, there is no evidence that inerease in median 
tenure aeeeapaales inerease in training,
S e m e  i s  X a a s & s c  1 s t  SeaSaift* * * * •  * * « • *
signlfioant differenees in median tenure in present position 
of ths men teaohere who were trained at various oolleges, 
Certifiestlon. There are signlfioant dlfferenoos in 
median.tenure of asm teaching under various types of sortif- 
leatee, those Qualified under Gertifleate I-B have tho 
highest tenure, their median being d.6 years,
g g & S K  S t  Positions M i .  in general, median tenure in 
present position lnereases as the number of positions held 
lnsreases. the highest median tenure is d,6 yearet it is for 
sen presently in their sixth position,
ttwftat S t  l& M M , iS. S&tflte M  M  isplormcnt.
Aero is evldenoe that long median tenure is associated with
206
employment la a mall number of parishes.
Different Typos of Kxsorlenoe. There is no definite 
svi&enae that types of experience and length of tenure art 
aeeotlattd* The highest median tenure In present position 
It 3.68 years and that nedlan it for those teaohere tho have 
had one type of experlenoe.
£ 3 & s £  s i g a & s a i a  t o  am in m ssm  sm  m  w m m i*
There la elicit ivUiAot that after the flret school the 
median tenure in present position Increase® with each sue* 
mdlng school until tho fourth 1* reached. The median tenure 
In this grotf ia 3*63 years*
Present Work* Principals hare decidedly longer median 
tenure in present position than teachers* Those teachers 
she are principals of elementary schools have a median tenure 
in present position of 5*75 years*
Bias of School* There is a tendency for median tenure 
ef men to inerease as the else of the school increases* The 
highest tenure is shown for those men employed in seven** 
teacher schools; their median Is 7*0 years*
Separate Building* There le only a slight difference, 
0*25 years, between the medians of tenure in present position 
ef those men Oho teach in a separate elementary school build* 
lag and those who do not* Men who teach in systems with 
separate elementary principals have longer median tenure in 
present position than those men employed in systems which do 
not have separate elementary principals*
S W U * .  afMffSfflT 2S&2& ESlMtol- H»n who teach In 







SECTION m  
TENURE IN ALL TEACHING POSITIONS— WOMEN
This section of the study of tenure of teachers In the 
elementary schools of Louisiana deals with the tenure of the 
women in all teaching positions* The data are limited to the 
questionnaire replies received from 1370 women teachers in 
the elementary schools of the thirty*three parishes of the 
study* The number of oases in this section differs from that 
In Section I* whleh treats tenure ef women in present pool* 
tlon, because 47 women in the entire group of 1417 women 
teachers did not answer the question relative to total tenure* 
Tables XLIXX through LXXI end their subsequent explanations 
present the Information obtained relative to the years of 
service of women in all teaching positions*
Total Years of Service and Parish 
Where Presently E»ployed~~Women
What is the median total tenure of women teachers in 
the elementary schools of Louisiana? Is total tenure in one 
parish longer than in another parish?
Table XLXXX and Chart XX show the findings relative to 
these questions* The median total tenure for all women 
teachers is 8*80 years* This is the state median established



















































































































































































































































Parish where Presently Employed
1 2 6 1 2 1 7 22 2 9 2 3 4 10 43 2 5 5 0 2 4 24 1 4 3 0 3 6 10 3 3 1 0 0 1 16 1 3 3 1 4 1 17 4 7 0 1 1 3 06 3 1 0 2 3 19 4 3 0 0 1 2 010 1 0 2 1 1 3 011 4 1 0 1 a 012 1 0 1 1 0 4 013 1 5 3 0 2 1 014 1 4 0 2 2 3 016 0 0 2 0 0 0 016 0 1 0 0 0 2 0IT 0 0 2 1 0 0 016 0 0 1 0 0 8 019 0 1 5 0 1 1 020 3 0 2 0 0 2 021 0 0 1 0 0 0 022 1 0 1 0 1 0 025 0 1 1 0 0 1 024 0 0 1 0 1 1 026 0 0 0 0 0 2 026 0 0 0 0 0 0 027 '*> 0 0 2 1 1 028 0 0 1 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 0 0 050 or More 0 0 4 1 0 0 0
CASES 29 57 44 18 26 68 12
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN 8.88 6*6 13*67 10.8 7 8.67 3
HIGHEST 22 25 30 50 27 27 a
8X0
TOTAL XLIII (continued)















1 i 0 2 5 2 9 42 0 0 2 6 2 8 33 0 0 5 7 4 8 34 0 0 3 1 3 7 01 1 2 0 3 I 6 16 0 2 1 6 1 6 07 0 0 5 4 2 9 16 1 1 4 3 6 6 29 0 3 1 3 1 4 110 0 3 2 3 4 9 211 0 1 0 3 3 4 212 0 1 1 3 1 3 413 2 2 1 2 4 7 214 2 1 3 0 4 6 013 2 1 1 2 1 2 216 1 2 2 1 4 2 1IT 0 1 1 0 4 2 118 1 0 0 2 2 1 019 0 0 1 1 2 2 120 0 0 0 0 1 6 221 0 1 0 1 0 2 022 0 2 0 0 1 1 023 0 1 1 0 2 0 124 0 0 1 1 2 0 123 0 2 0 0 1 1 026 0 0 0 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 1 0 0 026 0 1 1 0 0 0 029 0 0 0 0 1 0 030 dr Mora 0 0 1 0 1 4 0
CASES 11 27 39 67 60 112 36
LOWEST 1 3 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN 14.25 13.25 8.38 7.38 13 a.83 10.6
HIGHEST 16 28 30 27 29 30 24
211
TABLE XLIII (Continued) 




















1 2 0 0 2 4 6 22 1 1 1 3 0 4 63 3 0 3 6 4 8 44 1 0 0 7 0 7 20 1 5 0 1 0 5 1e 2 4 1 2 0 4 7? 2 0 0 3 1 4 48 0 3 2 1 0 5 29 1 1 2 1 1 5 4XO 1 1 0 1 2 3 811 1 1 2 0 3 4 812 1 0 1 1 1 2 315 1 3 1 2 2 0 214 1 0 3 2 0 0 215 1 2 4 3 1 0 616 0 1 2 0 1 1 117 0 2 1 3 2 0 218 1 1 3 0 2 0 219 0 0 0 1 0 0 120 0 1 0 3 1 0 021 0 0 0 2 0 0 122 0 1 0 0 0 225 0 0 0 0 0 1 124 0 0 0 1 0 2 125 0 0 0 2 1 0 126 0 1 0 0 0 0 027 0 0 0 0 0 1 028 1 0 0 1 0 0 029 0 1 0 0 0 1 050 or Mr* 1 0 0 3 0 0 0
GASES 22 29 2 6 55 26 65 69
LOWEST 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN 7.5 10.5 14 7.9 11.33 6 .6 3 10.31
HIGHEST 30 29 18 30 25 29 25
TABLE XljIXl (ConoludecS)

















1 1 6 9 0 6 1082 3 2 3 0 4 1093 7 1 3 0 2 1194 1 0 6 1 4 80& & 2 2 0 2 626 3 4 3 0 0 73V 1 2 1 0 0 698 3 2 6 1 0 819 2 1 3 1 1 6510 1 4 3 0 0 7211 1 1 0 1 1 6212 0 1 6 0 3 6113 1 0 0 0 0 6414 0 1 3 1 0 4613 0 2 0 0 0 3816 1 0 0 0 0 3417 0 0 0 2 1 3516 0 2 1 0 0 3419 0 0 0 0 0 2720 0 1 1 0 0 2721 0 0 1 0 0 1122 0 0 1 0 0 1823 0 0 0 1 0 1324 0 0 0 0 1 1723 0 1 1 0 1 1726 0 0 0 0 0 427 0 0 1 0 0 7
28 0 0 0 0 0 7
29 0 1 0 0 0 630 or More 0 1 2 0 0 24
CASES 30 34 67 8 26 1*370
LOWEST 1 1 1 4 1 1
MEDIAN 5.60 8.5 7.6 X 4.25 8.60


















































by the study of 1,370 cases distributed over thirty**three 
parishes in Louisiana* The highest median of total tenure 
Is shown for Livingston Parish where the women teaohere 
have a median total tenure of 14#28 years* this pariah was 
represented by eleven teaohere and only one of the group 
had been teaching less than five years* the second highest 
total tenure Is shown for St* John Parish with a median of 
14#0 years* Perishes with medians slightly less than those 
ef Livingston and St# John aret Iberville-*-!®, 67 years# 
Uadlson— 15*25 years# and Ouachita— 13.0 years. Other 
parishes for whleh medians greater than the state median of 
total tenure, 8*80 years# are Shown aret Avoyelles# Oaleasleu# 
Claiborne# Sast Baton Rouge# Evangeline, Jefferson# Rapides# 
Rlehland# St. James# St# Tammany# and Terrebonne# While 
Lafourche, storehouse# and Washington parishes are below the 
state In median total tenure# the differences are slight# 
since the medians for those parishes are 8*67# 8,33# and 8.80 
years# respectively* The teachers In La Ball© Parish have 
the lowest total tenure with a median of 3*0 years# Of the 
twelve teachers from that parish only one had a total 
experience of as much as eight years*
Of the 1,370 teachers Included In this phase of this 
study, 108 are teaching the first year* 109 are teaching the 
second year* and 119 are In their third year# while 24 have 
had 30 or more years of teaching experience* Cameron* 
Claiborne* Washington* Webster* and Winn have more teachers 
employed for the first year than in any other year of
8X8
experience* Iberville, Jefferson Davis, Livingston, and 
Vermilion Have one teacher each with one year of experience* 
8t« James, St* John, and West Feliciana have no teacher 
without experience and Madison has no teacher with a total 
experience of less than five years*
From the data it is evident that the women who teach 
In the elementary schools of the state have a median of 
8*8 years of total teaching experience* Of the 53 parishes 
studied, the teachers in 16 parishes have medians of total 
tenure greater than the state median* In total years of 
service the teachers of Livingston Parish, with a median 
of 14*28 years, rmk highest while those of La dalle 
Parish, with a median of 5*0 years, rank lowest* Median 
total tenure varies from 14*25 years to 3*0 years In the 
parishes studied with median total tenure for the entire 
group of 8*50 years*
TABLE XL1V





Statue of Schools 
Approved Non^approved Total
1 0 86 23 1082 0 88 21 1093 0 9? 22 1194 0 73 7 80
& 0 53 9 626 0 66 7 737 0 57 12 698 0 71 10 819 0 56 9 6610 0 63 9 7211 0 65 7 6212 0 44 7 5113 0 46 6 5414 0 41 5 4618 0 33 5 3816 0 28 6 3417 0 32 3 3518 0 31 3 3419 0 26 2 2?20 0 24 3 2721 0 10 1 1122 0 18 0 1823 0 12 1 1324 0 16 1 1725 0 14 3 1726 0 4 0 427 0 7 0 728 0 7 0 729 0 5 1 6
30 op More 0 22 2 24
CA^ES 0 1183 187 1370
LOWEST 0 1 1 1
MEDIAE X 9.2? 7.38 8.80
HIGHEST 0 38 34 38
21?
Total fear* of Service and Status
of Elementary School e~~Weaen
Are the children in approved school# taught by instruc­
tors of acre experience than those In the non-approved 
schools?
According to Table XLXV there are 1,103 teachers in 
approved schools and IS? In non*approved schools* There are 
85 teachers In approved schools ae compared to 23 teachers 
in non-approved schools who are in their first year of 
teaching; these numbers are approximately ? per cent and 12 
per cent of the teachers in approved and non-approved 
schools, respectively, who are without previous experience# 
The median of total experience for teachers in approved 
schools is 9,2? years, which is nearly two years above the 
median of 7*38 years for teachers in non-approved schools* 
Thus, upon the bases of percentage© of teachers without 
previous experience and of medians of total tenure of 
teaehers, the children in approved schools are taught by 
Instructors of more experience than those in non-approv@d 
schools.
TABLE XLV
TOTAL SKAR8 OF SERVICE AMS PRESENT AMD 
PERMANENT ADDRESS —  WOKEN
TOTAL TEARS ACdreas
Bata Same Different Total
TEACiriNG
1 0 31 77 10a3 1 38 70 100
3 1 58 SO 1194 0 42 30 805 0 36 97 09
6 0 46 o*? 737 2 38 31 60
8 0 51 30 01$ 0 38 07 05
10 0 45 27 7*0
11 0 48 14 6913 0 38 10 5113 0 43 11 5414 0 30 IS 4615 1 81 1® SB16 0 23 n 3417 0 13 3518 0 26 8 3419 0 OOJ-<-7 - .f 6 . 97
20 0 oot** 1V> 5 27
21 0 10 1 11
22 0 18 2 18
33 0 10 *C 13
24 0 13 4 17
25 0 13 A 17
26 0 3 i 4
27 0 5 0 ?
28on 0n 8 1'A 7







CA3EH ;■ J 812 553 1370
LOWE :T 2 1 1 1
!.j£DIAN X 9.61 6.17 8.80
38HIGHEST IS 38 T r5fOO
219
Total Tears of Berrios and Present
and Permanent Address— Women
Is there difference In total tenors between those 
teachers whose peraanent and present addresses are the sane 
and those whose permanent and present addresses are different?
Of the 1*370 teachers who furnished data for Table XLV, 
812 have addresses that are the same as the teaching addressee 
while 503 have peraanent addresses that are different from 
the teaching addresses* The median total tenure for those 
with the same permanent and teaching addresses Is 9*81 pears, 
while the median total tenure for those teachers with dif­
ferent permanent and teaching addresses Is 6*17 pears— the 
difference is 3*44 pears in favor of same peraanent and 
teaching addressee*
On the basis of total pears of service of individual 
teachers, 2*58 per oent of those teachers who have the same 
present and peraanent addresses have taught 3 0  or more pears 
while *54 per eent of those with different present and per­
manent addresses have taught 30 or more pears*
There is evidence that of the women who teach in the 
elementary schools of Louisiana those whose present addresses 
are the same as their permanent addresses have rendered 
approximately 3*5 pears of service more than those teachers 
whose present and peraanent addresses are different*
220
t a b u : xl v i
TOTAL WARS OF 3SSEVICK AND SALARY IN PRESENT
POSITION —  WOMEN
rssa Traaxaaiaaaaa:



















1 10 8 27 40 16r> 4 o 13 63 95
O 9 1 6 66 9.5
4 2 0 3 34 85
5 3 0 1 84 29
6 3 0 1 13 31? 0 0 0 13 25
8 1 1 1 11 18
0 1 0 1 6 17
10 4 0 1 5 14
11 3 0 1 3 B
10 4 0 0 1 10
13 5 0 1 • 4 Ft
14 3 0 0 4 515 0 1 0 4 716 1 0 o 2 417 1 0 0 0 10
IB ofv 0 0 1 ij19 0 0 0 2 4
20 1 0 0 1 »*►o
21 4 0 0 0 1
2° 0 0 0 1 1
23 0 0 0 0 224 1 0 0 0 9
25 1 o n 0 2
26 0 0 0 0 i27 1 0 0 1 0
28 0 0 0 0 229 0 0 0 0 ni
30 or Morn 4 0 0 0 O
CASES 6B 13 58 288 991
LGWE::/i 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN 10,, 95 1.81 2.15 3.70 7,14
HIGHEST 37 15 25 97 *. >0
m
TABLE 3CLVI (floneluaoa)
TOYAl YEARS OF SERVICE ffiD SALARY IN PRESENT
POSITION —  WOMEN
Salary in Present Position
TOTAL YEARS
OF C ^r $  £?TEACHING Ito CC* &
fi 5o




1 3 4 0 0 108
2 8 8 1 0 100
3 11 o■w 0 0 110
4 11 o 3 0 80
^  %A 8 3 1 0 50
6 15 7 1 o 737 15 11 3 oS 27 14 6 o ai
a 70 13 6 ohs * *  **•c>5
1 0 20 17 a 5 7211 14 25 3 5 67
12 11 18 2 5 51
13 15 10 ft 8 f>414 11 15 6 o 4615 8 10 5 3 30
18 4 15 5 3 ,Vh17 6 10 3 r? r *  f*• >«.}
IB 7 18 0 G 34
19 0 10 ■ô
20 5 o 4 4. 77
21 p Q 1 1 11
2° 0 9 4 3 in
23 1 6 1 4 13
24 1 8 7 3 17
25 o o 5 17
26 6 1 0 7 A
27 o 3 1 i 7
20 i 1 3 i 7
29 0 *TrO 0 i C>
30 or More A 3 5 n 74
CASES 226 257 84 85 1370
LOWEST 1 1 2 8 1
tuSDIAN <>.28 15.75 14.5 1ft. 1 8.00
HIGHEST 33 34 88 38 88
2 2 2
Total Tears of Service and Salary
In Present Foeltion~**Wome«
Are those teachers best paid udio have the greatest 
total experience? Is length of service a oriterion of 
salary?
fable XLVT presents the data relative to these ques­
tions* the highest median of total experience is 10*1 
years* That median le shown for teachers whose sal arise are 
flOOO or more per year* The salary levels are arranged in 
step intervals of #76 and each succeeding interval shows an 
Increase of median total tenure* Taken in ascending orderv 
the medians of total tenure, beginning with, the median for 
the 14?® to $649 level, are* 1.01 rears* 2.15 rears* 3*78 
rears* 7.14 years, 7*26 years, 13.75 years, 14*6 years, and 
18*1 years* Thus, each salary increase is accompanied by 
an increase in total tenure*
The largest group of teachers found in any salary 
level is 291* This group has a salary range from $700 to 
$774 per year and a median total tenure of 7*14 years* In 
the second highest salary level there is no teacher with 
less than two years of experience and in the highest salary 
level no teacher had less than six years of experience* Xn 
the second lowest salary level eight of,the thirteen 
teachers were teaching their first year* In the next salary 
level 27 of the 68 women reporting were teaching their first 
year* finder the highest salary level there are eight
m
teachers with 50 or more years of total teaching experience, 
or twice as many an any other bracket shows with the same 
years of experience#
It is very evident that the salaries of women teachers 
in the elementary schools increase as median total tenure 
increases* Increases in medians of tenure are noted from 
the $625*699 level to the $700*794 level, from the $T?8*
649 level to the $650*924 level, and from the $925*999 level 
to the $1000 or more level#
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Total Years of Service and Native Parish»-Women
Whioh parishes have supplied from their natives the 
teachers with longest service?
From Table XLV1X it may be seen that the natives of 16 
parishes have medians of total tenure above the state median 
of 8*8 years established for the 35 parishes studied* East 
Feliciana Parish ranks highest, with a median total tenure 
of 14*0 years for its natives* Only one teacher from that 
parish is teaching her first year, while the teacher who 
ranks next higher in total experience Is In her eighth year* 
De Soto is the parish with the next highest median of 13*0 
years* Bienville, Iberville, and St* James show medians of 
total tenure between 12*0 and 13*0 years, while L&fOurehe, 
Lincoln, Madison, Ouachita, St* John, St* Tammany, Terrebonne, 
and Onion show medians between 10*0 and 12*0 years* The 
median total tenure of 2*67 years shown for natives of Caddo 
Parish is the lowest* Acadia Parish ranks next to lowest 
with a median of 3*75 years* Several of the parishes did
not furnish enough oases for sampling as indicated by the
symbol X for median, and Concordia, St* Bernard, and Tensas*** 
included in this table because in other sections of this 
study there were natives from them~~di& not furnish any oases* 
Teachers who were natives of the oity of New Orleans have a
median total tenure of 10*5 yearn and out of state teachers
have a median total tenure of 9*25 years*
235
Iberville Pariah has the greatest number of natives, 
three, who have been teaching 30 or more years* Avoyelles 
Parish had the greatest number of natives Included in thie 
study* there were 7? teachers from this parleh with a 
median tenure of 9*87 years* Rapides had the second largest 
number, 72, with a median total tenure of 8*75 years* 
Lafourche, St* Landry, and Terrebonne each had 30 or more 
natives* There were 51 eases from out of state and 21 from 
the city of Hew Orleans# Parishes with the lowest number 
of oases, one each, were Bossier, East Carroll, and West 
Carroll*
from the data it Is seen that East Feliciana Parish 
and De Soto Parish supply from their natives the elementary 
women teachers with longest median total tenure, the respec­
tive medians being 14*0 and 15*0 years* teachers who are 
natives of the parishes of Bienville, Iberville, and at# 
James rank slightly lower In median total tenure# On the 
basis of parish of nativity, median total tenure varies 
from 14*0 years in East Feliciana Parish to 2*87 years In 
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Total Years of Service and Homo Parl*h«*~Wemen
In what parish do those teachers with the longest total 
tenure maintain their homes?
Prom T&bile XLVIII it stay he seen that from 38 parishes 
the oases were sufficient in number for sampling but that 
In 30 parishes the eases were too few to determine medians 
of significance* The highest median total tenure* 16 years, 
is shown for those te&ohere whose home is In West Feliciana 
Parish} ten oases were submitted from that parish, no one 
of whom had less than four years of experience* Livingston 
shows the next highest median, it being 13*76 years, The 
teachers who reside permanently In Iberville Parish have 
very near the same median of total tenure, theirs being 
13.33 years* East Baton Bouge, Madison, St* John, and St. 
James show total tenures of 18 or more years for the 
teachers who maintain their homes therein, the respective 
medians being 12*67 years, 12.5 years, 12*6 years, and 18 
years* Other parishes with approximately the same medians 
are St, Tammany with 11,5 years and Ouachita with 11,33 
years, winn Parish is the home of those teachers with the 
shortest total tenure, the median being 4*13 years, The 
teachers who reside permanently in Vermilion Parish have 
the next to lowest total tenure, the median being 6,6 years*
Of the parishes represented by a number of teachers 
sufficient to determine medians of significance, it is West
24?
Feliciana Parish in which those teacher® with the longest 
median of total years of service maintain their homes*
The five parishes Which rank next highest in this respect 
are Livingston, Sast Baton Kongo, Madison, at* John, and 
St* James* The teachers Who reside permanently in Winn 
Parish have the shortest median total tenure*
TABLE XLXX
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1 49 40 8 9 o 0
2 51 41 9 5 1
5 42 42 11 8 3 O
4 30 28 11 4 4 o
5 oo 25 4 7 o 6
6 31 19 10 4 3 rr? 21 21 a 9 ? P
S °3 20. 14 10 o i
9 19 24 a 0 3 i
10 94 17 13 12 2 2
11 20 16 ii 9 4 pis.J-
19 G 9 19 13 3 1
13 17 15 6 7 5 3
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26 o o p 6 0 o
27 1 1 1 o 1 0
?B 1 o p 0 1 1
29 1 3 p 0 0 f?
30 or More 3 10 7 p 0 0
CASES 449 411 231 187 00 r% *
LOWES? 1 1 1 1 1 2
REDIAL 6.80 7.20 12.45 11.03 11.25 n w
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TABLE XLIX (Concluded)
total tsars r service amd number of dependents —
WOMEN
asnasaas nitre .vwaaaugima MsgaaareasqffirmTMtwaaMaBaaMBmgiMwaaBattasâ^
Number of Dependents
TOTAL m O l S  
OP
t e a c h i n g hrl
1 0 0o
. *.-■ 0 0
z 3 1
4 0 0a 1 1o 0
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0 0 4b 0 70 0 7
0 0 6
0 0 74
CASES 16 6 1 4 *1.370
LOWEST 3 3 IB 3 1
MEDIAN B.67 X Vrft. X ©•00
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total tears of Service and Humber
of Dependents-~Wo®en
Are there differences in total tenure on the basis of 
number of dependents? Xs there evidence that additional 
dependents are aoeorapanicd by longer total tenure of the 
elementary teachers4?
Data relative to these questions are presented by 
fable XLXX* There were 931 teachers who gave information 
for this table* The highest median of total tenure Is 
12*45 years; it is shown for that group of teachers with 
two dependents each* The second highest median is 11*95. 
years, it being for those teachers with three dependents*
The lowest total tenure, 7*60 years, is by those teachers 
with one dependent* The newt to lowest median tenure, 9*57 
years, is shown for sixteen teachers with six dependents* 
Only one case with eight dependents was reported and that 
teacher had a total tenure of sixteen years* Four teachers 
had nine dependents each and a range of total tenure from 
two to nine years* Forty cases with one dependent each are 
teaching for the first year and of those teachers with five 
or more dependents no one is teaching her first year*
Xt Is evident that there are marked differences in the 
medians of total tenure on the basis of number of dependents* 
There Is an increase of tenure when the number of dependents 
Increases from one to two* For those teachers who have from
261
two to six dependents median total tenure decreases as the 
number of dependents Increases* the cases haring seven, 
eight, and nine dependents were not sufficient in number to 
give medians of significance*
26S
TABLE L
TOTAL YEARS 01* SERVICE 
WOMEN
AMD MARITAL S T A W
Marital statu®TOTAL YEARS
OF Ho Data Single Married Widow TotalTEACHING
1 o 104 2 0 100
2 1 101 6 2 10*
3 1 100 10 a 119
4 0 71 5 4 SOr 0 49 9 4 02
6 1 61 7 4 73
? 0 40 17 4 69
8 n 62 16 1 81
9 i 42 20 o>V,' 05
10 0 49 14 9 72
11 i 40 13 0 62
12 0 29 17 5 51
13 0 31 20 3 54
14 1 20 12 5 40
15 1 21 15 1 38
16 0 IB 17 4 34
17 9 20 9 4 35
16 3 IB 10 f5> 34
10 0 14 0 5 77
20 1 11 9 6 77
21 0 4 3 4 11
22 0 10 5 3 IB
23 0 a 5 0 13
24 0 6 © 3 17r>r,* 0 12 4 1 1?
26 0 4 9 0 4
27 0 5 4 0 7
20 0 5 1 1 0
29 0 4 o 0 0
30 or r.ora 0 10 4 4 94
CASKS 17 9B9 266 98 1370
LOWEST 1 1 I 7 1
acedia: i 11,5 7,17 1 7 .an is ,60 0.80
HIGHEST 20 30 34 35 30
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Total Tears of Service and Marital 8tatus*~Women
Is the medi&n total tenure of the married teacher greater 
than that of the single teacher or the widowed teacher?
Of the 1363 teachers who answered this question the die* 
trlbutlen as shown in Table L is as followst single, 980$ 
married, 266$ and widowed, 98, The median total tenure for 
the single teacher is 7*17 years, for the married teacher 
12*88 years, and for the widowed teacher 12*00 years, thus 
showing the married teachers to rank highest In median 
total tenure* Of the 989 single teachers, 104, er 10*4 per 
cent are serving their first year; two of the 266 married 
teachers, or 0*6 per cent, are serving their first year! 
and no widow has as little as one year of experience* Of 
the 24 teachers serving thirty or more years, there are six* 
teen single, four married, and four widowed*
It is evident that the median total tenure of the 
married teacher Is decidedly longer than median total tenure 
of single teachers and slightly longer than that of widows*
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total Soars of Service and Training— Women
Do teachers with longest total tenure have more train­
ing than teachers with loss total tenure?
Table LI shows the Information give by 1946 women 
teachers of Louisiana* The highest median total tenure is 
16*39 years and is shown for those teacher© with one year 
of college training. Of this group there are no oases with 
lees than seven years of experience. The second highest 
median is shown for teachers with four years of college 
training} they have 11.25 years of tenure. The lowest 
median* 5.0 years* is by those teachers with the equivalent 
of five year8 of oollege training* The highest frequency 
of oases* 737* Is that group of teachers with two years of 
training and with median total tenure of 6*62 years. The 
160 teachers with the bachelor's degree have a median tenure 
of $.69 years; 20 of these are teaching their first year 
and five have had 30 or more years of experience* There 
are two teachers with only elementary school training end 
they are in the nineteenth year of teaching experience*
In general there appears to be little or no association 
between long median tenure and increased academic training. 
On the contrary* then highest and lowest medians are con­
sidered* there is evidence of a tendency for median total 
tenure to decrease as academic training increases; this 
tendency* however* is variable and the medians are based on 
oases widely different In.number. For the Intervening
287
medians from two years through four year© of aoademic train­
ing total tenure increases as college training increase©*
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total Xeare of Service and College
la Which Teaoher Was Trained-Women
Are there differencea in total experience on the basis 
of the lnetltutlene in which the teachers were trained?
table LII shows the highest median total tenure to he 
for those teachers who received their training in out-of- 
state colleges# the highest median of total experience of 
those teachers trained within the state is for those from 
Protestant colleges, it being 11*33 years* The highest 
median total tenure by those from state Institutions Is 
shown for the teachers trained at Louisiana State Normal 
College, the median being 9.76 years* Those teachers who 
recelred training at Southwestern Louisiana Institute have 
a median of 8.79 years, while those who were trained at 
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute have a median of 7*13 years* 
The lowest median total tenure, 4*23 years, Is for those 
from Louisiana state University* Low medians are shown also 
for those teachers trained at Southeastern Louisiana College, 
the youngest state institution of higher learning, and in 
Catholic colleges. The oases shown for Tulan© University 
or Newcomb College are not sufficient in number to furnish 
medians of significance*
The colleges in which the women who teach in the elemen­
tary schools were trained, arranged in order from highest 
to lowest medians of total tenure of teacher representatives
261
are: out-of-etate colleges, Protestant college*, Louisiana
State Honsal College, Southwestern Louisiana Institute, 
Louisiana Polyteehnlo Institute, Oathollo college8, 
Southeastern Louisiana College, ana Louisiana State University.
TABI.E IJII
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TABLE LIII (Continued)
TOTAL YEARS 3ERVICS AND CSRTIfTCATIOR —  WOHRt
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total Years of Service and Certification^-Women
Art there dlfferenoee In tenurt on the basis of the 
types of oertlfleatee held?
In fable LIXX the highest median of total experience 
le shown for those teachers to whom Certificate X has been 
issued* the teachers with this certificate hare a median 
total tenure of 20*67 years* this le to be expected, elnoe 
the certificates were Issued to those teachers with long 
eervloe reeorde— thosewlth this oertlfioate must have been 
teaching prior to 1924* The next highest tenure is shown 
for those teaohere who are qualified by Oertlfioate XXX*B~ 
C~F* The median tenure for this group is 16*32 years* It 
Is to be noted that there are 267 cases within this classic 
fication as compared to 36 oases in the group for which 
highest median was shown*
There is a small fractional difference between the 
total tenure of those with Certificate 1-8 and those with. 
Oertlfioate III-E, as their medians are 15.7 years and 15*5 
years, respectively* The smallest median total tenure is 
shown for those teachers who ore qualified by Certificate 
III-D, it being 3*71 years* The next to lowest median, 3*81 
years, is for those teachers with Certificate 2-A*
The hipest frequency, 524, occurs for those teachers 
with III-a certificates; however, the median total tenure, 
6*37 years. Is second from lowest* This median is very low
200
when compared to the median, 10*32 years, tor the XXX~B~C«*F 
group which has the next to highest frequency, 207 oases, 
and also the next to highest median total tenure* This 
difference in medians is partly accounted for toy the die* 
trlhutlon of oases within the groups! in the Oertlfioate 
XIX«A column the higher frequencies occur for the shorter 
tenure a whereas In the Oertlfioate XIX~B~C~F column the 
higher frequencies occur for the middle and longer tenuree* 
Xn general, when median total tenure le based on an 
appreciable number of oases, the women teachers who have 
Profeesional-tSlemeiitary Oertlflo&tes, IXl-A, III-B~C-F, 
III-E, and Professional Oertlfioate X«*8 have longer medians 
than those teachers with other types of certificates* 
Particularly those teachers qualified by Certificate IIX-S-* 
C~F have long median total tenure*
TABLE LIV
TOTAL XSARS OF SERVICE ABB HUKBER OF P0BITI0S8 HELD —  tfOMEfl
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3 0 55 4S 16 3 0
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Total Pears of Service and Humber
ef Positions H0ld**women
Are the teachera who have taught the longest those who 
have held the greatest number of positions?
Tables LXV presents the data related to this question* 
The highest median total tenure, 21*0 pears, Is shown for 
those teachers who have held nine different positions, 
while the median total tenure for those teachers who have 
held ten positions Is 20*25 pears* Those teachers who have 
held six positions and those who have held seven positions 
have practically the same median tenure, the medians being 
17*14 pe&rs and 17*20 pears, respectively* It is to be 
noted, however, that the oases upon which the four highest 
medians of total tenure are based are small in number when 
compared with the number of cases shown for positions one 
through five*
It is seen that of 1559 teachers who supplied data 
on this array of tenure a large majority have been In from 
one to five positions, with the group for each number of 
positions decreasing in else as the number of positions 
increases* When ranked from highest to lowest number of 
positions held these teaohers have medians of total tenure 
as follows j five poeltions**16*33 years, four positions** 
13*07 pears, three positions**10*26 pears, two positions** 
7*56 pears, and three positions**^ 96 pears* Thus, there
It a fairly constant increase of median total tenure as 
the number of positions which the teacher has 4&d Inorsaseft 
up to the sixth position*
TABLE LV












1 0 108 0 0 0 0
v̂« 0 101 8 0 0 0
3 0 102 17 0 0 04 0 74 0 1 0 0
5 0 51 10 1 0 0
6 0 63 7 1 1 17 0 58 9 3 1 0
8 0 68 12 4 0 0$ 0 45 11 4 4 0
10 1 52 12 4 o 0
11 0 39 12 7 4 0
it 0 38 6 ' 6 4 1
13 0 30 10 9 3 9
V 0 21 15 5 3 i
15 0 21 9 3 2 316 0 18 3 D 3 0
17 0 11 11 4 318 1 15 4 10 i 9
19 1 5 7 5 0 8
20 0 11 9 3 0 i
21 0 ■o 3 3 1 0
22 0 6 4 w 0 i
23 0 3 4 2 o 0
24 0 6 9 3 i 1
25 1 0 9 9 0
26 0 1 o i 0 0o*7 0 5 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 9 1 0
29 1 o 1 0 1 I
30 or More 5 4 6 5 4 X
CAST,;i 11 989 200 102 51 20
LOW”! 10 1 o 4 0 8
OIKDIAH O?L5 6.09 13.3 18*44 16.83 17.67
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Total Xears of barvies and Slumber of Pari ebon
in Whleh Teacher Has Rad Eb»pl0yment-<-Women
Are there differences In total tenure on the baa is of 
the number of parishes In which the teachers have taught? 
Poes median totea tenure increase as the number of parishoe 
In which the teachers have taught Increases?
As shown in fable LV the highest median total tenure 
is 22 years for those teachers who have taught in slat 
parishes* The second highest median of total tenure Is 
17*6? years for those teachers who have taught in five 
parishes* Those teachers who have taught In three parishes 
and those who have taught in four parishes have siightly 
different medians, 16*44 years and 16*83 years, respectively* 
Lowest median total tenure, 6*68 years, le shown for those 
teachers who have taught in only one parish*
While those teachers who have taujajit in six parishes 
have a median total tenure of 22 years, no teacher in the 
group has taught 30 or more years, the longest total tenure 
Shown for any woman teacher* The most teachers with longest 
total tenure in any group are six teachers who have taught 
30 or more years in two parishes* Of the entire group of 
teachers employed In the various numbers of parishes, 70*4 
per oent have taught in one pari eh only*
There are marked difference® in total tenure on the 
basis of the number of parlies In which the teachers have
274
taught* It 1# evident that median total tenure of the 
women teachers increases *3 the number of pariehee in which 
the teaohers have had employment increases.
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Total fears of Service and Different
Types of Experience**** women
Are the teachers who have had the moat types of teach* 
Ing experience the teachers with the longest tenure? Or do 
teachers secure their desired types and then remain in those 
teaching fields?
The highest median of total tenure, as shown in Table 
LVX, is for those twenty teachers who have had five dif­
ferent types of experience j their median le 17*0 years* The 
54 teachers who have had experience in four types of work 
have the next to hiî iest median of total tenure, 14* £5 
years* The lowest median tenure, 6*77 years, is shown for 
the 798 teachers who have had e^erienee In only on© type 
of work* The teachers who have had six through nine types 
of experience are too limited in number to determine medians 
of slgnficanoe*
For the woman teacher In the elementary schools of the 
state there is a tendency for median total tenure to Increase 
consistently as the number of types of experience Increases* 
Approximately 60 per cent of the women teachers have remained 
In the teaching field in which they began— that 1®, they are 
in their first type of experience*
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u r n s ,  t t x t
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1 0 106 o i-\ 0 0
2 0 78 31 i 1 0
3 0 81 49 9 0 0
4 0 40 28 10 3 15 0 24 21 15 1 16 1 28 28 10 5 1
7 0 27 30 11 0 3
a 0 ry? 26 IB 8 0*i r
9 0 14 di: 12 11 6
10 0 19 <•><& 17 a 3
11 0 11 20 14 11 5
IS 1 10 0 13 10 5 ̂** 1 0 14 10 12 5
14 0 & 7 11 13 3
15 0 6 9 7 KM 3
18 0 5 3 5 n 6
17 0 4 4 7 0
18 7 7 5 3 6 5
19 0 0 4 9 8 4
20 o 5 5 6 2 mi-0
21 1 0 i 2 7 7
2° 0 3 A 4 i 1
23 0 o 1 3 3 1
24 0 1 1 4 3 1
25 <p 5 2 5 0 1
26 0 0 0 1 3 0
27 1 2 0 0 1 0
28 1 0 0 1 0 2
29 1 0 1 0 0 0
30 or Here 4 1 3 0 i 5
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LOWEST 8
MEPIAH 25775 4,10 7.73 11.71 13.40
HIGHEST 34 31 38 33 30 30
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TAELS LVII (ConeludM)
TJTAL XEARii OF SERVICE AKD KK4SE8 OF SCHOOLS III 
















i 0 0 0 0 108f? 0 0 0 0 100
3 0 0 0 0 112
A 0 0 0 0 ao
5 0 0 0 0 BO'  V  ryJ
6 2 0 0 0 73
7 0 0 0 0 60
8 0 0 0 0 81
D 1 0 0 0 66
10 o 0 0 0 78
11 0 0 1 0 68
12 1 o 1 0 51
13 1 0 1 1 54
14 n 1 1 0 46
15 4 8 1 1 58
16 5 o 0 0 34
17 5 3 1 0 35
18 *>i-w 3 1 0 34
12 2 1 0 1 27
20 3 0 1 n 27
21 1 1 1 0 It
22 3 1 0 1 IB
23 2 0 1 0 13
24 ry 2 1 8 1?
25 i 0 3 6 17
26 0 0 0 0 4
27 l 0 *! i 7
28 0 1 2 0
22 1 0 1 0 6
30 o r Mors 4 2 1 8 04
CAn::o 45 80 M -O IT 1370
urcsnT 6 12 11 13 2
MEDIA# 17*2 IB <*>>? <t . .•; * •' o. no
HIGHEST 37 31 ljlti ♦>!> 58
mo
Total Tears of Service and Number of Schools
In Which Teaoher Has Had EmpXoyment~~Wo»en
Do those teaohere who have taught in the greatest 
number of schools have the longest total tenure?
Table LVII gives the information concerning the number 
of schools In which the elementary teachers of this group 
have taught. The highest median total tenure! 23. B years.
Is shown for those teachers who have taugit in eight schools. 
The second highest median, 22.5 years, Is by those teachers 
who have taught In nine different schools# The third high** 
est tenure is had by those teachers who have experience in 
seven different schools, their median being 19.0 years.
Those teachers who are In their first school have the low* 
est median of total tenure, 4.19 years.
It is definitely evident that the women teachers who 
have taught In the greatest number of elementary schools 
have the longest median total tenure. There le a tendency 
for median total tenure to Increase consistently and 
fairly constantly as the number of schools, up to eight. In 
which the teachers have had employment increases#
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1 13 O/-J 6 10 3
rt 13 0 4 0 6
3 0 1 3 5 3
4 7 1 1 6 7
5 4 0 4 2 5
6 7 1 4 3 2
7 2 3 3 5 7
8 4 <*“>it. 3 10 3
9 4 0 3 4 5
10 4 1 4 3 o
11 4 0 6 4 3
12 7 2 o 0 3
13 4 3 5 1 5
14 0 0 4 1 1
15 1 2 o 3 1
16 n 0 0 0 *£Pi.J
17 b 2 1 3 p
18 0 0 o 1 O
19 o 1 0 0 1
20 i 0 7 0 O'
71 0 0 b I 0
22 0 r» i 1 0
23 1 i <■> 0 1
24 0 i o 7 7
25 1 0 1 2 0
26 0 i 0 0 0
27 1 0 0 0 0
28 1 1 0 1 0
29 1 0 1 0 0
30 or More 0 7 1 1 o
CASES 93 34 67 77 70
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1
73EDIAH 0.07 15.5 10.83 £3.13 9
HIGHEST 29 38 zr 35 37
TABUS LVIII (Continued)
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2 tor  *«-t 0.1 
£*(L, f~S
l 5 5 1 1 21o •VPo 1 2 5 27
5 9 1 3 2 99
4 4 a 3 3 18e: 3 o 0 3 13
6 1 4 5 1 on
7 2 6 1 1 14
B 6 3 3 4 10
9 3 4 1 3 15
10 5 3 0 0 26
11 o 4 1 4 11
12 1 3 3 2 15
13 3 2 1 2 13
14 o 4 2 1 14
15 0 0 3 1 11
16 0 r,-• V 1 1 11
17 1 1 0 oft- 13
10 0 1 1 1 12
19 1 1 0 0 5
20 0 7 0 3 a
21 0 1 1 0 3
22 0 0 0 1 7
23 0 0 0 0 9
24 1 0 0 0 7
25 0 0 1 0 4
2e 0 0 0 0 1
27 0 0 0 0
20 0 1 0 0 3
29 0 0 0 0 3
»30 o r More 0 1 1 0 rp
CASHS *3 50 57 37 43 350
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAN 0 9 .30 8 ,14 9 .5 10.08
HIGHEST 24 30 iJX on *"* (W1 J* •#
t a b u : LVXIX (Oonoludvd)
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$c£*•*
i 42 0 0 0 1 108n 40 0 0 1 9 1095 51 0 0 0 0 119
4 oo 0 1 0 2 805 25 1 0 0 0 82e 91 1 0 0 1 737 24 0 0 1 0 890 24 0 1 0 0 810 23 0 0 0 0 65
10 15 0 1 72
11 21 o 0 0 0 8212 11 1 1 0 0 51
13 15 0 0 0 0 54
14 14 1 0 1 1 46
15 14 0 0 0 0 30
16 11 1 1 1 0 34
17 e 0 0 0 8 35
18 11 0 1 2 0 34
19 13 0 9 1 0 27
20 6 1 1 0 1 97
21 4 0 0 0 1 11
22 5 1 0 0 0 IB
23 5 0 0 0 1 13
24 o 0 0 0 0 1?
25 8 0 0 0 0 17
26 o 0 0 0 0 4
<*<7 i 0 0 0 0 ?
20 0 0 0 0 -0 7
29 1 0 0 0 0 6
30 or Mor® 3 1 0 0 0 24
CASES A49 10 to 8 14 1370
LCHEST 1 5 4 o 1 1
osdxai; 7.83 13 13 X 10,5 9.80
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Total Years of Service and Present Werlfc»*tfome!t
Are there difference e In total tenure on the bails of 
the type of present work? Is any particular type of work 
accompanied by long total tenure?
Table LVIII shows that the highest median total tenure 
In Louisiana elementary schools on the basis of type of 
work is 18,5 years* This median is for the 84 principals, 
seven of whom have had thirty or more years of experience* 
The eeoond highest median total tenure Is 18 years? it Is 
shown for both departmental teachers of arithmetic and 
departmental teachers of history* However, there were only 
ten oases for each of these fields* The third highest 
median Is 10*68 years, shown for first grade teachers? two 
other groups, primary teachers and teachers of departmental 
English, have practically the same medians, 10*06 years 
and 10*5 years, respectively* The lowest median tenure is 
7*68 years and is had by the teachers of the upper element* 
tary grades* Teachers of the third grade, fifth grade, 
and seventh grade have medians between 9*0 and 10.0 years? 
medians of total tenure for teaohers of the second grade, 
fourth grade, and sixth grade range from 8*0 to 8.18 years* 
The highest frequency of longest total tenure occurs for 
principals? seven of them have rendered 80 or more years 
of service in the teaching profession*
Of the two groups, primary and upper elementary, which
2S§
comprise the majority of the elementary teachers, primary 
teachers hare approximately two yeara more total tenure, 
on the basin of medians, than upper elementary teachers* 
When those types of work for Which there are considerable 
eases are compared it is the principals who hare the long* 
est median total tenure and the primary teachers who haire 
the next longest tenure, while the least total tenure is 
held by the teachers of the upper elementary grades*
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1 4 £> 5 11 9
* in ■ »1 ■ m m I«M «»i —W W 
6<5 oK* i 5 4 c*o 8
3 4 2 7 5 9 94 1 1 2 6 1 35 1 1 1 7 7 56 0 1 3 4 6 37 1 0 1 5 9 58 1 0 4 4 5 59 4 1 2 5 5 310 1 2 0 5 5 8
11 2 1 3 8 8 5
18 4 3 o 6 1 7
13 0 4 3 2 6 314 1 0 0 2 3 115 1 1 1 4 3 316 0 1 1 8 3 017 •sr*j 1 4 6 0 418 1 0 0 i 3 410 1 o 0 0 0 320 1 2 1 0 0 2
21 0 0 1 1 T•A* 0oo 1 0 0 1 0
23 1 0 0 2 1 024 1 0 1 1 1 9
25 1 1 0 0 1 326 1 0 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 0 0
28 1 0 0 0 0 0
22 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 or Kora 3 0 1 0 1 1
CASES 42 o*7 40 80 93 91
LOWEST 1 1 1 1 1 1
redial 12 12*5 7.5 7.6 7.72 O P,s- • V/
HIGHEST 32 25 34 24 33
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TABLE M X (C on tinued )
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1 12 9 2 11 5 5O 13 12 4 11 4 5
3 11 11 S 14 1 4
4 0 0 1 10 4 35 4 3 0 2 o<w. 16 5 8 9 a 4 17 7 7 4 6 3 0
8 11 10 4 5 4 3
9 B 3 1 3 3 010 0 0 5 1 5 1
11 o 9 9 0 2 4
10 3 4 3 0 i 0
13 5 7 2 0*4. i 2
14 3 8 5 1 0 1
15 3 4 1 3 1 0
16 A 4 3 2 1 1
17 6 5 3 0 4 0
18 i 2 9 1 0 0Sw*
10 i 2 0 1 0 2
20 0 4 1 1 0 1
21 i 1 0 1 0 1
i 2 0 0 0 1
23 i 3 0 0 0 0
24 3 1 0 2 0 0
25 1 1 0 6 0 0
26 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 2 0 0 0 1 0
28 1 0 0 0 0 6f>r\ 1 0 0 0 0 0
30 or More 2 2 1 3 0 0
CASES 1.24 140 61 86 45 40
LC8HS3T 1 1 1 1 1 1
MEDIAH 8*00 9.33 8.63 4.7 7.03 8.33
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TAELS Llx (Continued)
TOTAL TEARS OF SERVICE ABO SIZE OP 3CKOOL —  WOMEN
31se of school
OTAJ* xHARB £ £OF &c <TO J>u iS> £4* 4$ 4* 4* $ 4-3
TEACHING tb S.' £p Co c? P c P p© H 0 &I £■ c Is 7 p cF; gs !«« c in £ <w
1 n 1 3 1 0 0
p 1 2 5 4 0 03 0 4 5 7 1 ' 0 04 1 5 5 o 7 0 03 7 ii4a a 1 1 0 03 ■ry 7 9 o 0 0 07 o i 3 0 X 0 0a i 4 5̂*. fS 4 0 0o i 5 5 2 X 0 0
10 7 5 6 o 1 0
11 0 3 5 1 p 1 0
12 0 1 2 3 i 0 7
13 1 1 i 0 3 0 6
14 1 *? 7 7 2 1 0
15 7 i 1 0 7 0 0
16 0 0 1 0 i o 01? 0 1 1 1 0 0 0IB 3 0 0 0 1 0 0
10 0 3 0 3 2 0 000 1 <■» 0 6 0 6 021 0 7 0 0 0 0 0
no 1 1 0 1 1 0 023 0 0 0 0 0 0 024 0 0 0 1 1 0 025 1 1 1 o 0 0 0
26 0 0 £ 0 0 0 0
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 1") D 0 0
70 6 1 0 0 1 0 0
30 or Kor© 0 <*ro »*> 0 i X 0
CABER 71 47 m 47 35 B 7
LOT/3337 1 1 1 1 10 19
K&DXA3 10.5 9.0 7 0 11.75 X v
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Total Tears of Service and SUe of School— Women
Are those omen teachers with most experience found in 
the larger or smaller schools? what is the else of the 
school in which the teachers hare the longest median tenure 
in all teaching positions?
Table LXX gives the results of data furnished by 1328 
elementary women teachers relative to else of school In 
Uhieh they are presently employed* The most cases In this 
table are these te&ehers from schools employing seven 
teachers* There are 140 teachers in this group and the 
median total tenure is 9*33 years# There are nine teachers 
in their first year of service and two who have had thirty 
or more years of experience.
The highest median total tenure of the entire group 
is 14.5 years; it is shown for those teachers in schools 
employing fifteen teachers# There is one teacher In this 
group who is teaching for the first time and no one who has 
a total experience beyond twenty-five years# The second 
highest median total tenure is 13.33 years, it is for those 
teachers employed in faculties of twenty-five teachers#
The third highest median total tenure, 12#6 years, is shown 
for teachers working in a one-room school# Medians ranging 
between 11 and 12 years are shown for teachers employed in 
schools of slxteen9 twenty-two, and thirty or more teachers# 
Teachers from schools which employ nine teachers have the 
smallest median of total tenure, 4#? years# The teacher
with the greatest number of years of service, as shown by 
the data on the questionnaires, is employed in a seven- 
teacher school? she has a total tenure of 36 years*
the three highest medians of total tenure, arranged 
In descending order, are shown for those women who teaoh In 
the elementary schools which employ fifteen teachers, twenty- 
five teachers, and one teacher, respectively* those from 
the nine-teacher schools have the lowest median* there is 
no evidence that high median total tenure is associated 
with employment in either the larger or the smaller schools*
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B u ild in g
No T o ta l
1 11 42 55 108o 5 49 55 109
3 9 51 m 119
4 5 34 41 00ssj- 4 35 83 89
6 7 31 35 73
7 y 26 36 09
8 9 38 58 B1
9 7 31 27 65
10 4 37 31 79
11 8 26 20 82
12 8 23 20 51
13 6 23 25 64
14 2 31 13 48
15 4 18 16 38
16 5 15 14 34
17 5 14 18 35
18 1 18 15 34
19 o 16 9 27
20 2 13 18 9?
21 0 6 ~e 11
r»o 3 12 3 1855 1 0 4 13
24 o 9 6 19
2D 0 13 4 17
26 o 0 o,p; > 4
27 1 9 4 7
20 3 4 0 7
29 0 4 <C, 8
30 o r 2ore 4 18 8 94
CASES 127 888 605 1370
LOWL07 1 1 1 1
MEDIAL O ftTW • i / 'J 9 .48 7 .98 8 .80
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Total Year* of Service and Separate Building— Women
Are those teachers with the greatest experience found 
in separate elementary school buildings?
Of the 1243 teachers who furnished data for Table LX, 
638 are teaching in separate buildings and 605 are teaching 
in buildings that house additional units of the school.
Those teachers who are employed in separate buildings have 
a median total tenure of 9.48 years; twelve of the group 
have rendered 30 or more years of service, while only 42 
are teaching their first year. Those teachers who work in 
a building that houses other departments have a median total 
tenure of 7,96 years. Of this group eight have 30 or more 
years of experience and fifty-five are teaching their first 
year.
Zt is very evident that the women who teach In a sepa­
rate elementary school building have longer total tenure 
than those who teach in buildings Where other units of the 
school are located— this is indicated by both medians of 
total tenure and total tenure of individual teachers*
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Ho Data Yes Ko T o ta l
stacking
1 10 31 67 108o 9 31 76 109
3 6 33 80 110
4 5 i > v 50 80r q 93 37 69
s 3 33 37 737 4 97 38 60
B o«W 38 41 81r*
* j 4 96 35 65
10 * »o 28 41 79
11 4 i ^ C p 35 68
IB a 21 99 *' > *»+• 51
13 9 21 31 54
14 9 23 81 46
15 3 90 13 38
16 3 16 16 34
17 5 18 Wu ik J 35
IB 2 15 16 35
19 q 11 14 27
90 1 12 14 97
91 1 4 8 11
op 7 4 7 18
93 9 »,) 8 13
94 q 7 a 17
35 9 2 7 17
26 9 1 1 4
27 b o 5 7
26 3 9 o 7
99 0 3 3 6
30 o r Xor& 4 11 10 24
CASES 95 520 755 1370
LOSE :? 1 1 1 1
f'KDIAK - ,  ^  r> m 0.73 7.82 2 ,80
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Total Tears of Service and Separate
Elementary Sohool Prlnoipal— •Womon
Hay® the teachers in a school which employs a separate 
elementary school principal longer total tenure than those 
who work without a separate principal?
The data relative to this question, ae furnished by 
1276 women teachers In the elementary schools, are presented 
in Table LXX# Of the 620 teachers working with a separate 
principal, 31 are teaohlng for the first time and 11 have 
had 30 or more years of experience, This group has a median 
total tenure of 0,73 years# There are 766 teachers in this 
study who are not under the supervision of a separate element 
tary school principal* Of this group 67 are teaohlng for 
the first time and ten have 30 or more years of experience* 
The median total tenure for this group Is 7.82 years, or 
1,91 years less than the median for those teachers who are 
In a school with a separate elementary principal#
More women teachers are employed in schools without a 
separate elementary sohool principal than in schools with 
suoh principal t but the median total tenure la decidedly 
longer for those teachers in a school which employs a sepa~ 
rate elementary principal than for those elementary teachers 
who work without the supervision of a separate principal#
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TABLE VXX1
to tal years of s er vic e  a k b  lo catio n  of Hot-ae










T o ta l
1 12 70 26 106
f> 5 71 33 100
3 14 76 70 119
4 8 57 15 BO
5 4 45 13 62
5 6 53 14 75
7 7 52 10 69
0 10 55 IS 81
9 6 46 11 65
10 7 52 13 72
11 7 46 9 67
1 o 11 33 7 51
13 7 36 11 54
14 2 34 10 46
13 6 24 a 37
16 4 23 7 34
17 5 27 a 35
18 4 9A 34
10 3 21 3 27
20 8 17 4 77
21 1 9 1 11oo 3 14 1 18
73 1 11 1 13
24 5 10 2 17
1 13 3 17
76 o f> 0 4
77 p 4 1 7
20 1 8 0 7
20 7 4 0 6
30 o r More 3 i o ̂'• ■• 2 74
CASES .1 L. 4 061 764 1570
LOWS: IT 1 1 1 1
t f- *■ JU1 *— j 10.70 0.04 7 .2 a, bo
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Total Years of Service ana Location of Home
Owing Sohool &0sslon«»~Women
Bo the teachers who live in the communities where they 
are employee have more experience than those who do not live 
in their sohool communities?
Bata for Table LXXI were furnished by 1215 teachers* 
There are 951 teachers who live in the communities In which 
they are employed* 70 of them are teaching for the first 
year and 19 have thirty or more years of experience* The 
median total tenure for the group is 8*94 years* There are 
264 teachers who do not live in the communities in which 
they teach* their median total tenure is 7,2 years, or 1*74 
years leee than the median for those teachers who live in 
the communities in which they teaoh* Women teachers who 
live in their school communities have longer total tenure 
than those who live out of their school communities, Also, 
there is a much greater percentage of the -vomen teachers who. 
live within their sohool communities than who live elsewhere.
m
TASLI? LXIXX
r,zms o f  a s K V ic s  a k d  s i z k  o f  o o * r .x w x r  1TO.OTI
Population
'AL 'iEAKS Oas
OF ©H o 8 cc oc C’("c c to C>TKAO;!IKO {? c fr4 co CoC H » 1 t 1I C' r. c Cc O c C c oo o o tD oID u;> r-l CO c
1 45 O?) B A 0 6
p 30 30 15 0 1 rvt)
3 42 50 7 10 1 6
4 24 15 o* t» 5 2 3
5 70 13 6 10 7 1
6 30 14 S 10 0 0
7 77 16 0 ,"0 0 o
a 77 15 10 6 Z 3
n IB 16 7 7 1 4
10 oo 15 a 5 3 4
11 ■» o.+•B- . 71 4 3 7 3
12 20 ft 4 1 i 3
13 10 15 a A l 3
14 \0 9 3 1 i 3
15 11 9 1 7 l 3
16 13 toO 4 i 0 1
17 9 6 3 0 2
IB 4> B p«r*<» 3 0i*-»j 5
19 4 5 3 0 1 0
20 10 1 0 1 3 1
21 4 0 i 0 0 1
or*£-v 6 1 0 0 1 1
23 3 3 7 0 1 i
24 7 3 1 1 1 i
25 *•*rj A 0 0 7 i
26 1 1 1 0 6 A
27 o o 1 0 0 0
20 0 2 1 0 0 0
29 1 0 1 0 1 o
30 o r More 4 4 1 0 1 1
CASRB ^34 305 177 06 34 65
hmiw/v: 1 1 1 1 7 1
PFPXArl 7 .01 0.1 0.45 6.55 12 10,08
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TABI.H L X I I I  (Conclwlect)
T'TAT, XXAH3 "'F iOTVlCE AtiJ) riXM OF OOfP'OMITY —
TO?iJ!K
F o tm la tlo n
TOTAL XCARO q
o r  £
tCTEACHING ^
fO
D Q UO c oC' to >c
<* r' rHci6 c c -Pto C HO Oto 'si* xi- E-t
1 3 4 1 4 108
4 4 0 14 100
5 2 4 1 12 110
4 4 4 0 14 BO
5 1 0 5 r,o
6 o 3 0 6 73
7 i 1 0 7 m
8 i o 13 81a B b 0 2 65
10 1 1 2 11 78■* 1 o b 14 67
12 1 0 11 51
13 6 0 1 7 54
14 i 0 1 15 46
15 i 0 0 10 38
16 i 1 0 7 34
17 o 1 0 10 35
IB 6 o 0 4 34
10 a 0 1 13
20 0 0 0 0 77
21 0 0 0 5 11on 0 0 e* 7 IB
23 0 o 1 0 13
24 0 0 1 2 17
25 1 O 0 4 17
26 0 0 0 1 4
07 0 1 0 1 7
72 0 0 1 Xyj 7
22 1 0 0 0 6
30 or Kore 0 0 1 17 7/
CA32S 37 37 14 232 1370
LOfSST 1 1 1 1 1
UCDIAIs IB.06 5.03 15 17. 63 8 . 8 0
highest 20 07 37 nr r*“*, 'f t -' 30
J ~!>j
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total Year* of Service and Qlse of 0oii»iRmity*-Wott*n
Are those teachers with the highest total experience 
teaohlng in the large communities or in the small commun­
ities?
Table LXIII gives tenure of those teachers employed 
in communities with populations of 600 or less to 4600 or 
more* the highest median total tenure shown is 10.06 years 
for teachers who are teaching in centers of 3000 to 3600 popu­
lation. there are 3? teachers in this group, none of whom 
has had 30 or more years of teaching experience, the second 
highest median tenure is 16 years for those teachers employed 
in communities of 4000 to 4600 population, teachers In com­
munities of 2000 to 2500 population have a median total 
tenure of 12.0 years and those in communities of over 4600 
population have a median total tenure of 12*63 years* the 
lowest median total tenure Is 5*63 years and that median is 
by those teachers employed in centers of 3500 to 4000 popula­
tion* twelve of the 232 teachers employed in the largest 
centers embraced in this study have 30 or more years of 
experience*
There is some Indication that in general low medians 
of total tenure are associated with the smaller communities 
and high medians with the larger communities, but several 
variations occur* It is to be noted that the highest and
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lowest median total tenures are for oonseoutive step- 
Intervale of population and are based on the same number 
of oases, 37, the highest median being for oommunitles with 




forî oh Whore ProoontlT gBoloroa. Wosan haw a median 
total temve of 8*8 yoara. Vho total toaMro of Individual* 
varlea f r n  on* to 30 or more year a, and for parlahoa tho 
aoAiana of total toner* vary from 3*0 yoara In La Salle 
Pariah to 14. 2S yoara la Llvlngaten Pariah.
Statue of BLonantary aohoola. Women toaohora la atato~ 
approved aohoola havo definitely longer total tenure than 
thoae la nen-etate-approved aohoola, the differenoe being 
1.89 yoara.
Usual ASi. tsmml ambwh* ****** *»»•» "•« employed
at their home Addresses they have decidedly longer total 
tenure than these women who hare different teaohlng and home 
addresses* Those teaching at their heme addresses have a 
median total tenure of 9*61 years and those whose teaohlng 
and home addresses are different have a median total tenure 
of 6*1? years*
Salary Present Position* There seems to be a definite 
relationship between amount of salary and total tenure* There 
is evidence of salary increase as years of total service 
increase* The highest median of total tenure is reached In 
the highest salary level , the median being 18*1 years.
gftUa sal.«&• On the basis of native parish the median 
total tenure varies from 2.67 for natives of Caddo Parish to 
14*0 years for natives of East Feliciana Parish*
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Homo Parish* Upon the basis of home parish of women 
teaahers the median of total tenure varies from 4*13 years 
In Winn Parish to 15 years in West Fellol&na Parish*
number g£ Dependents> there la a deolded increase In 
total tenure from those teachers with one dependent to these 
with two dependents* The highest median of total tenure,
12,43 years* Is reached with the second dependent. Then 
there Is a gradual decline of total tenure until the sixth 
dependent Is reached and at this point the total median tenure 
is 0,6? years. There is no consistent relationship Indicated 
between total tenure and number of dependents,
5 S S & M  S l f i S S f t *  »tari*led *»s»n teachers have a decidedly 
longer total tenure than single teachers but only slightly 
■ore than widows. The medians of total tenure for the three 
group* In the order mentioned are 12,06 years* 7.17 years* 
and 12,60 years.
Training. There is no evidence that training and total 
tenure are related. The highest median is shown for those 
teachers with one year of college* that median being 13,33 
years* and the lowest median of total tenure, 3 years* is 
shown for those teachers who have had five years of college 
work.
CeUtae IS ISaSSteE 2&S XBUMfr *<>»•**
teachers of Louisiana who wars trains* In out-of-stats ool- 
lsgss havs Xongsr total tenure than the representatives of 
any institutions within the state. Their tenure is deoidedly 
longer than the tenure of those teachers trained in state
m b
Institution# and slightly longer then that of teacher* trained 
In Protectant Colleges,
Certification. Those women teachers who are qualified by 
Certificate X hare the longest total tenure* When the pro­
fessional certificates are considered those teachers with 
Certificate IXX-B-G-F hare the highest median total tenure# 
10,32 years,
lumber st Eoeltlena Held, There is evidence that there 
is a relationship between number of positions held and total 
tenure. The median of total tenure increases fairly con­
stantly as the number of positions, which the teacher has held 
increases up to the sixth position. The highest median of 
total tenure is shown for those teachers who have held nine 
positions,
Samsa si garl&sa in saaslag M m  M  MtoasBl*
There are marked differences in total tenure on the basis of 
the nutiber of parishes in which the teacher has had employ­
ment, It is evident that median total tenure Increases as 
the number of parishes in which the teachers have had 
employment increases* The teachers who have been, employed 
In six parishes have the highest median, 2? years*
Different Types of Experience, There is a  tendency for 
median total tenure to increase consistently as the number 
of types of experience increases. The highest median Is 
reached at the fifth type of experience, the median being 
17*0 years*
& e a £ s £  st  I s M & t  l a  I s a s & s s  M m  M  M l O T B f r
It la evident that woaen tcaohera who have taught In th.
306
greatest number of sohoolg have the longest total tenure*
There is an Inere&ee up to eight schools} the median total 
tenure of that group le 23*6 years*
Eraaant imi^. Principals have a decidedly longer total 
tenure than teaehere in the elementary schools* The median 
of total tenure for principals ia 16*6 years* Departmental 
teaehere of arithmetic and history have the second hipest 
median* 13 years each*
ShSS. al  S g h o o l *  T h o r s  la no evidence of relationship 
between else of school and median total tenure* The highest 
median of total tenure is shown for those teachers employed 
in fifteen*teacher sohool*, the median being 14*6 years*
Separate Building* There is evidence that women teachers 
employed In a separate elementary school building have longer 
total tenure than those who are not employed in a separate 
elementary school building* The difference In medians is 
1*52 years*
Sffimtt MtSi& ®eai*n total
tenure of those teachers who are employed In a system which 
has a separate elementary sohool principal is decidedly longer 
than the tenure of those teachers In a system which does not 
employ a principal for elementary grades only*
Looatlon o£ HqbS. AariM MS£2l JBSaitiB* teaohars who
reside in the sohool community have longer median total tenure 
than those who reside apart from the community where they are 
employed, the difference in median total tenure being 1*74 
years*
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81m s£ Coaaowltr. There la no erldenoe that also of 
oonsunlty and median total tenure show a eonotetent relation­
ship* The nedlan total tenure earlea from one else of com­
munity to another, the highest median being for the teaehere 




TOTAL TENURE IS ALL TEACHING POBXTIOHS— MFJl
Section IV of thi® chapter is a study of the total 
tenure, or years of service in all teaching positions* of 
154 men who are employed in the elementary schools of 
thirty-three parishes of the state end who furnished data 
relative to their total experience* A® in the other sections 
of this chapter, arrays of tenure on twenty-one bases are 
shown in tabular form* These data are presented in Table® 
LXIV through LXXXXV with subsequent explanations of each*
Total Tears of Service and Parish 
Where Presently Employed— Men
Which parish Is presently e*$>Xoylng men teachers In 
the elementary school® with the greatest total tenure?
From Table LJCIV it may be seen that a satisfactory com­
parison on this basis is difficult because of the scattered 
sampling* That parish employing the greatest number Is 
Avoyelles} there are 21 men teaching in the elementary 
schools of that parish* Rap ids g had the second highest 
number of men teachers, 18, In the elementary schools* 
Claiborne, East Baton Rouge, Jefferson Davis, Livingston, 
Madison, and West Feliciana did not supply the study with
3©0
TABLE LXIV
TOTAL YEARS OF SERVICE AND PARISH WHERE
PRESENTLY Ef^LOYED WEH
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TOTAL XCAR3 OF SERVICE ASD PARISH WHERE 
PPXJEHTLX ffiiPLOTED —  HER
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any information concerning men teachers. The highest median 
of total tenure is shown for teachers in Ouachita Parish, it 
being 15 years. The second highest median, 10*5 years, is 
for the men teachers of Evangeline Parish* The median total 
tenure of men from Avoyelles Parish and from Rapides Parish 
is the same, 8,5 years. The median for the state, as rep­
resented hy the parishes of the study Is @,0 years. Only 
ten of the 154 men are beginners and only four have had 
thirty or more years of total experience. Of the entire 
group of 154 men teachers, ten are in their first year of 
experience and four have had 50 or more years of experience, 
Xt is seen that only four of the parishes studied are 
represented by men teachers sufficient in number to deter­
mine significant medians of total tenure. Those parishes, 
arranged in the order of highest to lowest medians of total 
tenure of the men teachers are! Ouachita, Evangeline, 
Avoyelles, and Rapides. The first two show medians above 
the state median while the latter two are below It. The 
range for the four parishes is 15,0 years to 8*5 years.
TOTAL YEARS OF SERVICE AND STATUS OF
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS —  MEN
Status of Elementary Schools TOTAL YEARS — ................        . ......
OF
TEACHING
No Data Approved Non^approired T o tftj
0 7 3 10<*> 0 a 4 19
3 0 5 3 8
4 0 9 9 11
5 0 2- i 3
6 1 9 0 10
7 0 5 5 10
a 0 10 3 13p 0 7 9 9
10 0 a 9 10
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12 0 7 4 !? 1
13 0 5 o " 7
0 4 9 6
15 0 1 0 I
16 0 1 0 1
17 6 T 0 1
IS 0 i 0 1
19 0 3 n *iV !
90 i r> 1 4
21 0 0 *> 9
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- ■' A o 0 n
09 0 1 0 1
30 o r Mere 0 4 0 A
C A S E S
r\ 115 37 154
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Total Sears of Servloe and Status
of Elementary 8€&o©ls--J4eji
Are the men oho te&oh In the state-approved elementary 
schools more experienced than those in the non-state-approved 
schools? If so, what Is the difference In total experience?
Table X-XV shoes that 115 men were teaching in the 
approved schools, seven were in their first year of expe­
rience and four had been teaching 30 or more years, The men 
in approved schools had a median total tenure of 0,30 years. 
In the non-approved schools there were 37 stn» three 
of dma were teaching for the first year and none of vthm 
had more than 22 years of teaching experience. The median 
of total tenure for this group Is 0,14 years, or 1*22. years 
less than those employed in approved schools.
It is evident that the men who teach In the state- 
approved schools have longer median total tenure than those 
who teach in non-approved schools; the differenoe Is 1,23 
years in favor of those in the state-approved schools.
SIS
TA3LS LOTI
?0?AL msu*. i'f GXnviCE A*m rRR’.KK? A ®  PTOiAWTaW t m &sm —  :/m
Acl&rons
total ! * —
OF Ho !>ata Ssrse Different Tot a?
riAcoioo
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Total Years of Service and j resent
and Permanent Addre swollen
Do the men teachers shoes present and permanent 
addresses are the same have greater total tenure than those 
she hare different present and permanent addresses?
Table LXVI shoes the data relative to this question* 
The higher median of total tenure, 10,63 years, Is shown 
for the 104 men teachers whose present and permanent 
addresses are the same* Of this group five are in their 
first year of experience and four have had 30 or more years 
of experience. There are 43 men whose present and perma* 
neat addresses are different* Their median of total tenure 
is 6,3 years* Five teachers of this group have one year, of 
experience and none has more than 26 years of experience*
The men teachers whose present and permanent addresses 
are the same have a longer total tenure, greater by 4*13 




TOTAL YSAR3 OF SKtnCR AND SALARY IN PRESENTPOSITION —  MEN
Salary in Present Position
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TABLE LaVII (ConOludsA)
TOTAL YEARS OF SERVICE AND SALARY IN PRESENT 
POSITION —  MEN
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Total Tears of Service and Salary
In Present Position— Men
Do salaries of men teaohers inore&se as total years of 
experience increase?
From Table LXVII it may be seen that of the 141 men 
oho furnished this type of data 45, or approximately 32 per 
eent* mere receiving salaries of 11000 or more per year*
This is the highest salary level established by the study 
and the median total tenure for the teachers represented 
therein is 13*1? years, the hipest median shown for the 
entire group of men* It is to be noted that of this highest 
salary group no man has taught lees than three years and six 
men have taught twenty-eight years or more*
The seoond highest median of total tenure* 11*33 years* 
Is shown for those men who receive a salary ranging from 
#850 to $924 per year* Twenty-six men are in tails salary 
level* Teachers In the salary levels of $700-774 and $775- 
849 have approximately the same medians of total tenure*
7.17 years and 7*0 years* respectively*
The lowest median total tenure* 2*86 years* Is shown 
for those teachers whose salary range is between $625 and 
$899* Of the 22 men in this group none* with one exception* 
has had more than ten years of experience and 15 have taught 
three years or less* So man teacher whose annual salary is 
$476 o r below  was reported*
323
Them is evidence that as total years of service of 
the men teachers increase annual salaries Increase# parties 
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Total Years of nervlee and Hatlvo Purlah^m
Do the natives of some parishes have longer total tenure 
than the natives of other parishes?
Table LXVXII shows the distribution according to native 
pariah of 154 sen teachers of the elementary schools* The 
most casee, 22, are from Avoyelles Pariah* The median tenure 
for that pariah is nine years* Two natives of Avoyelles are 
teaching for the first year and one haa had 30 or more years 
of experience*
The second highest number of men teachers are natives 
of Evangeline Pariah* There are fourteen of them, and their 
median of total tenure ia also nine years* Three of the men 
from Evangeline are teaching for the first year and the high­
est total experience of any of them Is fourteen years*
The third parish to furnish a sufficient number of oases 
for comparison is Rapides* The twelve men from that parish 
have a median total tenure of eight years* Hone of the men 
teaohers from Rapides has less than three years of experience 
and only one has as many as 28 years of experience*
There are 33 other parishes which furnished native men 
for this study, but the distribution of the men teachers 
among them are in numbers too small to yield medians of slg- 
nlfioanoe. Twenty-seven pari she s— 1 ncluded here because in 
other sections of the study there were natives from theism- 
furnished no oases for this distribution*
336
Thus, it is seen that the men teachers mho are natives 
of Avoyelles Parish and Evangeline Parish have the highest 
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Total Years of Service and Home Parish«*<*Men
In wh&t pariah do those teachers with the longest total 
tenure maintain their homes?
The data relative to this question, as obtained from 
153 men, are shown in Table LXXX* The highest median of 
total tenure is 18.3 years} it is shown for those who reside 
in Ouachita Parish* No man teacher who lives In that parish 
has less than five years of service and one has 29 years of 
experience* The teachers who reside in Evangeline Parish 
have the second highest median total tenure* 10*3 years*
Many parishes did not furnish a sufficient number of oases 
for comparison. The highest frequency of eases* 21* is 
shown for Avoyelles Parish* The median for the teachers who 
live in this parish is 3.5 years with two employed for the 
first year and one with 30 or more years of teaching expo* 
rlence* Rapides Parish has the next largest number of oases, 
sixteen* The median for Rapides is eight years} two men are 
teaching for the first time and one has a total experience 
of 23 years* Evangeline and Ouachita rank next highest in 
frequency of eases, with 14 and 11 representatives, respectively*
It is evident that the men teachers who reside in Ouachita 
Parish have the longest total tenure* Other parishes with 
significant medians of total tenure for their resident teachers 
are Evangeline, Avoyelles, and Rapides, arranged in descending 
order on the basis of medians of total tenure*
349
TABLE IX"
T-'IAI, TTjms OF srjWIfK AMD NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS' —
MEN
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Total Years of Service and Humber
of Dependents— Men
Are there difference0 in total teaching experience in 
relation to number of dependents?
Table LXX presents the facts on this question as reported 
by 133 men teachers of this study* The highest median total 
tenure* 12.83 years* is shown for those teachers with four 
dependents. Of the nineteen teachers in this group no one 
had taught less than five years or more than 28 years. There
are two groups* those with three dependents and those with
five dependents* who have approximately equal medians of 
total tenure* 10.20 years and 10 years* respectively. The 
lowest median tenure* 4.1? years* is shown for those with one 
dependent. Those teaehers who have two dependents had a 
median total tenure of Q.67 years* two of these teachers had 
30 or more years of total experience. Oases with six* seven*
elgit* and nine dependents weye insufficient in number to
determine significant medians.
There is evidence that the total tenure of men teachers 
in the elementary schools in or eases as the number of people 
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Total Tears of Service and Marital Status— Man
Art there differences In total tenure on a basis of 
marital status? Which of the groups has the greatest total 
tenure?
As shorn In Table UtXl# there sere 162 men Oho furnished 
information on this subject? 80 of this grmp are single# 101 
are married# and one is widowed* The single men hare a 
median total tenure of 4*17 years* Ten oases of this group 
are teaohlng for the first year and none has experience 
beyond the nineteenth year. The median for the married men 
is 11*88 years* none of the married men has less than two 
years of service and three of them hare 80 or more years*
The man who Is widowed has 38 years of service, as shown In 
the questionnaire reply*
from the data it is seen that the married men have a 
median total tenure approximately three times as long as the 
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Total Years of Service and Tr&lning— Men
Are there differencee in total tenure on the basis of 
academic training?
Information on this question wae given by 160 men, as 
shorn In Table LXXII* The teachers were so distributed 
that for three types of training only were the oases suf* 
flcient in number to permit comparison# Those teachers who 
had two years of college, training were shown to have the 
highest median tenure, S#4 years# Forty-six teachers are 
la this group, six of whom are teaching for the first time 
and one of whom has 30 or more years of service# The second 
highest median of total tenure, 8# 33 years, is by those with 
the baccalaureate degree} three of the group are teaching 
for the first year and none has beyond 25 total years of 
service# Those teachers with three years of college train* 
lng have a median total tenure of ?«5 years# One of this 
group is teaching for the first year and one has 30 or more 
years of service#
There is no indication that longer median total tenure 
is associated with increased academic training! those 
teachers with two years of training have the longest median 
total tenure} the next highest tenure Is by those with the 
bachelor1s degree; and the lowest tenure is by those with 
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Total Years of Service and College
in Which Teacher Was Trained— Men
In which college were the teachers with the longest 
total tenure trained?
Although all the colleges were represented, as shown 
In Table LXXIII, only three of the© had a sufficient number 
of representatives to determine significant medians• All 
three colleges are state institutions# The highest median 
of total experience, 10,5 years, is shown for the 51 teachers 
trained at Southwestern Louisiana Institute# Ho teacher from 
this college was in his first year of teaching and one had 
been teaching 50 or more years# The next highest median 
total tenure Is 3*0 years} it is by those representatives of 
Louisiana State Normal College# The lowest median of total 
experience Is shown for those teachers who were trained at 
Louisiana. State University# The median for this group is 
?• 5 years#
Thus, the teaohers who reoeived training at Southwestern 
Louisiana Institute rank first, or highest, in total tenure, 
those trained at Louisiana State Normal College rank second, 
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Total Xtarg of Service and Gertlfio&ti0n--Men
Art thtrt differences in total tenure of men te&ehere la 
the elementary schools oa the basis of typee of certificate*?
In Table Lxxiv It may he aeon that the teachers are 
qualified by twelve types of certificate8 but that for qaly 
six types are there significant medians of total tenure* The 
highest median of total tenure Is shown for those teachers 
with Certificate I-a# There are 22 men with this type of 
certificate and the median of total tenure Is 15 years*. Ho 
one in this group has less than six years of experience* The 
second highest median total tenure, 12 years. Is by those 
teachers with Certificate IIX-E* There are 22 oases in this 
classification, also, no one of whom has had less than six 
years of experience* The third highest median, 10 years, Is 
shown for those who teach under Certificate XXX-B-CUf* There 
are eighteen teachers In this classification, all of whom 
have three or more years of service* The smallest median of 
total tenure is shown for that group teaching under Certify 
leato III-D. There are thirteen teachers in this classifies- 
tlon and their median is 3*6 years* The next to lowest 
median tenure, 4*17 years, is by teachers with Certificate 
III—A* The remaining group is qualified by Certificate I-A 
with a median of 6*37 years*
It is evident that there are differences in total 
tenure on the basis of types of certificates* As arranged
In desosa&ing order of medians of total tenure the certif­
icates by which the mn  are qualified to teach ore* X-B, 
III-E, III-B-O-F, X-A, XXX-A, and XXX-D, $hle ranking of 
tenure Indicates that the men the are qualified for admin* 
lstr&tlve positions, particularly in elementary schools, 
hare the longest total tenures those who have Certificate# 
1-0 and XXI-E are thus qualified, The ranking of the other 
certificates indicates that those teachers with relatively 
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total Tears of Service and Number
of Positions H6Xd«N*M«n
Doss total tenure increase as th« number of positions 
hold increases? At what number Of positions doss the long* 
•st total service occur?
Table UCXV gives this information as it pertains to 
151 men teachers In Louisiana* The highest median of total 
service is 20*5 years, shown for eleven ©on who have held 
six positions* Three of these men have taught 50 or more 
years and none has. taught lees than six years* The second 
highest median, 11*5 years, is for those teachers who have 
held five positions* Eleven years is the next highest 
median, it being for eighteen teachers who have held four 
positions* Twenty-three teachers who.have held three pool* 
tlons have a median total tenure of 5*7 years and 50 
teachers who have held two positions have a median of eight 
years* The lowest median is 4*17 years; It.is shown for the 
44 teachers who have held only one position*
There is evidence that total tenure of men teachers 
Increases as the number of positions held increases, partic­
ularly up to six positions* In other words those with longer 
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TABUS LXS'VI (CnnoJuaad)
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10 0 0 0 0 11
13 0 0 0 0 7
14 0 0 0 0 6
15 0 0 0 0 1
16 0 0 0 0 1
1? 0 0 0 0 1
IB 6 0 0 0 1
10 0 0 1 0 3
20 0 0 5 0 4
21 0 1 0 0 or>o 1 0 0 0 4
23 0 0 0 0 1
24 0 0 0 0 1
75 0 0 0 0 1
26 0 rtv> 0 0 1
27 0 0 0 0 0
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20 0 0 0 0 1
30 or More 0 0 0 0 4
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fetal Xw h  of Service and Ruaber tf Ptfiihii
la ihleh Teacher B u  Rad Eaployaent— Men
Are R u m  differences la total tenure ef the aaa teaohero 
la tha elenentary schools an the taiti of the number of 
pari than la which tha luthtra have had MRltpanlf St tha 
aaa aha have tw$it la tha greatest number of parishes hava 
longest total tenure?
from tha nunber af oaaaa supplying information far 
Table LXXTI only three olaealflcatlona had frequenolee euf- 
fialantly high to aaa an haaea far conclusions. tha highest 
aadlaa of tha thraa alaaalflaatlona la 11*07 years and la 
had by thoaa taaohere aha hava boon employed in thraa parishes* 
Thara ara twelve teaahera la this group, nona of ahaa haa had . 
loaa thaa four yaara ar aere than ninataan yaara af exportanoa. 
Tha next highest aadlaa la 10.78 yaarat It la far thoaa 
teaahera aha hava been eapleyed In two parlahea. There aye 
27 la thia group and the hlghaat total tenure la 21 yaara* 
tha lovaat total tenure la ahown for taaehara aha hava been 
employed In oaa pariah* Thara ara 98 taaehara who come under, 
thia classification with a median total aervtee af 7*99 yaara. 
Twenty of thia group ara in thalr first and aaoond year of 
taaohlng and two hava had 80 or aere yaara of experience. St 
la to be noted that approximately 60 par oant of tha nan 
taaehara in thia study have had enpleyaent In only ana pariah 
and that ana teacher haa taught In six parlahea* one in aaven
m
parlahaa, on* in alght parlahas, aaa non* in Bln* j>ariah*a» 
Qyon tha baals of tho thr«« algaiflaant nodiana thor* 
la aa Indication that an inoreaae In tho nuUber of pariahoa 
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Total Tears ©f Service and Different
Type* of £xperlenee»*$Kea
I* an increase in total tenure accompanied by an increase 
In tho number of typos of experience?
Of tho 144 sum teachers furnishing Information on thia 
quostIon, as shorn In Table LXXVII, thirteen had experienced 
throe typos of service and for them tho highest median of 
total tenure, 11*5 years, Is shown. The second highest 
median, 10,2 years, Is shown for the 44 men who had had two 
types of experience. There were @2 teachers with a median 
total tenure of 8 years and Who were In their first type Of 
experience) twenty of them were in their first and second 
year of teaching and two had taught 30 or more years.
The three significant medians indicate that an Increase 
in the number of types of experience is accompanied by an 
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Total Years of Service and Number of School•
in Whloh Teacher Has Had KmploymenWMea
la there evidence that inoreaeee in total tenure are 
accompanied by change e from school to school?
Table LXXVIII gives the results of this study in refer-* 
ence to this question* The highest median of total years Of 
service for any group of teachers when classified according 
to the number of schools in which they have been employed 
is 12.03 years* This median is shown for seventeen teachers 
who have taught in five different schools. Of this high 
tenure group, none has taught less than six years or over El 
years. The next two highest medians of total tenure, 0*0 
years each, are shown for those teaohers who have taught In 
three and four schools. Those who are In their first school 
have the lowest median of total tenure, 4.3 years, while 
those who are in the second school have the next to lowest 
median, 8 years.
For the first five sohools in which the men teachers 
were employed there is evidence that Increased total tenure 
is associated with an inorease in the number of schools in 
which the teacher has been employed.
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total Isors of bervioe and Present v*ork— Men
In ©hat typo of work are the teachers with the longest 
total tenure engaged?
the distribution in fable LXXIX is so ©nattered that 
a comparison is difficult. There is sufficient sampling in 
two divisions only* fh© highest median of total s«rvle© is 
shown for the elementary school principal* , There are 46 
principals with a median total tenure of 12*6 years* On© 
of this group has had 30 or more year© of service and non© 
has had less than three years of service*
The other division that is large enough to determine 
a median of significance Is composed of teachers of the 
elementary grades four, five, six, and seven* There are. 6® 
oases in this division with a median tenure of 8*1 years* 
Five of the group are teaching for the first year and on© 
has 30 or more years of service*
It is evident that principals and teachers of grades 
four, five, six, and seven have high total tenure and that 
the total tenure of principals exceeds the total tenure of 
those who teach grade® four, five, six, and seven approxi­
mately four years*
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SABLE LXXT (Continued) 
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Total Tears of Service and Si»e of Behool^Mon
A m  tho moat experienced men teaoherr in the email or 
largo elementary schools? In what also school aro the 
teachers with the greatest median total tenure?
From Table UQCX it may be seen that the seven-teaeher 
school is the largest school from which there was reported 
a sufficient number of men to obtain reliable evidence of 
tenure* There are twelve men employed in the seven-teacher 
school; they have a median total tenure of 12 years* The 
second highest tenure is Shown for those teachers employed 
in the three-teacher school* The median for this group is 
11 years, and the number of oases is 26* Those teachers, 
twelve in number, employed In the four-teacher school have 
& median of total tenure of 10 years* Three types of 
schools, the one-teacher, the five-teacher, and the aim* 
teacher, have approximately equal medians of total tenure, 
8*0 years, 8*70 years, and 8*0 years, respectively* The 
teachers employed in the three-teacher school have a longer 
total tenure of 9*76 years* Only one man was employed in 
a school of more than twenty-three teachers} his school was 
classified as a thirty-or-more-teaoher school*
On the basis of the seven wises of schools for which 
significant medians were determined the meet experienced 
men teachers are employed in the largest schools and the 
least experienced ones are employed in the smallest schools.
Intervening medians of total tenure are bo variable that 
there ie little evidence of a tendency for total tenure to 
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Total Years of Service ana Separate Building— -Men
Is there an appreciable difference In the total tenure
of men who teach in a separate elementary school building 
and of those who do not?
Table LXXXI shows that there are 130 men who furnished 
data on this subject* The number of men in each classifies* 
tion Is almost equal* There are 69 men employed in the 
elementary schools that are in separate buildings* their 
median of total tenure is 9*17 years. There are 67 men 
teaching in elementary schoole where the building houses 
additional units of the school; the median tenure for this 
group is 9*13 years* The difference in tenure, therefore, 
between the two groups? is only *94 years*
It is evident that there is no appreciable difference 
in the total tenure of the men who teach In separate elemen­
tary school buildings and of those who teach. In building® 
which house other units of the school system*
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Total Xears of Service and Separate
Elementary School Principal— Men
Is thoro a relation between tho total experience of 
toaohero and the fast that they do or do net work In a 
system whore the principal devotes hie entire time to the 
elementary grades?
Table UCXXXX indicates that 79 teachers are employed 
In ayeteae that have separate elementary eOhool prlnolpale 
and that 5S teachers are employed In cystoma whleh do net 
have separate elementary principals. Of the former group, 
six are teaching the first year and t wo have had 30 or more 
years of experience. This group has a median of total expo* 
rlenoo of 9*13 years* Of tho latter group, three are teach* 
lng for the first year and two have had 30 or more years of 
experience. The median of total experience for this group 
le 7*63 years* The difference in medians of total experlenoe 
la 1.30 years in favor of the former group.
There Is evidence that the men who teach In systems 
which employ eeparate elementary eehool prlnolpale have 
longer total tenure than the men who work In ayaterne which 
do not employ separate elementary school prlnolpale.
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Total leers of Service and Location of Homo
during fciohool Saseion—
Bo tho teachers who live in the school communities in 
whioh they are employed have longer tenure than those who 
do not live in the communities in Which they teach?
Of the 146 supplying Information for Table IXOtlll, 111 
live in the community In whioh they are employed and 36 do 
not* Of those who live In the community in which they eve 
employed, seven are teaching for the first time and two have 
30 or more years of service* The median of total tenure for 
this group Is 9*76 years* Of the 36 who do not live in the 
community wherein they are employed, three are teaching for 
the first time and one has a total experience of 30 or more 
years* The median of total tenure for this group is 6*63 
years* There is a difference of 3*12 years in favor of those 
who reside in the community In which they are employed*
It is evident that the men who teach in the elementary 
schools and who live in the communities wherein they teach 
have longer total tenure than those whp reside out of the 
eommunities In Vhloh they are employed*
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Total fears of service and siae of Gowunlty~«»8$en
What la the also of tha community In which tho a# teachers 
with Mat experience arc employed? ho thoao teachers with 
mat experience find employment In tha larger centers of 
population?
Table LXXXXV shows that oases from only few centere of 
population were reported in sufficient numbers to Justify 
comparison* The neat teacher® ,?6f were employed in commuxi* 
Itlee of leas than 600 inhabitants* The median of total 
tenure for this group la 6*71 years? It la the highest median 
of total years of service* The second highest median of 
total tenure la chown for teachers in communities of 4600 or 
more population* There are sixteen oases in this classifies* 
tlon with a median of total experience of nine years#
The third highest median of total tenure* 6*63 years* 
la for teachers In those nomaunltlee ranging in else from 600 
to 1000 inhabitants* These teachers employed in centers of 
1000 to 1600 Inhabitant e hate the lowest median of total 
tenure* 7*0 years*
There is an indication* for the smaller communities 
particularly, that total tenure of the men teachers decreases 
as the else of the community increases* The men teachers 
with the meet experience are employed in the smallest center 
of population* An inconsistency is to he noted* however* 
that is** that men with the second highest median of tot$l 
tenure are employed in the largest center of population*
9UMMAH1
a s m  BsEft t a u m  m & s m *  **• ®9n «•#*«• of
the dementary eoheela embraced In thin studjr have a median 
total tenure of 9*0 years# Tho total tenure of tho individ­
ual teachers ranges from ono to 30 of more years* The 
pari Oh employing m u  with the highest aodlan total tenure 
la Ouachita Pariah* Tho aon teachers of thlo pariah have a 
aodlan total tenure of 15 year**
Status of Elementary Schools. These aon toaohore 
eaplojred la st&te-approved schools have longer tenure than 
thoao teachers employed in nen-state-approved schools* tho 
difference In median total tenure being 1*22 years*
Present gg£ Permanent Address* There Is a decided dlf- 
ferenoe in aodlan total tenure between those men teachers 
who have the s a m  teaching and hone addresses and those whose 
teaching and hOM addresses are different* Those teaching 
at their home addresses have a median total tenure 4*15 years 
greater than those men teaching and living at different 
addresses*
Salary in Present Position* There is definite evidence 
of longer total tenure as salary level increases* The high- 
set median total tenure la shown for those teachers In the 
highest salary level*
Hatlve Parish* There seem to he no significant dif­
ferences in the medians of total tenure of men when the native 
pariah Is considered* While differences were found* the
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distribution la too soettered to draw reliable conclusions.
Home Pariah. It Is evident that the men teachers of 
Ouaohlta Pariah have the highest median of total tenure when 
home perish is considered, this median being 10,8 years.
htwber g£ Dependents, There is some Indication that the 
total tenure of men toaohore inereaaes as the number of 
dependents inereaeee, This is particularly true tip to four 
dependents. These with five dependents show a decrease. The 
highest median of total tenure is 12.83 yearat it Is shown 
for those teaohere with four dependents*
Saritel Statue* There is definite evidense that married 
men have longer.median total tenure than single men, the dif« 
ferenee being 7*21 years* The married men hove a median 
total tenure of 11*30 years while single men have a median 
total tenure of 4,17 years*
Training. There is no evidence that longer median total 
tenure is associated with inereaeed aeademio training. These 
men teachers with the highest median total tenure are teaohere 
with two years of eollege training* The lowest median is for 
those with three years of eollege training.
College Aa thigh Teacher 2ft5 &&ISS£* *>* on Indica­
tion that men teacher* who received their training at 
Southwestern Louisiana Institute rank highest in total tenure 
with a median of 10*3 years.
Certification. There is a decided difference in total 
tenure when type of osrtlfloate is oonsldered. The highest 
median total tenure is shown for those teaohere with
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Certificate X~B* Thel^ median le X& years. This la three 
years above the next highest* Certifioate III-E,
gSBfeftf. fit BfiitStteai SfiUk la a decided increase
in tenure aa number of positions increases* The highest 
median total tenure la for thoae teaohere who are preaently 
in their aixth position* The. median total tenure for men 
In their aixth petition la 20*5 years.
Kumfrer fi£ Parishes £$ Whlch Trea^i* g£8 Had Employment* 
It la evident that the tenure increases aa the number of 
parishes in which the teaeher haa taught increases* This la 
particularly true with men teachers until the third pariah 
ia reached*
Different Types of Experience* There ia some evidence 
that an Increase in the number of types of experience le 
accompanied by an increase in total tenure*
swtefnc a£ ia Sim SaSae Ssa Saa MszaaaS*
Among the men teaohere in the elementary eeheola there la a 
definite trend toward increased median total tenure as the 
number of aehoela in which they have been employed increase a* 
The highest median tenure! 12*63 years, la reached in the 
fifth school*
Present Work* The principals of the elementary schools 
have a deoldedly longer tenure than any other class of 
teachers When type of work la considered* The median total 
tenure for principals is 12*6 years.
glse at 3®hool. The medians of total tenure for men 
teachers are so variable that there la little evidence of a 
tendency of tenure* The highest median total tenure la shown
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for those teaohere employed In seven-teacher schools.
.Separate Building. There Is no evidence that longer 
total tenure Is shown for either those teaching in separate 
buildings or those who do not teach in separate buildings#
The difference in median total tenure is *04 years#
SgttSaSft Sl.nwntary 8<iho.j. Pglnelpal. The*, ia avidenca 
that those men teaohere employed in systems which have a 
separate elementary principal have longer total tenure than 
those who are teaching In systems which do not employ a 
separate principal for the elementary grades# The difference 
In median total tenure is 1.30 years#
Location of Home during school Session# There is 
definite evidence that those teachers who live in their 
eohool community have longer median total tenure than those 
Who live out of the school community. The difference in 
median total tenure is 3.12 years#
Blse of Community. There is some Indication that as 
the size of the community increases the median total tenure 
of men teachers decreases# Those teachers employed in the 






the f»Uwiag eonoluslone m a  warranted on the basis 
of the flndlnce la thia study,
Sears ef servioe in Praaent Position
ParlOh there Presently implored. Women have longer 
median tenure in praaent poaltlon than men tsashors, the dlf* 
farenoa being 1.27 years.
a t a t n e  gf foempatary Sohools. Women teaohara in state- 
approved schools have longer tenure than women Mho are teeth* 
lag la non-atate-approved schoola. the difference in tenure 
between nan taaahing In approved aohoola and those teaohlng 
in non*approved aohoola ia negligible. Women in approved 
aohoola hava lancer tenure than nan in approved aohoola and 
woman teaohlng in non-approved aohoola have longer tenure 
than men teaching in nen*appveved aohoola.
Praaent and Permanent Address. Homan teaohlng at their 
home addresses have deoldedly longer median tenure than those 
who have different home and permanent addressee. Also, aan 
who teaoh at their home addresses have longer median tenure 
than men who teaoh at addresses different from their heme 
addresses, women she teaoh at home have longer tenure in 
present position than non who teaoh at home, hut for women 
and men d m  have different homo and teaohlng addressee tho
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difference in tenure in present position is too small to be 
significant*
fojfrarv JiH Position* There id a very definite
relation between salary and tenure in present position* 
then women are considered tenure increase® aa salary tn«n»«ii 
and the ease ia true of men teaohere with one insignificant 
exception at the sixth salary level*
native garish* The women teachers the are natives of 
it* John Parish have longest tenure in present position and 
natives of Union have the shortest tenure* With men the 
natives of Evangeline garish have the longest tenure in 
present position while the natives of Hapides have the 
shortest*
Heme garish. The women of 8t* John garish have the 
highest tenure in present position when legal residence is 
considered and the men of Ouachita garish have the longest 
median tenure in present position*
Wmaber 2t dependents* There le no definite relationship 
between tenure in present position among the women teachers 
and number of dependents* nor is there very definite evidence 
of relationship between the number of dependents and the 
tenure in present position of the men*
Marital status* Harried women have a longer median 
tenure than single women or widowed teaohere* Married men 
have a longer tenure in present position than single men and 
married women exceed the married men in tenure in present 
position by 5*12 years*
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SEbASASE* Sh«r« ia no evidence that tenure in present 
poaltlon la nffaetad 67 the training; received by either 
women teaohere or nan teaohere.
M last ia  2Msa m e  la t SstiaaS* the mms
teachers of tho elementary schools those trained at Protestant 
colleges hare deoldedly longer tenure in present position than 
those trained at other institutions# there are not suffiolent 
numbers of eases to form any definite oonolusion regarding 
men teachers#
Pert if teat Ion# Those women teachers employed under Cer­
tificate X hare the highest median tenure hut where profes­
sional certificate Is considered those teaching under 
Certificate IXX-B here the longest tenure in present position# 
Hen teachers She receive their authorisation under Certificate 
1-B have the longest median tenure*
number qf Positions held* There Is a tendency for the 
tenure of women in present position to increase as the number 
of positions held Increases# For men there is slight evidence 
of a similar nature#
jgaest 21  gMiifo«.g as. im s& £ Mm sa& MmiQmm*
for women there la evidence that the median tenure In present 
poaltlon lnoreaaee aa the number of perlehes in which the 
teaohere have had employment lncreaeea but with men the 
rarerae la true.
S f t g f V t m  Z Z B S f i  31  g a w r l e n e e .  There l a ,  when women a r e  
considered# evidence t h a t  additional types of experience are. 
associated with higher medians of tenure In present position#
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with men this 1* not true as the highest median tenure In 
present position is shown for those men she have had only 
one type of experience*
aafeir 21 M2?3j? is MsH ssafite, iaim SmismgBi*
There Is indication that tenure in present position for hath 
men and women teaohere Inoreaees as the number of schools In 
whioh the te&ohers have been employed inoreaees# This is 
particularly true with women through the sixth school and 
with aen through the fourth school#
Pro gent wash* Where present worfc Is considered among 
women teachers those teaohlng departmental arithmetic have 
decidedly longer tenure in present position than those teach* 
ing other subjects* with both men and women teachers those 
who serve as principals have longer tenure than those who 
are grade teachers*
disc st 3aheol» While there are variations, there Is 
a tendency when else of school is considered for the tenure 
of women in present position to Increase as the else of the 
school inoreaees* This same tendency is found among men 
teachers, at least through the *even~teaeher school*
Separate Building, Those women who teaoh in separate 
elementary buildings have slightly longer tenure than those 
who do not teach in separate buildings, but when men teachers 
are considered there is no significant difference*
SMDSfi El— ntary Batwol Pri,nolP<q. When women teaohere 
are employed in a system with a separate elementary school 
principal there is a tendency for tenure in present position
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to be longer than when they are in a system whioh does net 
employ a separate elementary principal while with men teaohere 
this tendeney Is sewn more pronounoed.
2 1  §£!& f i r . V m  m m  sssfi&sa* There Is pw*
nounoed evidence that both woman and m m  toaohore who 11 vs 
la communities whore they are employed have deeldsdly longer 
tenure than, those teachers who live away from their school 
communities.
Site pf Ooamunlty. Per women teachers there Is evidence 
of increased tenure In present position as the else of the 
community Increases but with the men teachers there le a 
tendency for the tenure to decrease as the else of the mm* 
munlty increases,
fetal fears of Service
ZflE£& Whsrs Prsssntlr Employed. Woman havo a median 
total tenure of 8,8 years. The total tenure of Individuals 
varies from one to 30 years or more, and for the parishes 
the medians of total tenure vary from 3,0 years In La Salle 
Parish to 14,85 years in Livingston, the men teachers have 
a somewhat longer total tenure, as their median is 9,0 years, 
while individuals vary from one to 30 years, the parishes 
vary from 8,8 years in Avoyelles and Rapides Parishes to 15 
years in Ouachita,
M t n a  Of Elementary aohoola. Both women and men employed 
in etate-approved eehoole have deoldedly longer median total
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tenure than those who teaoh in non~state»approved schools*
ISSSffii iSLttaiffW* » . l l <  *o®«» tdaohdrs teaohlng 
at their hone aMreeeee have longer median tenure than thoee 
teaohlng at addreeeea other than their hone a&dreeeea* The 
men teachers easployed at their home addreeeea also have trash 
longer nedlan total tenure than thoee teaohere employed at 
different addressee.
M a s  As jQoasl Eafiiiaa* «*•** i* wr definite
evidence that the aodlan total tenure increases as salary 
levels increase* This in true for both women and non toaohore* 
Tho highest modlan total tenure le found within tho highest 
salary level in each group*
Hatlve Pariah. The native women teachers from Caddo 
Parish have tho lowest median total tenure and tho native 
women of East Feliciana Parish have the highost median total 
tenure• Cases were too spattered among the men teaohere to 
draw reliable conclusions*
Home Parish* Women teaohere Who reside permanently in 
Winn Parish with a median total tenure of 4*13 years have 
the lowest median tenure of thoee parishes embraced in this 
study While these whose homes are in west Feliciana Parish 
have the highest median of total tenure, 13 years* The 
highest median total tenure among the men teachers is In 
Ouachita Parish where the median is 13*3 years*
Sa&sat si  S ! B m W a «  Among women teachers there Is 
no consistent relationship indicated between total tenure 
and the number of dependents* Among the men teachers there 
is some indication that the total tenure of men teachers
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l a « m M «  m  the nuBber of dependente inoreaees up to the 
fourth dependent#
Marital l$sS8&i *h«*d i« decided evidence that tho 
median total tenure of both married women teachers and married 
nan teachers la considerably longer than tho median total 
tenure of single teachers*
training* there la no evidence that longer median total 
tenure la aeaeelated with increased academic training* This 
la true of both women and man teaohere*
College lfl Whioh feaohar Was trained* Thoee women 
teaohere who received their training in mtt*ef*state«»eelleges 
have longer median total tenure than thoee trained at atate 
inetitutlona* thoee trained at Protestant eollege a have the 
aeoond hlgheat median total tenure* Thoee men teaohere 
trained at Southwestern Louisiana Institute have the longest 
median total tenure*
Certification. Tho holders of Professional^Certifieate 
III-B have the highest median total tenure among the wesson 
teachers while the men teachers who have Professional 
Certificate I-B have the highest median total tenure*
plumber g£ Positions Held* It is evident that median 
total tenure inoreaees as the number of positions held 
inoreaees* This le true regardless of the sex of the teacher* 
The Increase of tenure with number of positions held is fairly 
constant In both eases*
Basse SL BigyaiM la *»**<» Teach*r Hg£ MfflMSl* 
There are marked differences in total tenure on the basis of
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th» number of parishes in which teachers have boon employed. 
Tho Mdlan total tenure Increases as the msriber of pari oho a 
increases* flth womon teachers this increase continues to 
the sixth parish and with aon toaohore to tho fourth parish* 
Blffsrcnt Trass ftf I m r t s n w . There is a tondoaojr for 
tho nedlan total tenors for both eenen and non toachors to 
inoroaso consistently as tho number of typos of experience 
increases*
Safes & Msaais la laaa&se Ha M l WmlmwA*
Thsrs Is a decided evidence that the median total tenure 
increases as the number of aeheole In whtoh a teacher haa 
had employment increases* for women thia increase continues 
up to the eighth school and for men teaohere the Inoreaae 
eontlmtea to the fifth aohoola
fttatnt Work. Women principal a hare decidedly longer 
median total tenure than the teaohere of grade subjects#
This ia alao true of the men teacher** The median total 
tenure for women prlnolpale la 16*6 year* and for men prin- 
oipale it la 12*6 years.
81ae of School, There la no evidence of a relation* 
ahip between else of school in Which a teacher la employed 
and total tenure*
Separate Building. Women teaohere employed in sepa­
rate buildings have longer median total tenure than those 
not teaching in separate elementary buildings but there le 
no evidence that the median total tenure la longer for men 
teaohlng in separate elementary school buildings#
Secern** Slggsn*3TX §2&3?1 Principal, There la evidence 
that both women and men toaohore employed with a separate 
principal for tho elementary school have longer median total 
tenure than those teaohere In systems where there le no 
elementary principal*
iasmifiE of Home during School Session. Both women and 
men teaohere who reside In the community where they teaoh 
hare deaidedly longer total tenure than these te&ehers who. 
reside apart from the community in which they are employed* 
Site of Oomamiity* There Is no evidence that a rela^ 
tlonshlp exists, when women are considered, between the else 
of community in whioh women teachers are employed and total 
tenure* when men are considered there Is indication that 
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BIOWUPHX
BIOGRAPHY
William Hugh Miller was born at Woodville, Wilkinson 
Ceuntp, Slilliilppl, Roveatoer 81, 1888.
B* attended the puhlio sohool In hie hone eeamnltp from 
1888 to 1886. with tils parent* ha moved to Ventres*, Point* 
Ooopo* Parish, Im IiU m , In 1888* H« attended the puhlio 
eShoel at Ventress fron 1888 to 1808,. and later entered the 
Popdras Aoadeap, Me* Heads, Louisiana. In 1808 ho completed 
the preparatory oourse at Jefferses Oolite, convent, 
Louisiana. Be then entered.Jefferson College, Pros which 
he nas graduated with the B, a. degree, June 18, 1909.
Br, Miller taught aathematios and Latin and ooaahed 
athletios at fhibodsux High Sohool for two roars. He then 
became priaeipal of Loekport oraded dense! in September,
1811, sarrligr that seihsol two pears as grad** sohool prln* 
oipal and one pear as high sohool prinoipal. Be was chosen 
prinoipal et Denaldeonvllle High Sohool, asesnoloa Pariah,
In 1814. Be returned to Lookport High sohool as prinoipal 
in 1818 and served la that sapasitp tee four pears. During 
the World War period he was assistant parish organiser of 
Bed Cross, War Saving staaps, and Llbertp Loan drives. Re 
was sleeted Supervisor of Schools for Lafourche Parish in 
June, 1819, and attended Louisiana State Normal College in 
the sunnsr ef 1819. He eoatlnwed as Supervisor of Lafeurah* 
Pariah Schools uatil September 1, 1988. At that time he
m
Im u m  a M r t w  of tho Plaid Staff of tho Soitopal Kxtanalon 
division, Stato Bnivopaltp, vbloh poaltlon ho haa
alma M A .
Xn Juno, 1933, to\ Billar rooolpod the degree of Master 
of Art* In Teaohera College, Louisiana Stato Shlversity* Xa 
Jtatgust, 1937, ho eooploted tho roquireaanta fop tho degree 
of doetor of Philosophy in Bduoatlon, Louisiana Stato 
University*
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(a) Present Teaching Address_____________  Annual Salary  ____
(b) If native Louisianian, in what parish were you horn?________ _ ___
(c) Permanent Address___________________ _________ _________________
(Post Office! (Parish)
(d) What do you consider your home parish?_______ _ ___________________
(e) Give the number of direct dependents, if any.__________
(f) Marital Status: (l) Single__; (2) Married___; (3) Widowed_.
II- TRAINING
(a) Finished Elementary School? (Yes, No); High School?_
(b) Finished College? ; 1 year_; 2 years___; 3 years ;
4 years ; 5 years ; A.B. Degree____; M.A. Degree_.
(c) If you have a college diploma or degree, from what college?_______
(d) What type of certificate do you hold?_____________
III. SERVICE_________________________________________________________________





















Total Years of Teaching Experience:
420
IV. (a) Give the number of elementary teachers in your school.______ .
(b) Is the elementary school in a separate building? .
(c) Have you a principal who is specifically employed for elementary
grades only? .
V. List in order of importance the factors that have induced you to remain 
in that position you have held the longest.
(a)_______________________________________________________________ _ _00_________________________________________
(c)_________________________________________________________________





VII. Do you live in the community in which you teach? .
Check the items that will best describe the community in which you
teach.
(a) The population is estimated as:
(1) Less than 500 ___
(2) Between 500 and 1000 ___
(3) Between 1000 and 1500___
(4) Between 1500 and 2000---
(5) Between 2000 and 2500___
(6) Between 2500 and 3000__
(7) Between 3000 and 3500 —
(8) Between 3500 and 4000__
(9) Between 4000 and 4500 
(10) 4500 or Over











VIII. If you do not reside in the community in which you teach, list reasons 
why you do not.
(a )------------------ ------ ---------------------------------------
(b )------------------------- - --- -----------------------------------
(c )________________ ________________________________________________
